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Case: CV-2008-0010463-C Current Judge: Thomas J Ryan

Gary W Duspiva vs. Clyde Fillmore, etal.
Gary W Duspiva vs. Clyde Fillmore, John A Fillmore

Other Claims
Judge

Date
New Case Filed-Other Claims

Thomas J Ryan

Summons Issued (2)

Thomas J Ryan

Filing: U - Fee for opening any other civil case not listed on the schedule
Paid by: jon gould Receipt number: 0342093 Dated: 10/3/2008 Amount:
$88.00 (Check) For: Duspiva, Gary W (plaintiff)

Thomas J Ryan

12/8/2008

Acceptance of Service

Thomas J Ryan

1115/2009

Filing: 17 - All Other Cases Paid by: Smith, Bruce M (attorney for Fillmore, Thomas J Ryan
Clyde) Receipt number: 0363507 Dated: 1/15/2009 Amount: $58.00
(Check) For: Fillmore, Clyde (defendant)

10/3/2008

Answer and Counterclaim

Thomas J Ryan

Motion for leave to amend complaint

Thomas J Ryan

1/27/2009

response to counterclaim

Thomas J Ryan

7/27/2009

Notice Of Proposed Dismissal Issued

Thomas J Ryan

8/712009

Motion to retain

Thomas J Ryan

Affidavit in support of motion

Thomas J Ryan

Order Retaining Case on Court Calendar

Thomas J Ryan

8/12/2009

Reviewed And Retained

Thomas J Ryan

defs reponse to pltfs motion to retain on calendar

Thomas J Ryan

Notice of Telephonic Scheduling Conference 10-15-09

Thomas J Ryan

Hearing Scheduled (Conference - Telephone 10/15/200901 :30 PM)
Scheduling

Thomas J Ryan

10/15/2009

Hearing result for Conference - Telephone held on 10/15/200901 :30 PM:
Hearing Held - in chambers

Thomas J Ryan

10/21/2009

Amended Complaint Filed

Thomas J Ryan

10/23/2009

Mediation Order

Thomas J Ryan

Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 08/23/201009:00 AM) 3 day

Thomas J Ryan

Hearing Scheduled (Pre Trial 07/15/2010 11 :00 AM)

Thomas J Ryan

Order Setting Case for trial & Pt & Scheduling Order

Thomas J Ryan

Petition for order of contempt and sanctions

Thomas J Ryan

9/15/2009

11/25/2009
12/112009

Affidavit of bruce smith

Thomas J Ryan

Notice Of Hearing 12/17/2009

Thomas J Ryan

Hearing Scheduled (Motion Hearing 12/17/2009 09:00 AM) defs contempt Thomas J Ryan
motion
12/3/2009

Motion to strike

Thomas J Ryan

Memorandum in support of motion

Thomas J Ryan

Affidavit of jon gould

Thomas J Ryan

Notice Of Hearing 12/17/2009

Thomas J Ryan

12/11/2009

Response to ptlfs memorandum in support of pitts motion to strike

Thomas J Ryan

12/17/2009

Hearing result for Motion Hearing held on 12/17/200909:00 AM: Hearing
Held defs contempt motionl pitts motion strike

Thomas J Ryan
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User: RANDALL

Case: CV-2008-0010463-C Current Judge: Thomas J Ryan
Gary W Duspiva vs. Clyde Fillmore, etal.

Gary W Duspiva vs. Clyde Fillmore, John A Fillmore

Other Claims
Judge

Date
12/17/2009

Hearing result for Motion Hearing held on 12/17/200909:00 AM: District
Court Hearing Held
Court Reporter: Kim Saunders
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing estimated: less than 100

Thomas J Ryan

1/20/2010

Memorandum Decision & Order RE: Contempt

Thomas J Ryan

2/8/2010

Notice of Intent to Take Default (fax)

Thomas J Ryan

2/11/2010

Answer to Amended Complaint and Counterclaim of Clyde Fillmore and
John Fillmore (fax)

Thomas J Ryan

2/19/2010

response to 2/12/2010 counterclaim of clyde and john fillmore

Thomas J Ryan

2/22/2010

Notice of Service Re: Discovery

Thomas J Ryan

2/26/2010

Notice of disclosure of experts

Thomas J Ryan

3/16/2010

Notice Of Service

Thomas J Ryan

4/1/2010

Notice Of Service

Thomas J Ryan

4/29/2010

Disclosure of Plaintiffs Expert Witnesses

Thomas J Ryan

Notice Of Service of Plaintiffs Responses to Defendants' First Requests for Thomas J Ryan
Production of Documents
Notice Of Service of plaintiffs Answers to Defendants' First Set of
Interrogatories

Thomas J Ryan

5/4/2010

Notice Of Taking Deposition john fillmore

Thomas J Ryan

Notice Of Taking Deposition clyde fillmore

Thomas J Ryan

6/8/2010

Notice Of Taking Deposition of Gary Duspiva Duces Tecum

Thomas J Ryan

6/10/2010

Notice Of Service of Defendants' First Supplemental Response to Plaintiffs Thomas J Ryan
Interrogatory No.2

6/18/2010

Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment

Thomas J Ryan

Affidavit of John Fillmore in Support of Defendants' Motion for Summary
Judgment

Thomas J Ryan

Affidavit of Bruce M Smith in Support of Defendants' Motion for Summary
Judgment

Thomas J Ryan

Affidavit of Clyde Fillmore in Support of Defendants' Motion for Summary
Judgment

Thomas J Ryan

Memorandum in Support of Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment

Thomas J Ryan

Notice Of Hearing 7-15-10

Thomas J Ryan

Motion for Summary Judgment

Thomas J Ryan

Affidavit of Jon C Gould

Thomas J Ryan

Affidavit of Gary Duspiva

Thomas J Ryan

Memorandum in Support of Plaintiffs Motion for Summary Judgment

Thomas J Ryan

Notice Of Hearing 7-22-10

Thomas J Ryan

Hearing Scheduled (Motion Hearing 07/22/201009:00 AM) pits motn for
summ judg

Thomas J Ryan

Order Resetting Case for Hearing

Thomas J Ryan

Hearing result for Pre Trial held on 07/15/2010 11 :00 AM: Hearing
Vacated defs motn for summ judg

Thomas J Ryan

6/25/2010

7/112010
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Case: CV-2008-0010463-C Current Judge: Thomas J Ryan

Gary W Duspiva vs. Clyde Fillmore, etal.
Gary W Duspiva vs. Clyde Fillmore, John A Fillmore

Other Claims
Judge

Date
7/1/2010

7/8/2010

7/9/2010

7/12/2010
7/15/2010

7/16/2010

7/19/2010
7/21/2010

Hearing result for Motion Hearing held on 07/22/2010 09:00 AM: Hearing
Vacated pits motn for summ judg

Thomas J Ryan

Hearing Scheduled (Motion Hearing 07/22/201001 :30 PM) pits and defs
motn for summ judg

Thomas J Ryan

Affidavit of Thomas Neace (fax

Thomas J Ryan

Def Response to Pit Memorandum in support of Pit Mo for Summary
Judgment (fax

Thomas J Ryan

Second Affidavit of Bruce M Smith (fax

Thomas J Ryan

Brief in response to defendants motion for summary judgment

Thomas J Ryan

Second Affidavit of gary duspiva

Thomas J Ryan

Affidavit rob whitney

Thomas J Ryan

Affidavit schuyler enochs

Thomas J Ryan

Affidavit ron smith

Thomas J Ryan

Second Affidavit jon gould

Thomas J Ryan

defendants Motion in limine (fax)

Thomas J Ryan

defendants Objection to submission by pitt in support of motion for
summary judgment (fax)

Thomas J Ryan

Notice Of Hearing 7/22/2010 (fax)

Thomas J Ryan

Affidavit of tany hackett (fax)

Thomas J Ryan

Pltfs Objection to submissions by defendant and motion to strike (fax)

Thomas J Ryan

Memorandum in support of objection (fax)

Thomas J Ryan

Defendants' Motion for Leave to Shorten Time for Filing Affidavit of Tony
Hackett

Thomas J Ryan

Affidavit of Bruce M Smith in Support of Motion for Leave to Shorten Time
for Filing Affidavit of Tony Hackett

Thomas J Ryan

Notice Of Hearing 7-22-10

Thomas J Ryan

Pre Trial Submissions by Clyde Fillmore and John Fillmore (fax)

Thomas J Ryan

Defendants' Witness List (fax)

Thomas J Ryan

Defendant's Exhibit List (fax)

Thomas J Ryan

Reply Memorandum to Defendants' Response to Plaintiff's Memorandum in Thomas J Ryan
Support of Plaintiffs Motion for Summary Judgment
Objection to defendants motion for leave to shorten time (fax)

Thomas J Ryan

Affidavit rob whitney (fax)

Thomas J Ryan

Plaintiffs Witnesses and Exhibits List

Thomas J Ryan

Plaintiffs Pre-trial Statement and Facts

Thomas J Ryan

third Affidavit of jon gould (fax)

Thomas J Ryan

Defendants' Response to Plaintiffs Objection to Submissions by Defendant Thomas J Ryan
and Motion to Strike (fax)
7/22/2010

Hearing result for Motion Hearing held on 07/22/2010 01 :30 PM: Hearing Thomas J Ryan
Held pits and defs motn for summ judgldefs motn for leave to shorten time
to file affd
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Gary W Duspiva vs. Clyde Fillmore, etal.
Gary W Duspiva vs. Clyde Fillmore, John A Fillmore

Other Claims
Judge

Date
7/22/2010

Hearing result for Motion Hearing held on 07/22/2010 01 :30 PM: Motion
Denied pits and defs motn for summ judg - motion in limine was moot

Thomas J Ryan

District Court Hearing Held
Court Reporter: Kim Saunders
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing estimated: less than 100

Thomas J Ryan

7/23/2010

Plaintiffs Witness List (fax)

Thomas J Ryan

7/27/2010

Motion in Limine to Exclude Defendants' Expert Witnesses (fax)

Thomas J Ryan

7/28/2010

Motion in limine to exclude defendants expert witness

Thomas J Ryan

Defendants Objection to plaintiffs witness list

Thomas J Ryan

8/2/2010

defendants response to pltfs motion in limine to exclude defs expert
witness

Thomas J Ryan

8/16/2010

Hearing Scheduled (Motion Hearing 08/19/201001:30 PM) motn in limine Thomas J Ryan
re: expert witnesses
TELEPHONIC

8/17/2010

Plaintiffs Stipulation to defendants exhibits (fax)

Thomas J Ryan

Notice of telephone hearing

Thomas J Ryan

8/19/2010

Notice Of Service of Defendants' First Supplemental Response to Plaintiffs Thomas J Ryan
Interrogatory No.3
Defendants' Stipulation to Plaintiffs Exhibits

Thomas J Ryan

Notice Of Service of Defendants' First Supplemental Response to Plaintiffs Thomas J Ryan
Interrogaotry No 4

8/23/2010

Hearing result for Motion Hearing held on 08/19/201001 :30 PM: Hearing
Held motn in limine re: expert witnesses
TELEPHONIC

Thomas J Ryan

Hearing result for Motion Hearing held on 08/19/201001 :30 PM: District
Court Hearing Held
Court Reporter: Kim Saunders
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing estimated: less than 100

Thomas J Ryan

Affidavit Of Service

Thomas J Ryan

Affidavit Of Service

Thomas J Ryan

Hearing result for Court Trial held on 08/23/2010 09:00 AM: Court Trial
Started 3 day

Thomas J Ryan

Hearing result for Court Trial held on 08/23/2010 09:00 AM: District Court Thomas J Ryan
Hearing Held
Court Reporter: am - nonel pm - Yvonne Hyde Gier
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing estimated: less than 500
8/24/2010

8/25/2010

Hearing Held

Thomas J Ryan

District Court Hearing Held
Court Reporter: Debora Kreidler
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing estimated: less than 500

Thomas J Ryan

Hearing Held - case under advisement

Thomas J Ryan

District Court Hearing Held
Court Reporter: Kim Saunders
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing estimated: less than 500

Thomas J Ryan
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Gary W Duspiva vs. Clyde Fillmore, etal.
Gary W Duspiva vs. Clyde Fillmore, John A Fillmore

Other Claims
Judge

Date
8/27/2010

Miscellaneous Payment: CD Copies Paid by: John Gould, Atty Receipt
number: 0053970 Dated: 8/27/2010 Amount: $12.50 (Cash)

Thomas J Ryan

9/1/2010

Transcript Filed - testimony of John Fillmore held on August 25, 2010

Thomas J Ryan

9/7/2010

Transcript Filed - Excerpt of 8/23/1 0 Court Trial

Thomas J Ryan

9/13/2010

Transcript Filed - testimony of Edward Squired held on August 25, 2010

Thomas J Ryan

9/17/2010

Plaintiffs closing argument

Thomas J Ryan

Plaintiffs Closing Argument (fax)

Thomas J Ryan

9/24/2010

Closing Argument Brief of John Fillmore and Clyde Fillmore

Thomas J Ryan

10/1/2010

Plaintiffs reply to defendant's closing argument

Thomas J Ryan

10/18/2010

Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law

Thomas J Ryan

11/312010

Defs Motion for atty fees and cost

Thomas J Ryan

Defs Memorandum of Costs and Fees

Thomas J Ryan

Affidavit of Bruce Smith

Thomas J Ryan

11/15/2010

Motion to disallow (fax)

Thomas J Ryan

11/23/2010

Notice Of Hearing 1-20-11

Thomas J Ryan

Hearing Scheduled (Motion Hearing 01/20/2011 09:00 AM) defs motn for Thomas J Ryan
fees & costs
12/912010

Defendants reply to plaintiffs response to defendants motion for attorney
fees and costs (fax)

Thomas J Ryan

12/13/2010

Judgment

Thomas J Ryan

Civil Disposition entered for: Fillmore, Clyde, Defendant; Fillmore, John A,
Defendant; Duspiva, Gary W, Plaintiff. Filing date: 12/13/2010 $27,500.00

Thomas J Ryan

Amended Notice of Hearing Re: Fees and Costs

Thomas J Ryan

Hearing result for Motion Hearing held on 01/20/2011 09:00 AM: Hearing
Vacated defs motn for fees & costs

Thomas J Ryan

Hearing Scheduled (Motion Hearing 01/14/2011 01 :30 PM)

Thomas J Ryan

Amended Notice of Hearing 2/1712011

Thomas J Ryan

12/14/2010

12/22/2010

Hearing Scheduled (Motion Hearing 02/17/2011 09:00 AM) def motn atty Thomas J Ryan
feeslcosts
12/30/2010

Application for Writ

Thomas J Ryan

Affidavit of Bruce M Smith in support of Application

Thomas J Ryan

Writ Issued Canyon

Thomas J Ryan

Miscellaneous Payment: Writs Of Execution Paid by: Moore Smith Receipt Thomas J Ryan
number: 0080267 Dated: 12/30/2010 Amount: $2.00 (Check)
1124/2011

Thomas J Ryan
Filing: L4 - Appeal, Civil appeal or cross-appeal to Supreme Court Paid
by: Gould, Jon C (attorney for Duspiva, Gary W) Receipt number: 0084846
Dated: 1/24/2011 Amount: $101.00 (Check) For: Duspiva, Gary W
(plaintiff)
Bond Posted - Cash (Receipt 84850 Dated 1/24/2011 for 200.00-Reporter
Transcript

Thomas J Ryan

Notice of Appeal

Thomas J Ryan

Appealed To The Supreme Court

Thomas J Ryan
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Case: CV-2008-0010463-C Current Judge: Thomas J Ryan

Gary W Duspiva vs. Clyde Fillmore, etal.
Gary W Duspiva vs. Clyde Fillmore, John A Fillmore

Other Claims
Judge

Date
2/7/2011
2/8/2011

S C - Order Conditionally Dismissing Appeal

Thomas J Ryan

Defendant's Request to Supplement Clerk's Record on Appeal (fax)

Thomas J Ryan

Bond Posted - Cash (Receipt 88350 Dated 2/8/2011 for 436.80) (For Court Thomas J Ryan
Reporter - Kim Saunders)
Bond Posted - Cash (Receipt 88352 Dated 2/8/2011 for 1OO.OO)(for Clerks Thomas J Ryan
Record)

2/11/2011

Writ Returned $4640.34

Thomas J Ryan

2/17/2011

Hearing result for Motion Hearing held on 02/17/2011 09:00 AM: Hearing
Held def motn atty fees/costs - under advisement

Thomas J Ryan

Hearing result for Motion Hearing held on 02/17/2011 09:00 AM: District
Court Hearing Held
Court Reporter: Kim Saunders
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing estimated: less than 100

Thomas J Ryan

Case Taken Under Advisement

Thomas J Ryan

Notice of certain costs and fees (fax)

Thomas J Ryan

Memorandum Decision and Order Re: Attorney's Fees

Thomas J Ryan

2/25/2011
3/9/2011

Civil Disposition entered for: Fillmore, Clyde, Defendant; Fillmore, John A, Thomas J Ryan
Defendant; Duspiva, Gary W, Plaintiff. Filing date: 3/9/2011 $57,761.15 for
fees and costs
3/18/2011

Defendants' Motion for Reconsideration of Award of Attorney Fees and
Costs

Thomas J Ryan

Memorandum in Support of Defendants' Motion for Reconsideration of
Award of Attorney Fees and Costs

Thomas J Ryan

3/25/2011

Plaintiff's Response to Defendants' Motion for Reconsideration of Award of Thomas J Ryan
Attorney Fees and Costs (fax)

3/30/2011

Notice of Intent to take Motion for Reconsideration Under Advisement
without Oral Argument

4/5/2011

Reply Brief on Defendants' Motion for Reconsideration of Award of Attorney Thomas J Ryan
Fees and Costs (fax)

4/13/2011

Bond Converted (Transaction number 6060 dated 4/13/2011 amount
436.80)

4/20/2011

Memorandum Decision Upon Motion for Reconsideration

Thomas J Ryan

Thomas J Ryan

Bond Converted (Transaction number 6061 dated 4/13/2011 amount 3.25) Thomas J Ryan
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(

(

~JON

C. GOUlD (ISB #6709)
RINGERT LAW CHARTERED
455 S. Third Street, P.O. Box 2773
Boise, Idaho 83701-2773
Telephone: (208) 342-4591
Facsimile: (208) 342-4657

_F__
' ~~-MM'

ocr 03 2008
CANYON COUNTY CLERK

O.BUTLER,OEPUTY

Attorneys for Plaintiff
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON

GARY DUSPIVA dba GARY DUSPIVA
WELLDRILUNG & DEVELOPMENT,
Plaintiff,
vs.
CLYDE FILLMORE, an individual and
JOHN FILLMORE, an individual,
Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
),

CASE NO.

CJJtJr-~ /OtJh3

COMPLAINT

----------------------------~):
COMES NOW the Plaintiff, Gary Duspiva dba Duspiva Well Drilling & Development
(hereinafter "Plaintiff'), by and through his counsel, Ringert Law Chartered, and hereby bring this
Complaint against the Defendants Clyde Fillmore and John Fillmore (hereinafter "Defendants"), and
alleges and complains as follows:

GENERAL ALLEGATIONS

I.
Plaintiff is a licensed well driller in the State of Idaho operating under drillers license no.
395.

COMPLAINT - Page 1
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It
Plaintiff is in the business of providing drilling services including installation and completion
of wells in Idaho under the assumed name of Duspiva Well Drilling and Development.

III.
Defendant Clyde Fillmore resides at 23252 Homedale Road, Wilder, Canyon County, Idaho
83676.

IV.
Defendant John Fillmore, upon belief and information, owns the real property described as
23258 Homedale Road, Wilder, Canyon County, rdaho 83676 (hereinafter the "Property").
V~

Commencing in or about June, 2007, Defendants Clyde Fillmore and John Fillmore met with
Plaintiff to discuss the cost of drilling a single family domestic well at the Property, potential drilling
concerns including sand production, and location of proposed well on the Property.

VI.
Defendants John Fillmore and Clyde Fillmore entered into an oral agreement with Plaintiff
whereby Plaintiff would the supply the equipment and materials for well construction, install and
complete a groundwater well in a thorough and workman like manner for the use and convenience
of Defendant John Fillmore on the Property and Defendants promised payments and other amounts
owed to Plaintiff for his drilling services.

VII.
Plaintiff and Defendant John Fillmore signed a "start card" on or about June 11,2007, to
initiate drilling activities under drilling permit no. 00047109 on the Property.

COMPLAINT - Page 2
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VIII.
On or about June 12,2007, Plaintiff began drilling activities at the Property.

IX.
!

Plaintiff developed each water producing layer encountered during the drilling activities.

X.
After completing development at each water bearing layer, Plaintiff and Defendant Clyde
Fillmore discussed the results of the development.

XI.
Defendant Clyde Fillmore authorized Plaintiff to continue drilling after each discussion
following each development activity.

XII.
Plaintiff provided Defendant Clyde Fillmore with timely and accurate summaries of the
drilling and well construction costs.

XIIl.
On or about August 2, 2007, Defendant Clyde Fillmore paid Plaintiff $10,000.00 for the
drilling and well construction services provided by Plaintiff.

XIV.
On or about August 8,2007, Plaintiff drilled to a depth of 836 feet below ground surface and
encountered soil cuttings having a temperature of!approximately 92 degrees Fahrenheit.

xv.
On or about August 16, 2007, an Application For Drilling Permit under drilling permit no.
D0047109 for a low temperature geothermal well with a proposed maximum depth of over 1,000
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feet was executed by Defendant John Fillmore.

XVI.
On or about September 13, 2007, Defendant Clyde Fillmore paid Plaintiff $10,000.00 for the
drilling and well construction services provided by Plaintiff.

XVII.
On or about October 10, 2007, Plaintiff completed well development activities.

XVIII.
On or about November 19, 2007,

Plaintif~

submitted a Completion Plan to IDWR for the

Fillmore well that include two alternatives for well completion.

XIX.
In a letter dated April 25, 2008, from John IIoman, Deputy Attorney General, State ofIdaho,
approved Alternative No.2 subject to six (6) amendments to the previous conditions.

xX.
The approved Completion Plan required Plaintiff to provide Defendants with a cost estimate
for well completion and a cost estimate for well abandonment.

XXI.
The approved Completion Plan required defendants to provide Plaintiff with a decision to
either complete the well or abandon the well within five (5) days of receipt of Plaintiffs plans and
cost estimates.

XXlI.
i

Plaintiff provided counsel for the Defendants with both a plan and cost estimate for
abandonment and a plan and cost estimate for completion in a timely manner.
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XXIII.
Defendants failed to respond to Plaintiff. i
',r

XXIV.
On or about June 11, 2008, Plaintiff info~ed Defendants that a stand-by drilling charge of
$750.00 per day beginning on June 3, 2008, until Defendants direct Plaintiff on whether to complete
or abandon the well.

XX},.
As of October 1, 2008, Defendants had not instructed Plaintiff on whether to complete or
abandon the well.

XXVI.
Although demands have been made upon pefendants, they have failed to pay the amounts
they owe Plaintiff.

COUNT ONE (BREACH OF CONTRACT)
XXVII.
Plaintiffs reallege paragraphs 1 through

26 as though fully set forth hereat.

XXVIII.
Plaintiff has timely performed all of his obligations under the Agreement.

xxfx.
Defendant breached the above-referenced iAgreement by their failure to pay for Plaintiffs
services.

xxx.
Plaintiff has been damaged by Defendants,lbreach of contract in an amount to be determined
COMPlAINT - Page 5
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at trial, but in excess of the jurisdictional minimum of this Court.

REOUEST FOR ATTORNEY FEES
Plaintiffs have been required to retain the s¢rvices of attorneys to prosecute this action, have
retained the firm of Ringert Law, Chartered, and have agreed to pay said attorneys a reasonable
attorneys fee. Defendant is responsible for the payment of Plaintiffs' attorneys fees pursuant to
Idaho Code §§ 12-120 and/or 12-121 and/or I.R.C.P. 54, and any and all other applicable Idaho
statutes and law. In the event of default, $15,000.00 is a reasonable attorney fee.

PRAYER FOR RELIEF
WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs pray for judgment against Defendant as follows:
1.

For an award of damages in favor of Plaintiffs in an amount to be determined at trial,

but in no case to be less than $25,000.
2.

For an award of reasonable attorneys fees and costs in an amount to be determined

by the Court;
3.

For such other and further relief as~the Court deems just.

DEMAND FOR i.JURY TRIAL
Plaintiffs demand a trial by jury consistiJg of no less than twelve (12) jurors pursuant to
1.R.C.P.38(b).
DATED this

'2-

day of October, 2d08.
RINGERT LAW CHARTERED

By:.

J.m

~~
. Gould
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BRUCE M. SMITH, ISB #3425
MOORE SMITH BUXTON & TURCKE, CHARTERED
Attorneys at Law
950 W. Bannock Street, Suite 520
Boise,ID 83702
Telephone: (208) 331-1800
Facsimile: (208) 331-1202
Attorney for Defendant

F I L E [)
___AJJI.!'J>c) P.M.
JAN t 5 2009
OANYON CQUl'JiY cu.::nK

O. BUTLER, DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON

GARY DUSPIVA dba GARY DUSPIVA
WELL DRILLING & DEVELOPMENT
Plaintiff,
vs.
CLYDE FILLMORE, an individual and
JOHN FILLMORE, an individual,
Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV08-10463

ANSWER AND
COUNTERCLAIM OF
CL YDE FILLMORE AND
JOHN FILLMORE

-------------------------------)
COME NOW Defendants Clyde Fillmore and John Fillmore and answer Plaintiffs
complaint as follows: Any allegations not specifically admitted are denied.
1. In response to paragraph 1, Defendants state that they do not have sufficient information
to form a belief as to the truthfulness of the allegations and therefore deny the same.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, Plaintiff represented to Defendants that he was a master
well driller in the state.
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2. In response to paragraph 2, Defendants state that they do not have sufficient information
to form a belief as to the truthfulness of the allegations and therefore deny the same
3. Admit.
4. Admit.
5. In response to paragraph 5, Defendants admit meeting with Plaintiff to generally

di~cuss

the drilling of a well. Defendants deny that paragraph 5 is a complete description of the
conversation.
6. In response to paragraph 6, Defendants admit to entering into an oral agreement with
Plaintiff for Plaintiff to drill a cold water domestic well. Defendants deny that paragraph
6 is an accurate description of the agreement. Specifically, the agreement with Plaintiff
was for Plaintiff to drill a cold water domestic well not a geothermal well. Defendants
also have no way of knowing what "other amounts" paragraph 6 refers to.
7. In response to paragraph 7, Defendant John Fillmore admits to signing a card which
appeared to address Plaintiff's drilling a well.

However, Plaintiff had prepared the

document and presented it to John Fillmore for signing.
8. Admit.
9. In response to paragraph 9, Defendants are without sufficient information to form a belief
as to the truthfulness of the allegations and therefore deny the same.
10. In response to paragraph 10, Defendants are without sufficient information to form a
belief as to the truthfulness of the allegations and therefore deny the same.
11. In response to paragraph 11, Defendants are without sufficient information to form a
belief as to the truthfulness of the allegations and therefore deny the same. Defendants
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specifically deny that Plaintiff adequately or properly infonned Defendants about the
scope, extent, and costs of the drilling activities and well construction costs.
12. Denied.
13. Admit.
14. In response to paragraph 14, Defendants are without sufficient infonnation to fonn a
belief as to the truthfulness of the allegations and therefore deny the same.
15. In response to paragraph 15, Defendant John Fillmore admits that he signed an
Application for Drilling Pennit that had been prepared by Plaintiff. As to the remainder
of the allegations, no response is needed in that the document speaks for itself. If a
response is needed, the allegations are denied.
16. Admit.
17. Denied.
18. In response to paragraph 18, Defendants are without sufficient infonnation to fonn a
belief as to the truthfulness of the allegations and therefore deny the same.
19. In response to paragraph 19, no response is needed in that the document referred to is the
best evidence and speaks for itself.
20. In response to paragraph 20, Defendants respond that the paragraph appears to refer to
the letter referred in paragraph 19, to which no response is needed.
21. In response to paragraph 21, Defendants respond that the paragraph appears to refer to
the letter referred in paragraph 19, to which no response is needed.
22. Denied.
23. Denied.
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24. In response to paragraph 24, the allegations are Plaintiffs characterization of his actions
to which no response is needed. If a response is needed, the allegations are denied.
Defendants specifically deny that the agreement with Plaintiff included any provision for
standby charges, and that the allegations in paragraph 24 constitute a breach of the
agreement with Plaintiff.
25. Denied.
26. Denied.
27. In response to paragraph 27, Defendants respond as they responded to each and every
previous paragraph.
28. Denied.
29. Denied.
30. Denied.
31. In response to Plaintiffs Request for Attorney Fees, Defendants deny that Plaintiff is
entitled to any attorney fees and deny that $15,000.00 is reasonable for award for a
defendant.
32. In response to the Prayer for Relief, Defendants deny that Plaintiff is entitled to any relief
and further that Plaintiff's Complaint fails to state a claim for relief
II.
AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES
FIRST AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
Plaintiff fails to state a claim for relief.
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SECOND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
Plaintiff

s claims

are barred by the doctrine of unclean hands in that Plaintiff

misrepresented his qualifications and skill in drilling a well and negligently or intentionally
failed to disclose important information about the details of the drilling, the Plaintiffs
discussions with IDWR, and the costs and regulatory requirements of a low temperature
geothermal well.
THIRD AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
Plaintiff s claims are barred by Plaintiff s fraud and misrepresentation concerning the
cost and details of drilling the well, and Plaintiffs undisclosed communications with IDWR.
FOURTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
If Plaintiff is entitled to any damages, such damages are offset by the damages and costs
incurred by Defendants.
FIFTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
Plaintiff s claims are barred in that the well Plaintiff drilled was illegal and Defendants
did not contract for the drilling of an illegal well.
SIXTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
Plaintiffs claims are barred due to failure of consideration in that Defendants did not get
what they contracted with Plaintiff to receive.
SEVENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
Plaintiffs claims are barred in that Plaintiff assumed the risk of drilling in a manner that
a low temperature geothermal aquifer was encountered and that the well construction did not
comply with state law.
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EIGHTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
Plaintiffs claims are barred by the negligence of Plaintiff in usmg inappropriate
equipment for the type of drilling he attempted to do and in drilling into a low temperature
geothermal conditions that Plaintiff knew he would be encountered.
NINTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
Plaintiffs claims are barred in that Plaintiff failed to properly explain the costs and
complexity of drilling a low temperature geothermal well.
TENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
Plaintiff reserves the right to amend and/or add affirmative defenses as appropriate.

COUNTERCLAIM
COME NOW Counterclaimants Clyde Fillmore and John Fillmore and allege and claim
against Gary Duspiva as follows:
1. Counterclaimant Clyde Fillmore is a resident of Canyon County, Idaho.
2. Counterclaimant John Fillmore is a resident of Canyon County, Idaho.
3. Counterdefendant Gary Duspiva represents and advertises himself as a master well driller
and, upon information and belief, lives in Canyon County, Idaho. Duspiva provides
drilling services in Canyon County, Idaho.
4. Pursuant to an oral agreement, Clyde Fillmore and John Fillmore retained Duspiva in
2007 to drill a cold water domestic well for a house on Homedale Road in Canyon
County, Idaho.
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5. During the course of drilling a well, Duspiva prepared and presented to John Fillmore for
signing certain documents that are, upon information and belief, related to authorization
for Plaintiff to drill a well pursuant to state law.
6. Duspiva started drilling the well in June, 2007.
7. During the course of drilling the well, Duspiva failed to adequately notify and inform the
Fillmores about the drilling activities.
8. During the drilling of the well, Duspiva intentionally withheld important information
about the details of the drilling activity including, but not limited to, that he had drilled
into a low temperature geothermal aquifer in violation of IDWR rules and in direct
contradiction of the application/permit to drill a cold water domestic well.
9. Duspiva represented to the Fillmores that they should not worry about the fact that he had
drilled into the low temperature geothermal aquifer because Duspiva would take care of
it with the Idaho Department of Water Resources.
10. Duspiva failed to communicate with and inform the Fillmores of all of Duspiva's
discussions with the IDWR.
11. In drilling the well, both before starting and after drilling into the geothermal aquifer,
Duspiva failed to inform the Fillmore's that Duspiva had already received warnings from
the IDWR about drilling into low temperature geothermal aquifers.
12. In fact, Duspiva had received warnings about his improper drilling methods and drilling
into low temperature geothermal aquifers on the Rohn well, the Enoch well, and the
Riggs well, all of which are in the same vicinity as the well he was drilling for the
Fillmores.
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13. Duspiva, based on these previous drilling efforts, knew or should have known that he
would encounter a geothermal aquifer in drilling a well for the Fillmores.
14. The cost and complexity of drilling a low temperature geothermal well is considerately
more than drilling a cold water well, and Duspiva had an obligation to so inform the
Fillmores which he did not do.
15. The regulatory requirements for drilling a low temperature geothermal well are more
stringent than for drilling a cold water well, and Duspiva had an obligation to so inform
the Fillmores which he did not do.
16. Duspiva drilled the well in a manner that violated IDWR rules.
17. Because of the manner Duspiva drilled the well, the costs of the well skyrocketed far
beyond the cost associated with the type of well the Fillmores sought to have drilled.
18. Duspiva has demanded that the Fillmores pay him the costs of complying with the IDWR
rules which Duspiva violated.
19. The Fillmores contracted for the drilling of a cold water domestic well, not a low
temperature geothermal well.
20. A low temperature geothermal well does not serve the needs of John Fillmore and is not
what he contracted for.
21. The Fillmores relied upon the representations of Duspiva as to the drilling of a well, and
Duspiva failed to inform them of the costs associated with the drilling of the well and for
complying with IDWR rules.
22. On September 15, 2008, Duspiva informed the IDWR that he did not intent to resume
drilling activities on the well.
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23. On September 29,2008, Duspiva told IDWR he would not participate in any meeting to
resolve the dispute over the well.
24. As a result of Duspiva's drilling into the geothermal aquifer, the IDWR issued an order
on October 3, 2008, requiring a plan for abandoning the well.
25. As a result of the IDWR proceeding regarding Duspiva's drilling, the Fillmores were
required to participate in a formal hearing at the IDWR and incurred costs and damages
in doing so.
26. As part of the IDWR hearing, the IDWR prepared a November 6, 2008, Staff
Memorandum that detailed Duspiva's actions with regard to drilling into the low
temperature geothermal aquifer, the repeated warnings to him by the IDWR, and his
failure to comply with IDWR rules.

A copy of the Staff Memorandum (without

attachments) is attached to and incorporated into this Complaint.
27. Duspiva had been warned by IDWR about his drilling techniques as they related to
geothermal conditions.
28. As a result of Duspiva's misrepresentations, his failure to comply with IDWR rules, and
his intentional and/or negligent actions in drilling a low temperature geothermal well,
Duspiva caused actual damage to the Fillmores.
COUNT ONE
(BREACH OF CONTRACT AND UNJUST ENRICHMENT)
29. The Counterclaimants reallege paragraph 1-28 as ifset forth in full.
30. Counterclaimants contracted with Counterdefendant to drill a cold water domestic well.
31. Counterdefendant failed to drill a well as contracted for.
32. The well drilled by Counterdefendants further failed to comply with IDWR rules.
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33. As a result of Counterdefendant' s actions, the IDWR required the well be abandoned.
34. As a result of the IDWR actions regarding abandoning the well, the Counterclaimants
suffered damages which are as yet undetermined because the well has not yet been
abandoned.
35. Counterdefendant having been paid $20,000.00 for a well that was not as contracted for,
has been unjustly enriched by $20,000.00.
36. Counterclaimants are therefore entitled to rescind the original agreement and have
returned to them all funds paid to Counterdefendants, and to have Counterdefendant pay
for all damages suffered by Counterclaimants.

COUNT TWO
(VIOLATION OF CONSUMER PROTECTION ACT)
37. Counterclaimants reallege paragraph 1-36 as if set forth in full.
38. Counterdefendant misrepresented and held himself out as a master well driller.
39. However, Counterdefendant did not have the expertise as reflected and demonstrated by
his failure to comply with well drilling requirements established by the State of Idaho
through the Idaho Department of Water Resources.
40. Counterdefendant's work and service are services and actions as described in Idaho Code
48-602.
41. Counterclaimants are consumers who are not knowledgeable about well drilling
techniques.
42. Counterdefendant engaged in acts and practices which are false, misleading, malicious,
outrageous, and deceptive to the Counterclaimants in that Counterdefendant did not have
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skills or expertise as represented, omitted or misrepresented important details about his
activities, undertook to drill

in violation of state

law,

and demanded that

Counterclaimants pay for Counterdefendant's illegal actions including costs associated
with attempting to correct the improperly drilled well.
43. Counterdefendant therefore violated, at a minimum, I.C. 48-603(17) and, upon
information and belief, I.C. 48-603( 16), and 48-603( c).
44. Pursuant to I.e. 48-608, Counterclaimants are entitled to void the original agreement or,
in the alternative, recover actual damages which are known to be greater than $1,000.00.

REQUEST FOR ATTORNEY FEES
45. Counterclaimants have been required to retain the service of counsel to prosecute this
action and have agreed to pay counsel for such services. Counterdefendant is responsible
for payment of such fees pursuant to I.e. 12-120, I.C. 12-121, and I.C. 48-608. In the
event of default, $10,000.00 is a reasonable fee.

PRAYER FOR RELIEF
Counterclaimants pray for judgment against Counterdefendant as follows:
1. For an award of damages as established by proof at trial which amount is believed to be
approximately $12,000.00-$15,000.00.
2. For an order voiding the agreement between Counterclaimants and Counterdefendant and
ordering Counterdefendant to return all funds paid to Counterdefendant.
3. For an award of attorney fees and costs.
4. For such other relief as the Court deems appropriate in the circumstances.
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DATED this ~ day of January, 2009.

VERIFICATION
I hereby attest to the truthfulness of the claims made herein.

MOORE SMITH BUXTON & TURCKE,
CHARTERED

M. SMITH
A orney for Defendants/Counterclaimants
.I..,..""",,,,,,,,,
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

fi

I hereby certify that on this
day of January, 2009, a true and correct copy of the
foregoing ANSWER AND COUNTERCLAIM OF CLYDE AND JOHN FILLMORE was
served upon the following by the method indicated below:

Jon C. Gould
RINGERT LAW CHARTERED

455 S. Third Street
P.O. Box 2773
Boise,ID 83701-2773
Telephone: (208) 342-4591
Facsimile: (208) 342-4657

-

- - via U.S. MAIL

via HAND DELIVERY
- - via OVERNIGHT MAIL
via FACSIMILE

i3RUCEM. SMITH
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JON C. GOULD (ISB #6709)
RINGERT LAW CHARTERED
455 S. Third Street, P.O. Box 2773
Boise, Idaho 83701-2773
Telephone: (208) 342-4591
Facsimile: (208) 342-4657

F I LED
___A.M·/,',/O P.M.
JAM 27

ZO~
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CANYON COUNTY CLERK

O.BUTLER,DEPUTY

Attorneys for Plaintiff

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON

)

GARY DUSPNA dba GARY DUSPNA
WELL DRILLING & DEVELOPMENT,

)
)

CASE NO. CV08-10463

)

Plaintiff,
vs.

)
)

RESPONSE TO COUNTERCLAIM OF
CLYDE AND JOHN FILLMORE

)

CLYDE FILLMORE and JOHN FILLMORE, )
)

Defendants.

)
)
)

COMES NOW the PlaintiffiCounterdefendant, Gary Duspiva dba Duspiva Well Drilling &
Development (hereinafter "Plaintiff'), by and through his counsel, Ringert Law Chartered, and
hereby Responds to the Counterclaim filed by the above-listed Defendants as follows:
INTRODUCTORY ALLEGATIONS
I.

Plaintiffhereby denies each allegation contained in Defendants' Counterclaim unless

specifically admitted herein.
II.

As to paragraphs 3, 4, and 6 of the Counterclaim, Plaintiff admits the allegations

contained therein.
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III.

As to paragraphs 1, 2, 25, 34 and 41 of the Counterclaim, Plaintiff is without

information to either confirm or deny the allegations contained therein, and therefore denies the
same.
IV.

As to paragraph 5 of the Counterclaim, Plaintiff denies that documents related to

authorization for Plaintiff to drill a well pursuant to state law were prepared by Duspiva during the
course of drilling a well.
V.

As to paragraphs 7, 8,9, 10, 12, 13, 14, 16, 17, 18, 19,20,21,23,24,25,26,27,28,

30, 32, 33, 35, 36, 38, 39, 42, 43, and 44 of the Counterclaim, Plaintiff denies the allegations
contained therein.
VI.

As to paragraph 11 of the Counterclaim, Plaintiff is without information to either

confirm or deny the allegations contained therein, and therefore denies the same.
VII.

As to paragraph 15 of the Counterclaim, Plaintiff admits that the regulatory

requirements for drilling a low temperature geothermal well are more stringent than for drilling a
cold water well. Plaintiff denies the remainder of the allegations contained therein.
VIII.

As to paragraph 22 of the Counterclaim, Plaintiff admits that he did not "intend" on

resuming drilling activities on the well because the Defendants/Counterclaimants failed, for over
eight months, to inform Plaintiff on how they wished to proceed with well drilling activities, the
Defendants/Counterclaimants failed to pay Plaintifffor his drilling services provided at their request,
the DefendantsiCounterclaimants informed the Plaintiffthat they wished to have the well abandoned,
and the drilling permit had expired.
IX.

As to paragraph 31 of the Counterclaim, Plaintiff admits that the well was not

completed. However, the well was not completed because the Defendants/Counterclaimants failed
RESPONSE TO COUNTERCLAIM OF CLYDE AND JOHN FILLMORE- Page 2
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to authorize Plaintiff to complete the well.

X.

As to paragraph 38 ofthe Counterclaim, Plaintiffis a master well driller and therefore

cannot make a misrepresentation about that fact. Therefore Plaintiff denies the allegation contained
in the paragraph that he made a misrepresentation about being a master well driller.
XI.

As to paragraph 40 of the Counterclaim, the allegation contains a legal conclusion

and therefore Plaintiff denies the allegations contained therein.
XII.

Plaintiffexpressly denies any entitlement ofDefendants to an award of attorneys' fees

and costs, any damages, or any other relief whatsoever.
AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES
I.

Defendants' Counterclaim fails in whole or in part to state a claim on which relief can

be granted against the Plaintiff and should be dismissed pursuant to Rule 12(b)(6) of the Idaho Rules
of Civil Procedure.
II.

Defendants' claims should be barred because Defendants have proceeded unjustly,

unfairly and with unclean hands.
III.

Defendants are estopped from asserting the claims set forth in Defendants'

Counterclaim.
IV.

Defendants have waived some or all of the claims set forth in Defendants'

Counterclaim.
V.

Defendants' actions contributed to their damages, if any.

VI.

By identifying an issue as a "defense" herein, Plaintiff does not assume the burden

of proof or persuasion not previously assigned to them under applicable law.
VII.

Plaintiff hereby give notice to the Defendants and the Court that he may rely upon
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additional defenses which become available and/or appear during discovery and, therefore, reserves
his right to amend his Response to assert such additional defenses.

ATTORNEYS FEES
The Plaintiffhas been required to retain the services ofRingert Law Chartered, and has and
will continue to incur attorneys fees and legal costs in defense of this action. Plaintiffis entitled to
recover their reasonable attorneys fees and legal costs incurred herein, pursuant to Idaho Code
Sections 12-120 and 12-121, and the applicable provisions of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure.
WHEREFORE, Plaintiff Counterdefendant prays that judgment be entered for him on his
claims and against Defendants/Counterc1aimants; and for such other and further relief as may seem
just and equitable.
DATED this

2Jo

day of January, 2009.
RINGERT LAW CHARTERED

By:

$- /fA

Jon . Gould
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

7b

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this
day of January, 2009, I caused to be served a true
and accurate copy of the foregoing document by U.S. mail, postage pre-paid to the following:
Bruce Smith
Moore Smith Buxton & Turke, Chtd
950 W. Bannock Street, Ste. 520
Boise, Idaho 83702
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, L .- 0
---A.M.

JON C. GOULD (ISB #6709)
RINGERT LAW CHARTERED
455 S. Third Street, P.O. Box 2773
Boise, Idaho 83701-2773
Telephone: (208) 342-4591
Facsimile: (208) 342-4657

i.£bQ

P.M.

OCT 2 1 2009
CANYON COUNTY CLERK
,J HEIDE;'VJAN, DEPUTY

Attorneys for Plaintiff
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON

GARY DUSPIVA dba GARY DUSPIVA
WELL DRILLING & DEVELOPMENT,
.Plaintiff,
vs.
CLYDE FILLMORE and JOHN FILLMORE,
Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

CASE NO. CV 08-10463
AMENDED COMPLAINT

COMES NOW the Plaintiff, Gary Duspiva dba Duspiva Well Drilling & Development
(hereinafter "Plaintiff'), by and through his counsel, Ringert Law Chartered, and hereby bring this
Complaint against the Defendants Clyde Fillmore and John Fillmore (hereinafter "Defendants"), and
alleges and complains as follows:

I. GENERAL ALLEGATIONS
1.

Plaintiff is a licensed well driller in the State ofIdaho operating under drillers license

no. 395.
2.

Plaintiff is in the business of providing drilling services including installation and
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completion of wells in Idaho under the assumed name of Duspiva Well Drilling and Development.
3.

Defendant Clyde Fillmore resides at 23252 Homedale Road, Wilder, Canyon County,

Idaho 83676.
4.

Defendants own the real property described as 23258 Homedale Road, Wilder,

Canyon County, Idaho 83676 (hereinafter the "Property").
5.

Commencing on or about June 11, 2007, Defendants Clyde Fillmore and John

Fillmore met with Plaintiff to discuss the cost of drilling a single family domestic well at the
Property, potential drilling concerns including sand production, and location of proposed well on the
property.
6.

Defendants John Fillmore and Clyde Fillmore entered into an oral agreement with

Plaintiff whereby Plaintiff would the supply the equipment and materials for well construction,
install and complete a groundwater well in a thorough and workman like manner for the use and
convenience of Defendant John Fillmore on the Property and Defendants agreed to have Plaintiff
initiate drilling services at a per foot of drilling cost and miscellaneous costs.
7.

Plaintiff and Defendant John Fillmore signed a "start card" on or about June 11,2007

to initiate drilling activities under drilling permit no. D0047109 on the Property.
8.

On or about June 12,2007, Plaintiffbegan drilling activities at the Property.

9.

Plaintiff developed each water producing layer encountered during the drilling

activities.
10.

After completing development at each water bearing layer, Plaintiff and Defendant

Clyde Fillmore discussed the results of the development.
11.

Defendant Clyde Fillmore authorized Plaintiff to continue drilling after each
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discussion following each development activity.
12.

Plaintiff provided Defendant Clyde Fillmore with timely and accurate summaries of

the drilling and well construction costs.
13.

Defendant Clyde Fillmore never instructed Plaintiff to stop drilling.

14.

On or about August 2, 2007, Defendant Clyde Fillmore paid Plaintiff$1 0,000.00 for

the drilling and well construction services provided by Plaintiff.
15.

On or about August 8, 2008, Plaintiff drilled to a depth of 836 feet below ground

surface and encountered soil cuttings having a temperature of approximately 92 degrees Fahrenheit.
16.

On or about August 16, 2007, an Application For Drilling Permit under drilling

permit no. D0047109 for a low temperature geothermal well with a proposed maximum depth of
1,000 feet plus was executed by Defendant John Fillmore.
17.

On or about September 13,2007, Defendant Clyde Fillmore paid Plaintiff$1 0,000.00

for the drilling and well construction services provided by Plaintiff.
18.

On or about October 10,2007, Plaintiff completed well development activities.

19.

The cost of drilling and well construction services completed by Plaintiff for

Defendants was $50,665.00.
20.

On or about November 19,2007, Plaintiff submitted a Completion Plan to IDWR for

the Fillmore well that include two alternatives for well completion.
21.

In a letter dated April 25, 2008, from John Homan, Deputy Attorney General, State

ofIdaho, approved Alternative No.2 subject to six (6) amendments to the previous conditions.
22.

The approved Completion Plan required Plaintiffto provide Defendants with a cost

estimate for well completion and a cost estimate for well abandonment.
AMENDED COMPLAINT - Page 3
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24.

The approved Completion Plan required Defendants to provide Plaintiff with a

decision to either complete the well or abandon the well within five (5) days of receipt of Plaintiffs
plans and cost estimates.
25.

Plaintiff provided counsel for the Defendants with both a plan and cost estimate for

abandonment and a plan and cost estimate for completion in a timely manner.
26.

Defendants failed to respond to Plaintiff.

27.

On or about June 11, 2008, Plaintiff informed Defendants that a stand-by drilling

charge of$750.00 per day beginning on June 3, 2008 until Defendants direct Plaintiff on whether
to complete or abandon the well.
28.

As of October 1, 2008, Defendants had not instructed Plaintiff on whether to

complete or abandon the well.
29.

Although demands have been made upon Defendants, they have failed to pay the

amounts they owe Plaintiff.
COUNT I - BREACH OF CONTRACT
30.

Plaintiffrealleges paragraphs 1 through 29 as though fully set forth here at.

31.

Plaintiff has timely performed all of his obligations under the Agreement.

32.

Defendants breached the above-referenced Agreement by their failure to pay for

Plaintiffs services.
33.

Plaintiff has been damaged by Defendants' breach of contract in an amount to be

determined at trial, but in excess of the jurisdictional minimum of this Court.
REQUEST FOR ATTORNEY FEES
Plaintiff has been required to retain the services of attorneys to prosecute this action, have
AMENDED COMPLAINT - Page 4
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retained the firm of Ringert Law Chartered, and has agreed to pay said attorneys a reasonable
attorneys fee. Defendants are responsible for the payment of Plaintiffs attorneys fees pursuant to
Idaho Code §§ 12-120 and/or 12-121 and/or LR.C.P. 54, and any and all other applicable Idaho
statutes and law. In the event of default, $15,000 is a reasonable attorney fee.

PRAYER FOR RELIEF
WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays for judgment against Defendants as follows:
1.

For an award of damages in favor of Plaintiff in an amount to be determined at trial,

but in no case to be less than $25,000.
2.

For an award of reasonable attorneys fees and costs in an amount to be determined

by the Court;
3.

For such other and further relief as the Court deems just.

DATED this

~

2.0 day of October, 2009.
RINGERT LAW CHARTERED

By:

~.1-JJ

Jon

. Gould
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

~ay

I hereby certify that on the
of October, 2009, a true and correct copy of the
foregoing ras served upon all parties listed below by:

duo S. mail, postage prepaid

() express mail
( ) facsimile

( ) hand delivery
Bruce Smith
Moore Smith Buxton & Turcke Chartered
950 W. Bannock, Ste. 520
Boise, Idaho 83702

Jon . Gould
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OCT 23 2009
CANYON COUNTY CLERK
T. CRAWFORD, DEPUTY
THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON

GARY DUSPIVA dba GARY DUSPIVA
WELL DRILLING & DEVELOPMENT,
Plaintiffs,

-vsCLYDE FILLMORE, an individual and
JOHN FILLMORE, an individual,
Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

CASE NO. CV 2008-10463*C
ORDER SETTING CASE FOR
TRIAL AND PRETRIAL AND
SCHEDULING ORDER

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the above entitled matter is scheduled for a three
(3) day jury trial before District Judge Thomas J. Ryan, at 9:00 A.M. on August 23-25,

2010, at the Canyon County Courthouse, Caldwell, Idaho.

A pretrial conference is

scheduled for July 15TH , 2010, at 11:00 A.M.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED:
1. The Plaintiff shall disclose expert witnesses and comply with I.C.R.P. Rule
26(b)(4)A no later than February 15, 2010.

The Defendant shall disclose expert

witnesses and comply with I.C.R.P. 26(b)(4)A no later than March 15,2010.
2.

All discovery shall be completed no later than May 30, 2010.

3.

The parties are ordered to proceed with alternative dispute
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resolution/mediation per this Court's Order Referring Case to Mediation issued
contemporaneously with this scheduling Order.
4.

All pretrial motions are to have been filed and argued at least twenty-eight

(28) days prior to trial.

5. All motions for summary judgment shall be filed and noticed in accordance
with Rule 56, Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure.
6. All briefs filed by the parties shall not exceed twenty (20) pages.
7. All parties must file with the Court at least seven (7) days before pre trial
conference:
A. A concise written statement of the theory of recovery or defense, the
elements of that theory and supporting authorities.

B. A written list identifying stipulated facts, all witnesses and all exhibits
to be introduced at trial with a statement whether the exhibit is stipulated admissible.
C. A written statement that the parties have discussed settlement or the
use of extrajudicial procedures including alternative dispute techniques to resolve the
dispute.
D.

Proposed Jury Instructions and Verdict forms, if applicable.

8. Attorneys attending the pretrial conference must have authorization to enter
into stipulations regarding factual issues and admission of exhibits.
9. Each party is hereby notified that noncompliance with this Order may result in
the Court imposing sanctions.
DATED:

~~ qly

Thomas J. Ryan
District Judge
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
STATE OF IDAHO,
COUNTY OF CANYON

)
) ss
)

I HEREBY CERTIFY that a true and correct copy of the foregoing ORDER was
forwarded to the following:

JonC. Gould
RINGERT LAW, CHTD.
PO Box 2773
Boise, ID 83701-2773
Bruce M. Smith
Moore Smith Buxton & Turcke, Chtd.
920 W. Bannock St., Ste. 520
Boise, ID 83702

Either by depositing the same in the U.S. mail, first class postage prepaid, or by personal
service.
DATED this d. 2:> day of October, 2009.
William H. Hurst,
Clerk of the District Court

by Deputy Clerk of the Court
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BRUCE M. SMITH, ISB #3425
MOORE SMITH BUXTON & TURCKE, CHARTERED
Attorneys at Law
950 W. Bannock Street, Suite 520
Boise,ID 83702
,~,
-----A.~P.M.
Telephone: (208) 331-1800
Facsimile: (208) 331-1202

F

,

J;, 0

NOV 252009

Attorney for Defendant

CANYON COUNTY ClEHK
D. BUTLEH. DEPUTY

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON

GARY DUSPIVA dba GARY DUSPIVA
WELL DRILLING & DEVELOPMENT
Plaintiff,
vs.
CLYDE FILLMORE, an individual and
JOHN FILLMORE, an individual,
Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV08-10463
PETITION FOR ORDER OF
CONTEMPT AND SANCTIONS

------------------------------------)
COME NOW Defendants Clyde Fillmore and John Fillmore (Fillmores) pursuant to
1.R.c.P. 75, and petition this Court for an order of contempt and sanctions against
Plaintiff/Respondent Gary Duspiva for violation of the Court's October 23, 2009 Mediation
Order. I This Petition is filed as a nonsummary proceeding pursuant to I.R.C.P. 75(c).
PlaintifflRespondent Duspiva (Duspiva) filed a complaint against Clyde and John
Fillmore on October 2, 2008 alleging a breach of contract over Duspiva's efforts to drill a well

I This petition does not seek sanctions against counsel for Plaintiff because Defendants are not aware of facts related
to counsel's efforts related to the mediation. However, Defendants reserve all rights as against Plaintiff's counsel
should the evidence reveal that counsel knew or was aware of the circumstances which form the basis of this petition.
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for the Fillmores. The Fillmores filed an answer and counterclaim against Duspiva on December
8,2008. On July 27,2009, the Canyon County Clerk issued a Notice of Proposed Dismissal for
failure to prosecute. Plaintiff's counsel filed an affidavit in support of his motion to retain the
case on the calendar asserting, in part, that Plaintiff was " ... considering alternatives that would
avoid litigation." See Affidavit of Counsel in Support of Motion to Retain Case on the Calendar,
dated August 1,2009. Fillmores responded that they thought the case should be dismissed. On
August 11, 2009, the Court issued an order retaining the case on the Court's calendar. On
October 15, 2009, the Court conducted a scheduling conference during which the Court
recommended and the Plaintiff and Defendants agreed that this case was appropriate for
mediation. The Court indicated to the parties that former Chief Justice Linda Trout was available
to help the parties with mediation. Both parties agreed to mediation with Justice Trout as
mediator.
On October 23,2009, the Court issued a Mediation Order that ordered in part:
2.
Upon request of the parties, the Court has appointed Linda Copple
Trout, Senior Judge, to serve as mediator. The parties are to contact
Justice Trout and schedule the mediation within thirty (30) days of the date
of this order.
3.
All named parties and any unnamed party claiming an interest in
the case, or their agents with full authority to settle, together with the
attorneys responsible for handling the Trial in this case are ordered to be
present for the entire mediation conference pursuant to LR.C.P. 16(k)(10)
unless otherwise excused by the mediator or the Court upon showing of
good cause.
In order to get mediation under way, counsel for Petitioners and counsel's staff contacted
Plaintiff's counsel and Justice Trout to select a mutually agreeable date for Justice Trout,
counsel, and the parties. November 19, 2009, was agreed upon. Fillmores' counsel scheduled
the mediation to begin at 1:00 p.m. However, upon advice from Justice Trout that more time

PETITION FOR ORDER OF CONTEMPT AND SANCTIONS - 2
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would increase the likelihood of a successful mediation, the mediation period was rescheduled to
begin at 10:00 a.m. Justice Trout sent a letter to both parties confirming the mediation date, the
process, and included a request for information and confidential mediation statements to help her
understand the issues. She committed to helping the parties reach resolution. See Exhibit 1,
letter of November 1,2009. Justice Trout informed the parties that:
An essential ingredient of a successful settlement conference is the presence of the
parties. I expect the parties to be present to make the settlement conference
effective, rather than simply being available by telephone.

Fillmore, through counsel, prepared a Confidential Mediation Statement for Justice Trout.
On November 18-19,2009, Fillmores' counsel prepared offices and materials for the mediation.
Fillmores' counsel met with the Fillmores in advance of the mediation to prepare for their
meeting with Justice Trout.
Justice Trout arrived for the mediation in advance of the 10:00 a.m. start time.
PlaintifflRespondent did not show up at 10:00 a.m. and did not arrive until approximately 10:1510:20 a.m. Because Plaintiff was late, Justice Trout proceeded to discuss mediation with the
Fillmores, indicated that she had read their materials, was prepared to proceed, and made several
factual inquiries. Justice Trout informed the Fillmores that she was committed to taking as much
time as necessary to resolve the matter.
When Plaintiff arrived, Justice Trout met with Plaintiff and his counsel. The mediation
process continued through lunch until about 2:00 p.m. when Justice Trout returned from a
session with the Plaintiff to inform the Fillmores that Plaintiff had suddenly announced that he
had scheduled another appointment and "was leaving". Further, Plaintiff indicated to Justice
Trout that he would not compromise nor negotiate his claim against the Fillmores. Plaintiff and
his counsel abruptly left about 2:20-2:30 p.m. thus ending the mediation process. Plaintiff's
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departure had a very detrimental impact on the Fillmores who thought that the mediation process
would allow the parties to try to settle. Previous attempts to even discuss resolution with the
Plaintiff had been completely unsuccessful due to Plaintiff s attitude and refusal to discuss
anything other than a demand for "payment in full."
The Fillmores, through counsel, did all the work necessary to conduct the mediation
including contacting Justice Trout and Plaintiff to coordinate scheduling, providing facilities for
the mediation, providing lunch and other accommodations, and reviewing and submitting key
documents to Justice Trout for her review and preparation. Justice Trout had reviewed these
materials and was fully prepared for the mediation. For the Plaintiff to agree to mediation yet
schedule a conflicting meeting in advance without notice to the Fillmores, the Court, and Justice
Trout is egregious conduct. For Plaintiff to take the position during the short time that he was
present for the mediation that he would not compromise or even discuss resolution of the case
and then just walk out demonstrates contempt of the Court and the judicial process. Such
behavior justifies sanctions and reimbursement of the expenses incurred by those who did
comply with the Court's order.
The Fillmores incurred approximately $3,066.03 in costs and fees in preparing for and
participating in the mediation. See Affidavit of Bruce M. Smith. These costs were incurred in
good faith in an effort to avoid the cost and disruption of litigation. The Fillmores came to the
mediation fully prepared to participate and indicated to Justice Trout that they would be willing
to compromise to reach resolution.

Plaintiffs bad faith participation in the mediation and

unexcused violation of the Court's order justifies that Plaintiff be held in contempt and ordered
to reimburse the Fillmores for the costs and fees they incurred to participate in the mediation. If
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the Fillmores succeed on this petition, the Court should also award them fees and costs pursuant
to I.R.C.P. 7S(m) and I.C. §7-610.
CONCLUSION

The Plaintiff s behavior in agreeing to mediation, scheduling a conflicting meeting at the
same time as the mediation, walking out of the mediation, and failure to mediate in good faith
demonstrates contempt of the Court's order.
The Fillmores request that the Court sanction the Plaintiff by requiring him to reimburse
the Fillmores for the costs they incurred for the mediation. The Fillmores further request that the
Court stay further proceedings until this petition proceeding is concluded and the Plaintiff pays
any costs the Court orders reimbursed. Finally, if Justice Trout incurred any costs, the Plaintiff
should reimburse Justice Trout.
Respectfully Submitted this

~ day of November, 2009.
MOORE SMITH BUXTON & TURCKE,
CHARTERED

~

Bruce M. Smith
Attorney for Petitioner Fillmores
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

~

I hereby certify that on this
day of November, 2009, a true and correct copy of the
foregoing Petition for Order of Contempt and Sanctions was served upon the following by the
method indicated below:
via U.S. MAIL
via HAND DELIVERY
via OVERNIGHT MAIL
via FACSIMILE

Jon C. Gould
RINGERT LAW CHARTERED

455 S. Third Street
P.O. Box 2773
Boise,ID 83701-2773
Telephone: (208) 342-4591
Facsimile: (208) 342-

1

~

BRUCE M. SMITH
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SUPREME COURT

SUPREME COURT BUILDING
P.O. BOX 83720
BOISE. IDAHO 83720-0101

LINDA COPPLE TROUT
Chief JustiCe (Ret)

November 6, 2009

Mr. Jon C. Gould
PO Box 2773
Boise, ID 83701-2773

Mr. Bruce M. Smith
920 W Bannock Street, Ste. 520
Boise, ID 83702
-, .

~

;

, RE:

.;Duspiva v.: Fillmpre ' , .
Case No. CV 2008-10463*C
-:-,' , .

Counsel:
The mediation conference in this case as been scheduled for Thursday, November 19,
2009, beginning at 1:00 p.m. We will meet at the law finn of Moore, Smith, Buxton & Turcke,
Chtd., 920 W. Bannock Street, Ste. 520 in Boise. I will be prepared to devote whatever time is
necessary to explore with you and your clients the possibility of settlement.
In order to prepare for the conference, I would appreciate receiving from each of you any
pleadings, briefing or other information that you think will help me understand the issues presented.
In addition, at least one week prior to the date set for the conference; please send me your
confidential settlement statements indicating the following:
1. the principal legal or factual issues presented by the case;
2. your evaluation of the strengths and weaknesses of your client's case;
3. the state of negotiations (including last offers); and
4. what you think would be a fair settlement of the case.
',.J

~

•

-',

t -"

Feel free to exp~d ~ on, any 0'£ these if you think it would assist me in helping you settle the case.
YoUCl'!l1 mail the infonnation to me at the above address.

EXHIBIT

J
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November 6, 2009
Page 2

An essential ingredient of a successful settlement conference is the presence of the parties.
I expect the parties to be present to make the settlement conference effective, rather than simply
being available by telephone. I also expect that the parties present at the conference will have full
settlement authority.

Typically I begin the mediation with a joint session at which I can outline the process and
my role. It is also my opportunity to ask questions and get clarification about the facts or issues. If
you and your clients feel that meeting individually with me would further the settlement process, I
am happy to do that and to offer my thinking on the issues as well. If there are reasons to vary this
process~ pleaseH~f niekt).Owa11ead:Of tim'~.::::,Tfu.o~haqt~~'.proc.esS',~'rriY~~ wiJthf? ~.~. f<:.cilit~te,
not force, a settlement.
No recording of the discussions at the conference will be permitted, but you may make
written notes. The settlement conference and all documents prepared by the parties for me will be
confidential. When the process has been completed, I will destroy all records of the conference,
including the settlement statements of the parties and the notes or other documents I have prepared.
I will not discuss the meeting with any other person.
If settlement is not reached by the end of the time we have available, I will simply advise
"
the district court that the case did not settle. If you think a further meeting with me would be
beneficial, I'm happy to discuss that with you.
Thank you for your assistance and I look forward to meeting with you on November 19.
Yours truly,

Linda Copple Trout
SerJor.Judge
LCT:jh
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JAN 20 2010
OANYON COUNTY CLifIlK
T. O~WprOAI), DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON

GARY DUSPIVA, dba GARY DUSPIVA
WELL DRILLING & DEVELOPMENT,

)
)
)

)
Plaintiff,
vs.
CLYDE FILLMORE, an individual, and
JOHN FILLMORE, an individual,
Defendants.

~\J

) CASE NO. eit"2008-010463*C
)
) MEMORANDUM DECISION &
) ORDER RE: CONTEMPT
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

This matter came on for hearing on December 17, 2009, on Defendant's petition for an
order of contempt and sanctions pursuant to LR.C.P. 75. Bruce Smith, attorney at law appeared on
behalf of the defendants seeking a finding of contempt. Jon C. Gould, attorney at law appeared on
behalf of the alleged contemnor, the plaintiff. The Court heard oral argument, issued oral rulings,
and informed the parties that it would enter a written decision on the petition.
BACKGROUND

This Court entered an Order on October 23, 2009 that the parties mediate their dispute with
former Chief Justice of the Idaho Supreme Court, Linda Copple Trout.

The mediation was

scheduled for November 19,2009. Defense counsel informs this Court that the plaintiffs conduct at
1

MEMORANDUM DECISION &
ORDER RE: CONTEMPT
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the mediation was to take the position that he would not compromise or even discuss resolution of
the case and then "walk out" of the mediation. Defendants argue that this demonstrates contempt
of the Court and the judicial process. In addition, defendants argue that failure to obtain permission
to leave violates the court order. The defendants believe that the behavior justifies sanctions and
reimbursement of the expenses and attorney fees incurred to prepare and participate. The motion
does not specify what sanctions the Court should impose should the Court fmd the plaintiff in
contempt, only that there should be an award of attorney fees and costs pursuant to I.R.c.P. 75 (m).
The plaintiff responds by filing a motion to strike portions of defense counsel's affidavit
and by affidavit of his counsel.
confide~tial

Plaintiff contends that, in addition to hearsay objections,

mediation communications have been disclosed and therefore, Plaintiff requests an

order striking those portions from Defendant's motion. Further, counsel for the plaintiff informed
the Court that his client did participate in a meaningful manner and that he was given permission to
leave when it appeared that the parties were at an impasse.
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW & ANALYSIS
Disobedience of any lawful judgment, order or process of the court is one of the acts of
contempt defmed in the Idaho Code. I.C. §7-601 (5).
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 75 governs all contempt proceeding brought in connection
with a civil lawsuit. The matter before this Court is a nonsuriunary proceeding commenced by a
motion and affidavit.
A civil contempt sanction can be imposed in a criminal case, and a criminal contempt
sanction can be imposed in a civil case. Camp v. East Fork Ditch Co., Ltd., 2002, 55 P.3d 304,
137 Idaho 850.
Commencement of a nonsurnmary proceeding is governed by Rule 75 (c).

The

defendants' motion and affidavit appear to comply with Rule 75 (c)(2) & (3).
Rule 75 (f) requires the Court to advise the alleged contemnor of the charge of contempt,
the possible sanctions; his right to remain silent; right to a trial; and right to confront the
witnesses against him.
The possible sanctions are both civil and criminal. A civil sanction could be imposed
requiring the plaintiff to comply with the Order to mediate. A criminal sanction could be as set
2
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forth in I.C. §7-610. The Court may impose a fine not exceeding $5,000.00 or he may be
imprisoned not exceeding five (5) days, or both.
At the initial appearance, the plaintiff shall admit or deny the contempt. The motion to
strike and the affidavit of counsel appear to deny the contempt. Accordingly, Rule 75 (g) (2)
requires the Court to set this matter for trial. A court trial is all that is required pursuant to Rule
75 (i)(I). The standard of proof is a preponderance of evidence in order for the Court to impose
a civil sanction. The standard is beyond a reasonable doubt in order for the Court to impose a
criminal sanction.
Thus, unless the plaintiff admits contempt, the Court is required to set the matter for trial.
If the Court finds contempt has occurred, only then can it consider costs and attorney fees
pursuant to Rule 75 (m).
The trial of this alleged contempt would necessarily require the testimony of the mediator,
Linda Copple Trout. This is problematic in three ways. First, she was not compensated for her
work as a mediator and essentially conducted the mediation in her capacity as a senior judge at
no cost to the parties. Secondly, requiring her testimony conflicts with Rule 16 G) (8) which
provides that the mediator and the Court shall maintain no contact or communication, with only
certain limited exceptions.
enumerated exceptions.

Testimony at a contempt trial does not fall within any of the
Finally, communications in mediation are supposed to remain

confidential.
If the Court found by a preponderance of the evidence that contempt occurred, the only
civil sanction applicable to this case would be to order the plaintiff back to the mediation. Of
course, the Court could then consider an award of costs and attorney fees.
Rather then treat this matter as a contempt proceeding as requested by the defendants, the
Court is of the opinion that I.R.C.P. 16(i) is applicable. Pursuant to I.R.C.P. a trial court has
authority to sanction parties for non-compliance with pretrial orders. I.R.c.P. 16(i); Edmunds v.
Kraner, 142 Idaho 867, 872-873, 136 P.3d 338, 343-344 (2006), citing S. Idaho Prod. Credit
Ass'n. v. Astorquia, 113 Idaho 526, 528, 746 P.2d 985, 987 (1987). The imposition of such

sanctions is committed to the discretion of the trial court. Id.
The Court notified the parties of its decision to proceed pursuant to I.R.C.P. 16(i) and
3
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both parties presented oral argument on the issue. Disclosure of mediation communications was
limited to the procedural aspects of the mediation. Therefore, the Court held that based on the
information presented in oral argument, there was no reason for the Court to disqualify itself.
Following oral argument, the Court notified the parties that based on the evidence
presented; the Court was unable to make a determination of whether there was substantial
compliance with the mediation order. Therefore, the Court held that it could not presently award
sanctions pursuant to I.R.C.P. 16(i) and that it would reserve the issue of attorneys fees
associated with the mediation pending the resolution of the case. Attorneys fees associated with
the mediation will likely be awarded to the prevailing party in the case. The award of attorney
fees in general will need to be argued and briefed by the parties following the conclusion of this
case.
In addition, the Court held that both parties should share the responsibility of the costs

associated with the mediation. Per the affidavit submitted by counsel for the defendants the total
costs for the mediation was $125.53.

ORDER
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, and this does ORDER, that Defendant's Petition for Order
of Contempt and Sanctions is DENIED. Further, that Plaintiff shall reimburse the defendant's
for one-half of the mediation costs.

Dated this

I(,-tl day Of _ _/,.....::"J::....;;4=""-..:..ok.:""'40!3<..!('C-j1r---_, 2010.

District Judge

4
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that I caused the foregoing to be served upon the following via U.S. Mail,
postage prepaid, facsimile transmission or by hand delivery:
JOHN C. GOULD
RINGERT LAW CHARTERED
455 S. Third Street
P.O. Box 2773
Boise, ID 83701-2773
BRUCE M. SMITH
MOORE SMITH BUXTON & TURCKE, CHARTERED
950 W. Bannock Street, Suite 520
Boise, ID 83702

Date

Deputy Clerk

5
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BRUCE M. SMITH, ISB #3425
MOORE SMITH BUXTON & TURCKE, CHARTERED
Attorneys at Law
950 W. Bannock Street, Suite 520
Boise, In 83702
Telephone: (208) 331-1800
Facsimile: (208) 331-1202

I.

L

F I ,
--_--..A4~a:; ~ 9.M.
FEB 11 2010
CANYON COUNTY CLERK
T EARLS, DEPUTY

Attorney for Defendant
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE nmm .JlJDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON

GARY DUSPIVA dba GARY DUSPIVA
WELL DRILLING & DEVELOPMENT

)
)
)

)

Plaintiff,

)

)

vs.

)

CLYDE FILLMORE, an individual and
JOHN FILLMORE, an individual,

)
)
)

Defendants.

Case No. CV08-10463

ANSWER TO AMENDED
COMPLAINT AND
COUNTERCLAIM OF CLYDE

)

Fn.LMORE AND JOHN

)

FILLMORE

)
)
)

---------------------------)
COMB NOW Defendants Clyde Fillmore and John Fillmore and answer Plaintiff's
Amended Complaint as follows: Any allegations not specifically admitted are denied.
1. In response to paragraph 1, Defendants state that they do not have sufficient information
to form a belief as to the truthfulness of the allegations and therefore deny the same.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, Plaintiff represented to Defendants that he was a master
well driller in the state.
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2. In response to paragraph 2, Defendants state that they do not have sufficient information
to form a belief as to the truthfulness of the allegations and therefore deny the same
3. Admit.

4. Denied.
5. In response to paragraph 5, Defendants admit meeting with Plaintiff to generally discuss
the drilling of a well. Defendants deny that paragraph 5 is a complete description of the
conversation.
6. In response to paragraph 6, Defendants admit to entering into an oral agreement with
Plaintiff for Plaintiff to drill a cold water domestic well. Defendants deny that paragraph

6 is an accurate description of the agreement. Specifically, the agreement with Plaintiff
was for Plaintiff to drill a cold water domestic well not a geothermal well. Defendants
also have no way of knowing what "miscellaneous costs" paragraph 6 refers to.
7. In response to paragraph 7, Defendant John Fillmore admits to signing a card which
appeared to address Plaintiff's drilling a well. However, Plaintiff had prepared the
document and presented it to John Fillmore for signing. John Fillmore had no knowledge
of well drilling requirements associated with the card.
8. Admit.

9. In response to paragraph 9, Defendants are without sufficient infonnation to fonn a belief

as to the truthfulness of the allegations and therefore deny the same.

to. In response to paragraph 10, Defendants are without sufficient information to form a
belief as to the truthfulness of the allegations and therefore deny the same.
11. In response to paragraph 11, Defendants are without sufficient infonnation to form a
belief as to the truthfulness of the allegations and therefore deny the same. Defendants
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specifically deny that Plaintiff adequately or properly informed Defendants about the
scope, extent, and costs of the drilling activities and well construction costs or the
impacts of drilling into a geothermal aquifer.
12. Denied.
13. In response to paragraph 13, Defendant Clyde Fillmore admits he never instructed
Plaintiff to stop drilling but Plaintiff was drilling without instructions anyway.
14. Admit.

15. In response to paragraph 15, Defendants are without sufficient information to form a
belief as to the truthfulness of the allegations and therefore deny the same.
16. In response to paragraph 16, Defendant John Fillmore admits that he signed an
Application for Drilling Permit that had been prepared by Plaintiff, As to the remainder
of the allegations, no response is needed in that the document speaks for itself. If a
response is needed, the allegations are denied.

17. Admit.
18. Denied
19. Denied.
20. In response to paragraph 20, Defendants are without sufficient information to form a
belief as to the truthfulness of the allegations and therefore deny the same.
21. In response to paragraph 21, no response is needed in that the document referred to is the
best evidence and speaks for itself.
22. In response to paragraph 22, Defendants respond that the paragraph appears to refer to
the letter referred in paragraph 21, to which no response is needed.
23. Defendants no'te there is no paragraph 23 within the Amended Complaint.
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24. In response to paragraph 24, Defendants respond that the paragraph appears to refer to
the letter referred in paragraph 21, to which no response is needed.
25. Denied.

26. Denied.
27. In response to paragraph 27, the allegations are Plaintiffs characterization of his actions
to which nO response is needed. If a response is needed, the allegations are denied.
Defendants specifically deny that the agreement with Plaintiff included any provision for
standby charges, and that the allegations in paragraph 27 constitute a breach of the
agreement with Plaintiff. Defendants understood that Plaintiff had dropped this claim,
and therefore no answer is required.

28. Denied.

29. Denied.
30, In response to paragraph 30, Defendants respond as they responded to each and every
previous paragraph.
31. Denied.
32. Denied.
33. Denied.
34. In response to Plaintiff's Request for Attorney Fees, Defendants deny that Plaintiff is
entitled to any attorney fees and deny that $15,000.00 is reasonable for award for a
defendant.

35. In response to the Prayer for Relief, Defendants deny that Plaintiff is entitled to any relief
and further that Plaintiff's Complaint fails to state a claim for relief.
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II.

AFFIRMATIVE PEFENSES
FIRST AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
Plaintiff fails to state a claim for relief.

SECOND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
Plaintiff's claims are barred by the doctrine of unclean hands in that Plaintiff
misrepresented his qualifications and skill in drilling a well and negligently or intentionally
failed to disclose important infonnation about the details of the drilling, the Plaintiff's
discussions with IDWR, and the costs and regulatory requirements of a low temperature
geothermal well.

THIRD AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
Plaintiffs claims are barred by Plaintiff's fraud and misrepresentation concerning the
cost and details of drilling the well, and Plaintiff's undisclosed communications with IDWR,

FOURTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
If Plaintiff is entitled to any damages, such damages are offset by the damages and costs
incurred by Defendants.

FIFTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
Plaintiff's claims are barred in that the well Plaintiff dolled was illegal and Defendants
did not contract for the drilling of an illegal well.

SIXTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
Plaintiff's claims are barred due to failure of consideration m that Defendants did not get
what they contracted with Plaintiff to receive.
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SEVENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
Plaintiff's claims are barred in that Plaintiff assumed the risk of drilling in a manner that
a low temperature geothermal aquifer was encountered and that the well construction did not
comply with state law.
EIGHTII AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
Plaintiff's claims are ban-ed by the negligence of Plaintiff in using inappropriate
equipment for the type of drilling he attempted to do and in drilling into a low temperature
geothermal aquifer that Plaintiff knew would be encountered..
NINTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE

Plaintiff's claims are barred in that Plaintiff failed to properly explain the costs and
complexity of drilling a low temperature geothermal well.
TENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE

There was no meeting of the minds with regard to any agreement between Plaintiff and
Defendants, and therefore, no contract was fonned.
ELEVENTII AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
Plaintiff reserves the right to amend and/or add affinnative defenses as appropriate.

COUNTERCLAIM
COME NOW Counterclaimants Clyde Fillmore and John Fillmore and allege and claim
against Gary Duspiva as follows:
1. Counterclaimant Clyde Fillmore is a resident of Canyon County, Idaho.
2. Counterclaimant John Fillmore is a resident of Canyon County, Idaho.
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3. Counterdefendant Gary Duspiva represents and advertises himself as a master well driller
and, upon information and belief, lives in Canyon County, Idaho. Duspiva provides

drilling services in Canyon County, Idaho.
4. Pursuant to an oral agreement, Clyde Fillmore and John Fillmore retained Duspiva in
2007 to drill a cold water domestic well for a house on Homedale Road in Canyon
County, Idaho.

S. During the course of drilling a well, Duspiva prepared and presented to John Fillmore for
signing certain documents that are, upon information and belief, related to authorization
for Plaintiff to drill a well pursuant to state law.

6. Duspiva started drilling the well in June, 2007.
7. During the course of drilling the well, Duspiva failed to adequately notify and inform the
Fillmores about the drilling activities.
8. During the drilling of the well, Duspiva intentionally withheld important information

about the .details of the drilling activity including, but not limited to, that he had drilled
into a low temperature geothermal aquifer in violation of IDWR rules and in direct
contradiction of the application/pennit to drill a cold water domestic well.
9. Duspiva represented to the Fillmores that they should not worry about the fact that he had

drilled into the low temperature geothermal aquifer because Duspiva would take care of
it with the Idaho Department of Water Resources.
10. Duspiva failed to communicate with and infonn the Fillmores of all of Duspiva's

discussions with the IDWR, Dupiva's history of problems with drilling into the
geothermal aquifer, and the IDWR's problems and notice to Duspiva about drilling into
low temperature geothermal aquifers.
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11. In drilling the well, both before starting and after drilling into the geothermal aquifer,
Duspiva failed to infOml the Fillmore's that Duspi'va had already received warnings from
the IDWR about drilling into low temperature geothermal aquifers.
12. In fact, Duspiva had received warnings about his improper drilling methods and drilling
into low temperature geothermal aquifers on the Rohn well, the Enoch well, and the
Riggs well, all of which are in the same vicinity as the well he was drilling for the
Fillmores.
13, Duspiva, based on these previous drilling efforts, !mew

or should have !mown that he

would encounter a geothermal aquifer ln drilling a well for the Fillmores.
14. The cost and complexity of drilling a low temperature geothermal well is considerably
more than drilling a cold water well, and Duspiva had an obligation to so infonn the
Fillmores which he did not do.
15. The regulatory requirements for drilling a low temperature geothermal well are more
stringent than for drilling a cold water well, and Duspiva had an obligation to so inform
the Fillmores which he did not do.
16. Duspiva drilled the well in a manner that violated IDWR roles.
17. Because of the manner Duspiva drilled the well, the costs of the well skyrocketed far
beyond the costs associated with the type of well the Fillmores sought to have drilled.
18. Duspiva has demanded that the Fillmores pay him the costs of complying with the IDWR
rules which Duspiva violated.
19. The Fillmores proposed to contract for the drilling of a cold water domestic well, not a
low temperature geothermal well.
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20. A low temperature geothennal well does not serve the needs of John Fillmore and is not
what he sought to have Duspiva drill.
21. The Fillmores relied upon the representations ofDuspiva as to the drilling ofa well, and
Duspiva failed to inform them of the costs associated with the drilling of the well and for
complying with IDWR rules.
22. On September 15, 2008, Duspiva informed the IDWR. that he did not intent to resume
drilling activities on the well.
23. On September 29,2008, Duspiva told IDWR he would not participate in any meeting to
resolve the dispute over the well.
24. As a result of Duspiva's drilling into the geothermal aquifer, the IDWR issued an order
on October 3, 2008, requiring a plan for abandoning the well.
25. As a result of the IDWR proceeding regarding Duspiva's drilling, the Fillmores were
required to participate in a formal hearing at the IDWR and incurred costs and damages
in doing so.
26. As part of the IDWR hearing, the IDWR prepared a November 6, 2008, Staff
Memorandum that detailed Duspiva's actions with regard to drilling into the low
temperature geothennal aquifer, the repeated warnings to him by the IDWR, and his
failure to comply with IDWR rules.

A copy of the Staff Memorandum (without

attachments) is attached to and incorporated into this Complaint.
27. Duspiva had been warned by IDWR about his drilling techniques as they related to
geothermal conditions.
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28. As a result of Duspiva's misrepresentations, his failure to comply with IDWR rules, and
his intentional and/or negligent actions in drilling a low temperature geothermal well,
Duspiva caused actual damage to the Fillmores.
COUNT ONE

(BREACH OF CONTRACT AND UNJUST ENRICHMENT)
29. The Counterclaimants reallege paragraph 1-28 as if set forth in full.
30. Counterclaimants proposed to contract with Counterdefendant to drill a cold water
domestic well.
31. Counterdefendant failed to drill a well as proposed.
32. The well drilled by Counterdefendants further failed to comply with IDWR rules.
33. As a result of Counterdefendant's actions, the lDWR required the well be abandoned.
34. As a result of the IDWR actions regarding abandoning the well, the Counterclaimants
suffered damages by having to pay for certain costs associated with the abandonment.

35. If Counterdefendant had not drilled into the geothennal aquifer, Counterc1aimants would
not have incurred costs associated with abandonment of the well.
36. Counterdefendant having been paid $20,000.00 for a well that was not as proposed, has
been unjustly enriched by $20,000.00.
37. Counterclaimants are therefore entitled to rescind the original agreement and have
returned to them all funds paid to Counterdefendants, and to have Counterdefendant pay
for all damages suffered by Counterc1aimants.
COUNT TWO
(VIOLATION OF CONSUMER PROTECTION ACT)
38. Counterclaimants reallege paragraph 1-36 as if set forth in fulL
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39. Counterdefendant misrepresented and held himself out as a master well driller.
40. However, Counterdefendant did not have the expertise as reflected and demonstrated by
his failure to comply with well drilling requirements established by the State of Idaho
through the Idaho Department of Water Resources.
41. Counterdefendant's work and service are services and actions as described in Idaho Code
48-602.
42. Counterclaimants are consumers who are not knowledgeable about well drilling
teChniques.
43. Counterdefendant engaged in acts and practices which are false, misleading, malicious,
outrageous, and deceptive to the Counterclaimants in that Counterdefendant did not have
skills or expertise as represented, omitted or misrepresented important details about his
activities, undertook to drill in violation of state law, and demanded that
Counterclaimants pay for Counterdefendant's illegal actions including costs associated
with attempting to correct the improperly drilled well.
44. Counterdefendant therefore violated, at a minimum, I.C. 48-603(17) and, upon
information and belief, I.C. 48-603(16), and 48-603 (c).
45. Pursuant to I.C. 48-608, Counterclaimants are entitled to void the original agreement or,
in the alternative, recover actual damages which are known to be greater than $1,000.00.

REQUEST FOR ATTORNEY FEES
46. Counterclaimtnts have been required to retain the service of counsel to prosecute this
action and have agreed to pay counsel for such services. Counterdefendant is responsible
for payment of such fees pursuant to I.C. 12-120, I.C. 12-121, and I.C. 48-608. In the
event of default, $10,000.00 is a reasonable fee.
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PRAYER FOR RELIEF
Counterclainlallts.PJ1lY for judgment against Cmmtenlefendant as follows:
L For an a'Vf8t'd of damages as established by proof at trim whicb aDlount is believed to be

approximately SI2,000.00-S15,Ooo.00.
2. For an order voidillg the agreement between Counterclaimants and Counterdefendant and
ordering Countemefcndant to .(etm In funds paid to COW1terdefen.dant.

3. For an award ofattomey fees and costs.
4. Pot sueh olherreliefas tbe Court decmlS approprIate in the circumstatlccs.

DATED thjs

1L- day ofFebntuy, 2010.
YERlFICATION

I hereby attest to tbe tnltbfuIness ofthe claims made herem.

MOOR'ESMlTHBUXl'ON 8{. TOF.CKB,

liCE M. SMn'B
ttor.ney for DefendantslCoun=clahnanrs
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on this 11th day of February, 2010, a true and correct copy of the
foregoing ANSWER AND COUNTERCLAIM OF CLYDE AND JOHN FILLMORE was
served upon the following by the method indicated below:

Jone. Gould
RlNOERT LAw CHARTERED
455 S, Third Street
P,O. Box 2773
Boise, 1D 83701~2773

...lL. via U.S. MAlL
via HAND DELIVERY
via OVERNIGHT MAIL
- L via FACSIMILE

Facsimile: (208) 342-4657
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JON C. GOULD (ISB #6709)
RINGERT LAW CHARTERED
455 S. Third Street, P.O. Box 2773
Boise, Idaho 83701-2773
Telephone: (208) 342-4591
Facsimile: (208) 342-4657

F

~A1~M
FEB 19' 2010

)

CANYON COUNTY CLERK
D. BUTLER, DEPUTY

Attorneys for Plaintiff
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON

)
)
)
)
)
Plaintiff,
vs.
)
)
CLYDE FILLMORE and JOHN FILLMORE, )
)
Defendants.
)
)
)

GARY DUSPIVA dba GARY DUSPIVA
WELL DRILLING & DEVELOPMENT,

CASE NO. CV08-10463
RESPONSE TO FEBRUARY 12, 2010
COUNTERCLAIM OF CLYDE
AND JOHN FILLMORE

COMES NOW the PlaintifflCounterdefendant, Gary Duspiva dba Duspiva Well Drilling &
Development (hereinafter "Plaintiff'), by and through his counsel, Ringert Law Chartered, and
hereby Responds to the Counterclaim filed by the above-listed Defendants as follows:
INTRODUCTORY ALLEGATIONS
I.

Plaintiffhereby denies each allegation contained in Defendants' Counterclaim unless

specifically admitted herein.
II.

As to paragraphs 3, 4, 6, and 30 of the Counterclaim, Plaintiff admits the allegations

contained therein.
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As to paragraphs 1, 2, 20, 25, 34, 41 and 42 of the Counterclaim, Plaintiff is without

information to either confirm or deny the allegations contained therein, and therefore denies the
same.
IV.

As to paragraph 5 of the Counterclaim, Plaintiff denies that documents related to

authorization for Plaintiffto drill a well pursuant to state law were prepared by Duspiva during the
course of drilling a well.
V.

As to paragraphs 7,8,9, 10, 12, 13, 14, 16, 17, 18, 19,21,23,24,25,26,27,28, 31,

32,33,35,36,37,39, and 43 ofthe Counterclaim, Plaintiff denies the allegations contained therein.
VI.

As to paragraph 11 of the Counterclaim, Plaintiff is without information to either

confirm or deny the allegations contained therein, and therefore denies the same.
VII.

As to paragraph 15 of the Counterclaim, Plaintiff admits that the regulatory

requirements for drilling a low temperature geothennal well are more stringent than for drilling a
cold water well. Plaintiff denies the remainder ofthe allegations contained therein.
VIII.

As to paragraph 22 of the Counterclaim, Plaintiff admits that he did not "intend" on

resuming drilling activities on the well because the Defendants/Counterclaimants failed, for over
eight months, to infonn Plaintiff on how they wished to proceed with well drilling activities, the
Defendants/Counterclaimants failed to pay Plaintiff for his drilling services provided at their request,
the Defendants/Counterclaimants infonned the Plaintiff that they wished to have the well abandoned,
and the drilling pennit had expired.
IX.

As to paragraph 31 of the Counterclaim, Plaintiff admits that the well was not

completed. However, the well was not completed because the Defendants/Counterclaimants failed
to authorize Plaintiff to complete the well.
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X.

As to paragraph 39 of the Counterclaim, Plaintiffis a master well driller and therefore

cannot make a misrepresentation about that fact. Therefore Plaintiff denies the allegation contained
in the paragraph that he made a misrepresentation about being a master well driller.
XI.

As to paragraphs 40, 44, and 45 of the Counterclaim, the allegations contain legal

conclusion and therefore Plaintiff denies the allegations contained therein.
XU.

Plaintiff expressly denies any entitlement ofDefendants to an award of attorneys' fees

and costs, any damages, or any other relief whatsoever:

AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES
I.

Defendants' Counterclaim fails in whole or in part to state a claim on which relief can

be granted against the Plaintiff and should be dismissed pursuant to Rule 12(b)( 6) ofthe Idaho Rules
of Civil Procedure.
II.

Defendants' claims should be barred because Defendants have proceeded unjustly,

unfairly and with unclean hands.
lli.

Defendants are estopped from asserting the claims set forth

In

Defendants'

Defendants have waived some or all of the claims set forth

In

Defendants'

Counterclaim.
IV.
Counterclaim.
V.

Defendants' actions contributed to their damages, if any.

VI.

By identifying an issue as a "defense" herein, Plaintiff does not assume the burden

of proof or persuasion not previously assigned to them under applicable law.
VII.

Plaintiff hereby give notice to the Defendants and the Court that he may rely upon

additional defenses which become available and/or appear during discovery and, therefore, reserves
RESPONSE TO COUNTERCLAIM OF CLYDE AND JOHN FILLMORE- Page 3
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his right to amend his Response to assert such additional defenses.

ATTORNEYS FEES
The Plaintiffhas been required to retain the services ofRingert Clark Chartered, and has and
will continue to incur attorneys fees and legal costs in defense of this action. Plaintiff is entitled to
recover their reasonable attorneys fees and legal costs incurred herein, pursuant to Idaho Code
Sections 12-120 and 12-121, and the applicable provisions of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure.
WHEREFORE, Plaintiff Counterdefendant prays that judgment be entered for him on his
claims and against Defendants/Counterclaimants; and for such other and further relief as may seem
just and equitable.
DATED this

day of February, 2010.
RINGERT LAW CHARTERED

By:

~.1~

Jon C.

ould

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I HEREBY CERTIFY that a true and correc~copy of the foregoing document was sent by
mail, postage prepaid, to the following on this ~ day of February, 2010:
Bruce M. Smith
Moore Smith Buxton & Turcke, Chtd.
950 W. Bannock Street, Suite 520
Boise, Idaho 83702
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BRUCE M. SMITH, ISB #3425
MOORE SMITH BUXTON & TURCKE, CHARTERED
Attorneys at Law
950 w. Bannock Street~ Suite 520
Boise,ID 83702
Telephone: (208) 331-1800
Facsimile: (208) 331-1202

F I A.L~09.M.
JUN 1 8 2010
CANYON COUNTY CLERK
J HE!DEMAN, DEPUTY

Attorney for Defendants

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
)

GARY DUSPIVA dba GARY DUSPIVA
WELL DRILLING & DEVELOPMENT
Plaintiff,
vs.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

CL YDE FILLMORE, an individual and
JOHN FILLMORE, an individual,
Defendants.

State ofIdaho
County of Canyon

)
)
)
)

Case No. CV08-10463
AFFIDAVIT OF JOHN
FILLMORE IN SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT

)
) ss.
)

John Fillmore, being first duly sworn, sayeth as follows:
1.

My name is John Fillmore. I am an adult over the age of 18 years, and I am of

sound mind. I am a resident of Canyon County, Idaho, and make the following statements based
upon my own personal knowledge.
2.

I have reviewed the Affidavit of Clyde Fillmore, my father.
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3.

There are references in his affidavit to my having signed a "Start Card/Permit"

and a special permit for a low temperature geothermal well.
4.

I am a carpenter by trade and at the time of our discussions with Gary Duspiva

about drilling a cold water domestic well on my property, I knew very little, if anything, about
the requirements for well drilling.

I, like my father, depended on the information and

recommendations of Mr. Duspiva.
5.

Specifically with regard to signing either permit, I recall that the permits were

incomplete when I signed them at Mr. Duspiva's direction. I signed them because he represented
the permits were necessary for him to drill the well. A copy of the Start Card/Permit is attached
hereto as Exhibit 1. The LTG permit is attached hereto as Exhibit 2.
6.

At no time did Mr. Duspiva inform me ofthe ramifications, costs, or requirements

for a low temperature geothermal well. I had no way of knowing the nature and affect of such a
well and would not enter into a contract if I had been informed as to these matters. I believe the
facts surrounding the effect of a LTG well would be material to any agreement to construct such
a well.
7.

In my opinion, Mr. Duspiva has sought to maximize his payment by drilling as

deeply as he could without regard to the cost or the intent of me and my father in requesting that
he drill a domestic well.
8.

Mr. Duspiva's disregard is evidenced by his refusal to even continue meeting with

IDWR and my father to figure out a solution to the problem caused by his illegal drilling.
9.

I have observed my father's and mother's pain and suffering as a result of the way

Mr. Duspiva has dealt with this matter. They are very upset at Mr. Duspiva's treatment of them,
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his total disregard for the effect of his actioIlSy and his refusal to

accept

Iesponsibility for his

actions in drilling an illegal well.

FUrther your affiant sayeth not
Dated this / ~ay of June. 2010.

tJOHN FILLMORE
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this

i2.. day ofJune~ 2010.

NOTARYPUBhCFO.RID

0/

Residing at: 11~~
My Commission Exp' . {)qp~
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

7

I hereby certify that on this I
day of June, 2010, a true and correct copy of the
fOIegaing. AFFIDAVIT OF lOHN FIlLMORE IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' MOTION
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT was served upon the following by the method indicated below:
Jon C. Gould
RrNGERT LAW CHARTERED

455 S. Third Street
P.O. Box 2773
Boise, ID 83701-2773
Facsimile: (208) 342-4657

~ia

U.S. MAIL
~ via HAND DELIVERY
via OVERNIGHT MAIL
via FACSIMILE

~~

t.-BRDCE M. SMITH
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Duspiva Well Drillin

1 200 722 5304

p.

~ued'"

ID,/ID

"'"""- CIwI< - . F.......
Bosc>. _
- (20111322-01111

-

-

QOD285 - )317154

Fonn 235-3. 612004

Idaho Dept. of Water Resources

Write Tag Number: Hera

Start Card/Permit - Single Family Domestic Welf Only
(Cold Water less than 85 degrees F.)

-

DOoY7/oq

_

1. Owner's Name (please print):
-..) 0 H lJ - 14"\ 0 f<.
2. Owner's Mailing Address:.3 ~ ~ Oh\4!
h.()~
City: W ;41>1£" _ .
S~te:
- Zip Code: ~. b
Tefe~one
<} 19' -026
3. Proposed Well Location: Twp. NN
, Rge. c'tw . Sec. .....!L-. ~1/4...s\.J 1/4 ,5E 1/4
Gov"t Lot No. __ County . GA.\JjoN
.. Lat. _ : _ : _long. _ _: _ _: _ _
StreetAddressofWeJl Site 'U2.S$ HON\J;i O~ RoL\,'D
City '...\\J.J?~B.
Must give al teast name of road + blliiMli to RDed or Landrnattc
Lot _ _Block __and Subdivlsion,_ _ __
- 4. Are all adjacent septic tanka ~md drain fields accurately located? By Property Owner. yest! No( L By Heallh Olslrfc:t: Yes() No( J

------------------------------00.

m

5. Well Constru~on Infonnatfon:
'/
A. ~w well [ )Replace (]Deepen ( JModify PIVVIou$ well II:
B. Pfq)osed CasIng Dia.A: C. Proposed Maximum Oepth!)..O 0
6. Construction $blrt Dated2;ryw~]7. Well Dri~ Dv..1P,vo.
Driller's lIo. No~$$
8. The Dril!4u' hereby aocepCs the
'.
of t~ Start CanUPenn.il

Drillers Signatu,..: -;;;;.;:;;~~~~~fi:~d;t;;_n;=;;;;;;t;;:;;;;;;;;;;=~DafAl:

9. Th~ Well Owner afflnns to I

• validates its accuracy and

Owner's SrgnatUre:

/1J'vtJ lcJ~

accepts the conditions.
Date: --'=''-'"'"'1-=-4-

1. Th'_ pemtlt authQri.zes the construc:tlon Of'modific;4tion of 0fMt domestic well for a sln;le-ftmlty residence. "
busine$S8$. or dwellings may N connectad to this weft witl'lout .. valid water right. limited to irrigatIOn d ~ acre IaWl1lg

2- this form mus( be, ",elt. inclUding the prepaid tatJ number and s/gnak.Q of the driller. The owner ehoukil sign IfM
reviewinllthese ~. Mal!lfIgmustlake piece no less Chan 72 houra prior to eons;liucIion (Dept. add.ra" below),
to ~ PapL
to commell(;in; c:oneltuc:tion. The alan construction date shall be no mora fIlan 10 days aft«, the Depe
permit. An Inc;ompIeIa form wi. not ba·consIc1enld a valid pennit 10 drill..

m

3. ThIs permit does I1Qt constiCute ~ approval of the DIslriot Heallh Depa~1 or the Idaho Oepanment of Heallh and
a mlnimvm di$tanCile cI fOO • ttoM #II drain field. DomestIc wefts. must be drIiIed a minimum of 50' from a septic ,

be

drill"

.... Only WeH Or...,. licensed In ldahQ may U$e a Start Cant for conalnlclion of III weft. The driHer shaH maintain a copy (
weilD lag at llle dAnlng site during c:EJl'IS1r\ICtln.
S. ThIs drlnlng pertnil·dOes nOi aulhorfZe lfespass on Ihelllnd of ~lher party.

6. ThIs dri~ perml\ does not constitute other local. county. Sla~ 01 federal approvals. which may be required ror construdion of a weH.

7. ThI$ drillng permit does nOl represent a right to dlvelt and use the water of the State of Idaho.
8. I.f a bottom hole temperalUle 0( 85 F. or greater Is ancounlered, WIllI construc:tion $hall eease and !he well dilllei' wI! contact lhe

Depar1menlImn'iedialely.

9.

Idaho Code, S 5$-2201 ·55-2210 requirea the applicant endlor his contraclors 10 contact "QIgf1ne" (Oigline Is 8 one-caU center for utility
notiIicIItion) not /eM than 2 WOItIng day. pc;or 10 lie start of any elCcaYation for this pojet:t. The "Oigline" Number b' your area Is

1-80N42-1585.
10.The stainless 5_1111. D. laG /IlU$l be "Idod b lhe wei casing upon compleling lhe weiland IfIIIsl remain permanently attac:hed above
ground level fat /he . . of the wei. Other . . may be added following • rapair or modIficatlcnt cllhe w4i. The wet! driIer Is responsible for
pennanenIIy attactllnq the 1.0. tag to Ute casing upon c:ornpIeting the we•• The weD lag shall be att.c:hed by welding at least 3 sides or using
Fou' (4) stainless stAMI, clOsed-end pop rivets.
.

11.A ttar1 QIRI is not valid for drilling in AretI$ of Onl/1ng Concern, Critlc:al Groundwater Ateas, GrO«.lndwater Management Areas or Areas
kIerIIIIIed by /he o.partmerlt as Contaminated.
12.The possaAion 01 a we'lag does no! authorize conslrUCfion of. we••

't3.Any wal being replaced by a new wen. she. be properiy sbendoned by the well driller prior to removing !he driRIng equipment, unless
otherwiSe aulhorized by the departmonL

I
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I,

Form 235-1

'

10/1/03

1

~.

No. 8901

1

~< 17ij.J .. ~4J154
DOOij, )09

Orllllng Permit No.
..
Drilling Pennlt I.D. Tag No,
Water Right Permit No•
Injection Permit No.

':" .~

.

.

I

-

.

state of Idaho
Department ofWaterResources'

APPLICATION FOR DRILLING PERMIT

j ( F O R THE CONsTRUCTioN OF A weLL) .

"

1. ownerep"a.e P~nt);_~_·~()-:..H..;..;N:.J.-...:f_·.:,.:l~::;.
;.;;:1f\;.:. ;;.;. ,.).-:..O_R..,;.E. ,. .·._._....,..---_ _--_~.,.. ,. .,.___:-2. Mailing Address! _-.;~::;.~.::.2._.;.:::;:5:...~~'-.!..H..I..O=';~:"'·;:..::~=.'...;.D_A.
__
. -:..\-...;.~~..s..R:=o;:...·o.=D=-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
CIty.

~ \ i-P~ n...

State;tb Zip COde: ~ '3. G? ~ Telephone ~

3.Pf'opoaedWelIL~ion:l'wp. 0 ..3
GoV't LQtNo.

N

. -SE 1/4 ~W 1i4,8lt 1/4;

.Rge. 01.(W .Sec. () G

G ~P!'t bl:J

County

"9·-1./0 t>5

Lat. _ _: _ _: _ _ L~. _ _:~:_

Slreet~ressofWen$ite ~).~'6 BbMI!!.tJ~ Q(,)~

Cit¥. \.a.J 11..OJ::lt.
ROa4
01' Lahdnlark
Lot. blockandsubdMslo" _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
. GW at IOaat i'Iaine of toad + DIsfanc8 to

4. pn)~d US8 of Well:
) ( DOMESTIC: The use of water for homes, organ~on camps, public campgrounds, IWestock and for any other purpose
. Ill. COnnect101l Ut~th. indudi"g infgation of up to %a~ of land, if thetofal use Is not Inex~ Qf 13,000 gpc.t, or ~ny
.otlet uses, If tft.t~usa does' exceed a diversion 'tate 6f 0.04 cfs and a'~er$iOri VOlUme Of250(fgpd;" ..

not

Domestic does not include water for m\lltiple own~rship $ubdlvis~ons, mobile home pstk$, eornrnefael or bUtliness
establlshmenbi, unless the USe does not ,xceed ~ diverSion rate of 0.04 as and a diversion volume of 2500 gpd•
• '.

•

;

•

•

[I

NON.;boMESTlC: [J Irrigation

( J Uvestod<

•

~ '.,::

•

Munlclpal

[ J Test .

'

.

>.

[] IndUStrial

[

JOther_--:::~~

_ _ _ _ __

(Desc:ribe)

T~_NumberHd._

[ ). INJECTION

[I
. " , .5.
A.

MONITORIN~:

A well bore schematic and map Is required for each blanket permit. No. of proposed wells: ______

wei, eClr1!atb.Ction'lnfotm~tiQi1:(;'
.M.. New well

[ ] Modif(

B.Proposed caSing O!8meter·

.. [

".

..,

""

,"

-.. ---;..,.. Propo$ed Maximum Depth _ _----:'_0_,_tl_()_T_ _ __

C;; II

,"-.----'-.

C. ~pated bottom hole t~mperature:
. '. [ J 85 F Or lesS·' .
.
-. ,

(Cold Water Weli) ,

6.

[.)212 F. or

more

(Geotherr,lal Wetl)

Constructlon Start Date;·-11~'l~:r~\)lJ:\.J~~~~SJS2t.L_:::::=======_ ___,.----_:__--..:--=-~-

1. AntIcipatedWell Drilier:', .,~'Q;t'

NOTE:

D V ~ ery~

Driller's L~ No.

Theactualwe~,=::~~/?

8. Appflcanr8S(gnature:_ _ _

Address (if alff'erent Uta

~

'pate

3~5

----:=fJ'-I-;;~r'1e:....lo'.()---I-2 _ _

~l
.>=_ _ _.-,.;..'_ _ _ _ _.~ _ _ _~.J.--'--_ _ _ __'___ _ _ _ _ _ __

Clty.._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ S1ate:_Z1pCode:._ _ _ Telephone _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Tille:

(.t:w:y e::O

RECEIVED

(OWner, Finn Representative. Other)

*"~e 5-;:eC\~\~ eO"'""ct\+\~""5
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EXHIBIT

AUG 20 2007
WATER RESOURCES
WESTERN REGION

Aug. 1'4. 2007 1:50PM

Dept. of Water Resources
.

.

~

No. 8901

.

P. 1

'.

. ACTION ~ )rHE DEPARTMENT OF WATER hj~~kcES

This Permit is

/lmzro

V'€. d

Ed -;(0 ~ Zoo 7

Date·

If approved, this permit authorizes the construction or modification of a well subject to the following Conditions. READ CAREFULLY!
G~NERAL

CONOmONS:

1. This drilling permit Is vend for two (~)mont~ fmm the abov~ approval date for the s~rt of construction arid is valid for one(1)
year from the approval date for completion of the welllinleS$ an ~nsion has been granted.
.

.

2. This permit does not constitute an approval of the District Health Department or the l(faho Department of Health and Welfare.
whIch may be reqund before construGtlon of the well. All wells must be drilled a minimum distance of 100 feet from a drain field.
Domestic and Public Water SupplVwells must be drilled a minimum of 50 feet and 100 feet respectively from a septic tank.

3. The well shall be constructed bya driller cuR"ently licensed In the state of Idaho Who must maintain a copy of the drilUng pennit
at the drilling sfte.
4. Approval of this drilRng permit (toes not authoriz~ tresp$$S on th~ land of another party.
.'

5. This permit does not cOnstitute other local. county. state or federal approvals, Whldl may be required for construction of a well.

6. This drilling permit dOe$ not represent a right to dl~ and Use the Wl,lter of tf)e State of Idaho. If the welt being drilled Is
associated with approved water righl(s) use of the well must comPly with conditions of said water righl(s).
.
7. If 8 bottom hole temperatura of 85 or greater is encountered. well construction shall cease and the well driller and the well

owner shall contact ttte Departrpent Immediately•.
8. Idaho Cod~ ~ 55:2201- 55.-2210 reql!Jres the applicant end/or his COntnIcttinJ to cOntact -Diglln9· (DigUn~ is a {,)ne-<lall (fsnter
for utility notification) not leS$ than ~ working days prior to the start of any ~vatfon for this project 1'tl$ "OlgLfne" Number for
yO\,frarea Is 1~0Q.342..156~.
.

.

a

9. Please be advised that thiS drilRng perfult should be .considered and treated as prelirrilnary pel'mlt. If you are 'n disagreement
with this preliminary pemUt you have fo~ (14) days of the servl~ date of this pennJtto pttlUon the DepartmlJnt for
mconsIderation pursuant 10 Sectlon.67-6243, Idaho Code.'
. '
.

10. The well tag for the drilling perrpitlsJart card shaQ be securely and pennanentlyattached to the weH casing through wel<Jlng or
by the use of four Closed end domed stainless steel PoP rivets. The tag attachment wiD be done at the time of completIOn of the
well. and prlorto retnovlng the drill rig from the drill site'.
.
,
SPECIFIC

CONDmONS~ We II CoV\ $+( \A.C-\-\~ "" S.h C\.. (\ be Cov{5;5 feV". +30 o~ J:.PAPA- 37.. 03.0,/
.

KvJe
The dr~tI€~ CN-'\d. tN€.1f C>W~,('

q:>\",V'\/p(o$t:eLf\A$ ~oC" :c.bw\l..
+h1S we\\ ..~

-So ~(\

W

,+h.

S~bW\.~.\- ~ 6:>~fe+\~~

re\.He\.() "1>rlO(

4-0. ~~et~

:4tfilt4:--.S( . W~. Ilyen ±.
ReceiptNo.

Q~

RecoIptedby _ _ _...__Fee----Oate EXTENSION OF DRILLING PERMIT

Extension approved by _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Approval Date _ _ _ _,---_ _ _ _ __

...:..:....,._..I.--------

This extension expires: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-'-----"-'--_ _ _~___
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_F_'_A.~ I ~C\ liM.
BRUCE M. SMITH, ISB #3425
MOORE SMITH BUXTON & TIJRCKE, CHARTERED
Attorneys at Law
950 W. Bannock Street, Suite 520
Boise, ID 83702
Telephone: (208) 331-1800
Facsimile: (208) 331-1202

JUN 1 8 ZaUl
CANYON COUNTY CLERK
J HEIDEMAN, DEPUTY

Attorney for Defendants

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD mDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
)

GARY DUSPIVA dba GARY DUSPIVA
WELL DRILLING & DEVELOPMENT

)
)
)

Plaintiff,

Case No. CV08-10463

)
)

vs.

)
)

CLYDE FILLMORE, an individual and
JOHN FILLMORE, an individual,

)
)

AFFIDAVIT OF CLYDE
FILLMORE IN SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT

)

Defendants.

State of Idaho
County of Canyon

)

)
) ss.
)

Clyde Fillmore, being first duly sworn, sayeth as follows:
1.

My name is Clyde Fillmore. I am an adult over the age of 18 years, and I am of

sound mind. I am a resident of Canyon County, Idaho, and make the following statements based
upon my own personal knowledge.

AFFIDAVIT OF CLYDE FILLMORE IN SUPPORT OF
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2.

In 2007, I discussed with Gary Duspiva that I would like him to drill a cold water

domestic well on a lot where my son John would build his home.
3.

Mr. Duspiva markets and holds himself as a certified well driller, a certified pump

installer, and a Master Ground Water Contractor. He claims to be a member of the National
Ground Water Association, the Pacific Northwest Groundwater Association, and the Idaho
Ground Water Association.
4.

I am retired. My son John is a carpenter. At the time I was talking to Mr.

Duspiva, neither of us knew much of anything about well drilling. We completely relied upon
Mr. Duspiva's representations as to his abilities and qualifications and recommendations in the
process of having a domestic well drilled.
5.

As a result of our June discussions, Mr. Duspiva agreed to drill a cold water

domestic well for $32.50 a foot.
6.

On or about June 11. 2007, Mr. Duspiva set up his drill rig and started drilling.

7.

As part of the process for drilling, Mr. Duspiva informed us of the need for a

"Start CardlPermit". I had never heard of this before Mr. Duspiva told us about it and presented
a form for my son to sign, which he did. The form was not completely filled out when John
signed it at Mr. Duspiva's request. A copy of the form is attached to this affidavit. As I later
learned, the Start CardlPermit was for a well with a maximum depth of 200 feet. The permit had
a number of conditions or requirements for drilling activities. It required that if a bottom hole
temperature of 85 0 F or greater was encountered, the driller was to stop drilling and contact the
Department of Water Resources.

AFFIDAVIT OF CLYDE FILLMORE IN SUPPORT OF
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8.

Mr. Duspiva continued drilling from June into August, 2007. During the time he

was drilling, Mr. Duspiva periodically talked to me about the drilling, but only when I
approached him to inquire about progress. He did not provide much, if any, detail but always
said he had not found sufficient water. When I asked him what he recommended, he always said
he should drill deeper. Because neither John nor I know anything about well drilling, I had no
way of knowing where Mr. Duspiva's "recommendations" would lead.
9.

On August 9, 2007, the relationship with Mr. Duspiva became somewhat tense.

He had not kept me informed about what he was doing. I told him I wanted to know what he was
doing, what he was charging, and other details. He gave me a set of handwritten notes which
indicated he wanted to charge different rates for drilling at different depths, had charges for
certain items such as a "shoe" and a "seal" and indicated charges for over forty-two hours of
something called "air development". The note indicated he was trying to charge over $22,000.00
for his work.
10.

The notes also indicated that he had already drilled to 836 feet.

11.

Mr. Duspiva also said that because he had not yet produced water that he needed

to continue drilling deeper. At this point, I was very frustrated that Mr. Duspiva had not kept me
better informed, but felt that I had no choice but to accept his recommendations.
12.

The August 9, 2007, meeting was important for another reason. I did not know

that on that day Mr. Duspiva contacted the IDWR to inform them that the bottom hole
temperature was already in excess of 85 0 F and had been for over 200 feet.
13.

On or about August 16, 2007, Mr. Duspiva informed my son and me that there

were some issues related to the well he had been drilling and whether it complied with IDWR
AFFIDAVIT OF CLYDE FILLMORE IN SUPPORT OF
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rules. He told us not to worry because he would get a "variance" that would allow the well to be
completed. He presented John with another incomplete form to sign. This permit as we later
learned was required because the well was a hot water well.
14.

Mr. Duspiva never informed me or John about the ramifications of the well being

a "low temperature geothermal" (LTG) well. He did not explain the costs of such a well, the
special standards the well must meet, that he was supposed to stop drilling and contact the IDWR
when the temperature reached 85 of, or that a $20,000.00 bond was required. He did not inform
us that there was a special rule, Rule 30, that imposed these requirements for a LTG well.
15.

It was only when Mr. Rob Whitney of the rDWR explained the details of what the

state's rules are for a LTG (low temperature geothermal) well that r understood the problems Mr.
Duspiva's actions had created.
16.

As r learned through a series of meetings with IDWR and MR. Duspiva, a LTG

well is considerably more complex and costly and must meet a number of design criteria
designed to protect geothermal water.
17.

For instance, I learned that these wells must have a seal to protect against the

exchange of cold and hot water, and a special $20,000 bond is required. The well must comply
with IOWR Rule 30, a copy of which is attached. Mr. Duspiva never informed me of these
requirements or the costs associated with them. In fact, he never mentioned Rule 30.
18.

The IDWR refused to grant Mr. Duspiva a variance from the requirements of Rule

30 and instead required that a plan be submitted to show the well would be completed in
compliance with the rule or that the well would be properly abandoned under IOWR oversight.
The IOWR issued a Preliminary Order to this effect and held a hearing on the circumstances
AFFIDA VIT OF CLYDE FILLMORE IN SUPPORT OF
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surrounding the drilling of the well. The IDWR also required a staff report on the matter be
prepared to document what had happened in this matter. A copy of the staff report is attached as
Exhibit 1.
19.

Among other things, the staff report revealed that Mr. Duspiva had done the exact

same thing in at least three other instances in the vicinity of the well he was drilling on my son's
property. Mr. Duspiva had started a cold water domestic well using a "Start Card", then kept
drilling deeper until he hit geothermal conditions. After the wells went into the LTO aquifer, Mr.
Duspiva would seek a variance so he would not have to comply with Rule 30. The IDWR had
repeatedly warned Mr. Duspiva about doing this and had made him fix one of the wells. Mr.
Duspiva had never disclosed this to me.
20.

Mr. Duspiva continued to argue with the IDWR and objected to the hearing and to

the preparation of a staff report.
21.

The IOWR informed Mr. Duspiva and me that because the well did not comply

with Rule 30, it had to be completed so that it complied with Rule 30 or abandoned.
22.

In response to the IDWR's direction, Mr. Duspiva eventually came up with a plan

that he said would bring the well into compliance with Rule 30 or would allow it to be
abandoned. Mr. Duspiva did not consult with me as he came up with the plan. When I saw it
after it was prepared, I had a number of questions about it. However, Mr. Duspiva refused to
disclose details about the plan, including the actual costs and who was to do the work.
23.

I eventually learned that Mr. Duspiva was proposing to hire a number of

subcontractors to either try to bring the well into compliance or to abandon it. Mr. Ouspiva
continued to refuse to reveal the names of the subcontractors, what they would do, or what their
AFFIDA VIT OF CLYDE FILLMORE IN SUPPORT OF
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fees would be. Mr. Duspiva, however, expected me to pay whatever costs he incurred trying to
bring the well into compliance or in abandoning it.
24.

The IDWR tried to convince me and Mr. Duspiva to keep working to develop a

plan for the well. Mr. Duspiva then refused to meet further with me or with the IDWR despite
my request that he continue to try to resolve the matter.
25.

When Mr. Duspiva refused to continue working towards resolution, I proposed to

the IOWR that the Department should hire a well driller to close the well, and that I would pay
one-half and Mr. Duspiva would pay one-half. Although he resisted this proposal at first, Mr.
Duspiva eventually paid one-half the cost of closing the well.
26.

The well was closed by Down Rite Drilling at a cost of$12,875.00 under the over

sight ofIDWR. Mr. Duspiva had said the same work would cost at least $20,000.
27.

I learned from the IDWR staff report a number of things about Mr. Duspiva's

activities. Mr. Duspiva had illegally drilled over 200' beyond the depth at which the bottom
hole temperature exceeded 85 OF. He did not stop drilling or notify the IDWR when he hit the
85 OF limit. Nor did he say anything to me or to John. He did not inform me or John about the
requirements for a LTG well or how the IDWR rules applied to the well. He did not inform us
that he had already been warned at least three times about not doing what he had done in our
situation. Despite holding himself out as a Master Ground Water Contractor and as a certified
well driller, he failed to inform us that he was personally incapable of actually completing the
well so it would comply with IDWR rules or abandoning it without hiring other companies that
he, in tum, demanded we pay for. Because ofMr. Ouspiva's wrongful and illegal drilling of the
well and failure to notify the IOWR when he hit LTG conditions, followed by the IDWR
AFFIDA VIT OF CLYDE FILLMORE IN SUPPORT OF
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requirement to abandon the well using another well driller, I incurred damages of $6,437.00 plus
my legal fees. These were the fees I paid to IDWR for one-half of the cost of abandonment.
28.

I was very unhappy with Mr. Duspiva because I did not contract with Mr. Duspiva

to drill a low temperature geothermal well or to violate IDWR rules. The well was over 1100
feet deep and had water of 102 o. This is not what I requested.
29.

I lost all confidence in Mr. Duspiva's representations, his competence to drill a

well as requested, or to comply with IDWR rules. I was particularly disappointed that he refused
to even work toward resolution of the problem or to accept any responsibility for his actions and
refused to disclose information about what it would take to fix the well. He took the position
that no matter how poorly he performed or whatever the cost to correct his mistakes, that I was
responsible for paying to correct them.
30.

For customers such as John or me, who are inexperienced at the details of well

drilling or the associated regulations of the IDWR, this has been a profoundly disturbing process.
Mr. Duspiva's refusal to help work out the problems he caused with the IDWR and us, his
refusal to disclose the details of his plans to correct the problems with the well, while at the same
time demanding that we pay for his mistakes, has been intensely painful to our family. Mr.
Duspiva never mentioned, much less advised me, that there was a possibility of hitting
geothermal water ifhe drilled too deeply. I did not even know what geothermal water was or that
it was so regulated. Yet he had already encountered these LTG conditions in at least three wells
in the vicinity of my son John's property. The IDWR noted that Mr. Duspiva should have known
that if he went as deep as he did on this well, he would hit LTG conditions.
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31.

Because Down Rite Drilling did a very good job at closing the well and

cooperated with the IDWR in making sure the closure was done correctly, I asked Down Rite to
drill a cold water domestic well. Down Rite located a well site only 40' from the place where
Mr. Duspiva was drilling. Down Rite drilled a 320' well that produces a large volume of cold
water that more than meets my son's needs for a domestic well. The Down Rite well cost
$18,525.00. One of the things Down Rite did was install a screen in the well. Mr. Duspiva
refuses to use a screen when he drills wells. It is now my understanding that use of screen is a
standard technique in well drilling.
32.

Mr. Duspiva claims to have spent $50,665.00 on the well. Mr. Duspiva has now

sued me and John for $30,665.00 for his work on the illegal well because I had already paid him
$20,000.00 as a deposit on his work.
Mr. Duspiva now claims that I contracted for him to drill a low temperature geothermal
well. We did not. That was never our agreement with Mr. Duspiva. Nor did we agree to pay
anything other than $32.50 a foot for a cold water domestic well which we obviously did not get.
We did not agree to allow Mr. Duspiva to hire other companies to do his work. If Mr. Duspiva
has properly informed me of the details associated with a LTG well, including the cost and
regulatory requirements, I would never have contracted with him to do that because that is not
what we wanted or asked for. Nor could we afford such a well. However, we never had a chance
to even consider these items because Mr. Duspiva had already drilled into the LTG conditions
before we learned all of this information from the IDWR. I did not have any understanding of
the nature, extent, or effect of having a LTG well and would certainly consider such facts to be
material to any agreement to have a well drilled.
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33.

Based on his actions, I do not believe Mr. Duspiva knew or cared about what I had

asked him to do. My impression is that Mr. Duspiva, because he charged "by the foot" only
sought to drill as deep as possible regardless of the consequences because it netted him more
money. His history of repeatedly extending shallow domestic wells into LTG conditions would
seem to be evidence of this. According to IDWR records, he had already done this three times in
the area near where he was drilling the well on my son's property.
34.

Because of Mr. Duspiva's actions, I have been damaged financially and

emotionally. I paid him $20,000.00 to drill a cold water domestic well. He did not do so. I had
to pay $6,437.00 to close the illegal well he drilled because ofIDWR requirements. Mr. Duspiva
has been unjustly enriched as to these amounts because he did not perform as requested and the
well abandonment costs were directly related to his violation of IDWR rules. Mr. Duspiva hit
the 85 ° limit at approximately 585 feet according to the IDWR investigation. Yet he continued
drilling without notifYing the IDWR. By the time IDWR was informed of the situation, Mr.
Duspiva was 200' beyond the depth at which he was authorized to drill. Because the well was
illegal, I do not believe lowe him an additional $30,665.00 or the $20,000.00 already paid to
him. Because the LTG well was illegally drilled, it was not what I requested, and I had relied on
Mr. Duspiva's recommendations, I am asking the Court to require Mr. Duspiva to return the
$20,000.00 and to not allow Mr. Duspiva to sue me and John for $30,665.00.

AFFIDA VIT OF CLYDE FILLMORE IN SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 9
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Further your affiant sayeth not.
Dated this I~ day of June. 2010.

~L~~

CLYDE FJLLMORE
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this

k

day of ~ 2010.

AFFIDAVIT OF CLYDE FILLMORE IN SUPPORT OF

DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT -10
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on this J (
day of June, 2010, a true and correct copy of the
foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF CLYDE FILLMORE IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' MOTION
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT was served upon the following by the method indicated below:
Jon C. Gould
RrNGERT LAW CHARTERED

455 S. Third Street
P.O. Box 2773
Boise, ID 83701-2773

, via U.S. MAIL
/via HAND DELIVERY
via OVERNIGHT MAIL
via FACSIMILE

Facsimile: (208) 342-4657

BRUCE M. SMITH

AFFIDAVIT OF CLYDE FILLMORE IN SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 11
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MEMORANDUM
Date: November 6, 2008
To:
Gary Spacm,~I~rg Officer
From: Rob Whitnej'

/VV

RE: Staff Memorandum, Fi1lmoreIDuspiva LTG well
Background
The Department of Water Resources (Department) received a "Start Card" drilling permit
for construction of the Fillmore well on June 11,2007 (00047109). All Well Drillers that use
Start Cards to obtain drilling approval(s) must comply with the policies and procedures for their
use and the associated conditions of approval Start Card drilling authorizations are limited to
construction of single family residenti8.I, six inch (6"), cold water wells.
The start card submitted by Duspiva for the Fillmore well described a 6" well with a
proposed maximum depth of 200 feet. As described, this proposal appeared reasonable given the
number and locations of other cold water domestic wells drilled in the same general area.
Condition no. 8 of the Start Card pennit (standard condition for all drilling permits) required
immediate notification of the Department and cessation of drilling if a bottom hole temperature
(BHT) over 85 degrees F was encountered~ Encountering LTG resources at a depth of200 feet
was not likely to occur in this area, however, the chances of LTG encounter significantly
increase at depths over 500 feet.
Attached is a memorandum dated May 13, 2008 (Attachment 1). The memorandum was
directed at IDWR administrators to provide some background information regarding Duspiva's
past history of drilling wells to depths or in areas where encounter with Low Temperature
Geothermal Resources (LTG) were likely to occur.
I have had several discussions with Mr. Duspiva regarding his encounters with LTG,
resources, his well <?Onstruction practices ("drill and drive"), and how the Administrative Rules
do not recognize driving casing into the ground as an app+oved method of sealing wells and more
specifically, sealing LTG wells. Mr. Duspiva has continually expressed his disagreement with
the 85 degree limit established by State Law. I. C. § 42-230 (1) and § 42-233.
Attachment II is a copy ofthe well log filed by Duspiva for a well that he drilled for Jim
Rohn. This well is located about two (2) miles east-southeast of the Fillmore well (Exlnbit A)
and was drilled pursuant to a "Start Card" drilling permit. The Rohn well encountered LTG
resources (BHT 102 degrees F) and was d:ri1led to a depth of over 1300 feet. I recall providing a
verbal warning to Duspiva for constructing this LTG well without complying with applicable
Rules. I aIsQ recall extending a similar caution to Duspiva after he drilled a well for Schuyler
Enochs in 2001 to a depth of865 feet and encountered LTG resources (Attachment III). The
Enochs well is located about five (5) miles east-northeast of the Fillmore well.

EXHIBIT
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Attachment IV is a warning letter dated November 6, 2006 sent to Duspiva by John
Westra, and Duspiva's written response dated November 12, 2006. The letter to Duspiva was
necessitated by his drillmg of a LTG well for Lorelle Riggs pursuant to a "Start Card" drilling
, permit that proposed construction of a "cold water well" and the associated violation(s) of
applicable requirements, specifically Rule 30, IDAPA 37.03.09. This letter provided Mr.
Duspiva with a "final opportunity" to comply with the applicable requirements in lieu of a
formal enforcement action by the Department. Repair ofthe Riggs well was completed in June
of2007, approximately seven (7) months after John Westra's request, and only a few days prior
to starting construction ofthe Fillmore well.

Fillmore Well
According to my records, Mr. Duspiva called on August 9, 2007 to report that the
Fillmore well had exceeded 85 degrees BHT (91 degrees according to Duspiva). By that time the
well bad been drilled to a depth of836 feet and casing set at 691.5 feet. According to information
submitted by Duspiva and additional temperature data collected by Department sta.rt: the downhole temperature exceeded 85 degrees F between 500 feet and 600 feet. Duspiva did not contact
the Department until he had penetrated the LTG aquifer by at least 200 feet. The subject of
Duspiva's call was not surprising considering that the depth of the well had exceeded the
proposed depth by at least 600 feet and the nearby Rohn well (1333 ft. deep) encountered a BHT
ofl02 degrees F. Therefore, Duspiva should have been aware of the potential to encounter LTG
water in this area and should have conveyed this information to the property owner.
When a well driller notifies the Department that a well has encountered LTG resources,
standard protocol is to require the driller and owner to 1) Submit information detailing the
current state of well construction including down-hole temperature information 2) Submit a
drilling prospectus for completion or abandonment of the w.ell consistent'with Rule 30 (IDAP A
37.03.09) and 3) Initiate the process to secure any required well owner and additional driller
bon~ing. These requirements were conveyed to the owner and driller after the Department had
been notified that the subject well encountered the LTG resource.
As requested, Duspiva faxed an "as built" diagram on August 9, 2007 showing details of
the current well construction and temperature infonnation which included a request for variance
and a request to drill deeper (Exhibit B). Mr. Duspiva and I had several telephone conversations
regarding proper completion of the well. In response, Duspiva submitted a faxed document on
August 15, 2008 that detailed a proposal for completing the well and additionally requested some
unspecified ''variance'' citing ''Domestic use Statute 42-227." Mr. Duspiva provided verbal
argument that Rule' 30 should not apply because it was a "domestic" well. In our initial
conversations, Mr. Duspiva and I discussed the requirements of Rule 30, just as we had on the
previous well he drilled and was required to repair (Riggs well). The two well completion
proposals dated August 15 and August 29 (Exhibit C) submitted and signed by the driller showed
some intent to comply with LTG construction requirements in that both proposed the sealing of
casing with cement to separate the LTG water from the upper "cold water." Duspiva's arguments
that Department staff verbally approved his requests for variance are without merit.
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The Department did not officially act on the August 15 or 29 propo~a1s because of the
open ended request for variance and that, according to Duspiva, the final well depth had not yet
been determined which made it difficult for him to commit to a final completion plan. The
Department cannot take action on a proposal for completion or repair until specific details of the
work have been determined. At Duspiva's request(s), the Department conditionally allowed him
to continue drilling as he had already encountered the LTO aquifer and was insistent on drilling
to a depth he felt the well should be completed to eliminate the production of sand and satisfy his
customer's needs. Mr. Duspiva was again reminded that the well must meet an appropriate
standard as intended by Rule 30 if completed within the LTG aquifer. Duspiva has been a
licensed driller in the State ofIdaho for over 30 years and is responsible for understanding and
colIlP1ying with all applicable laws and rules. It is the responsibility of the licensed driller to
communicate with the property owner in order to 1) complete the well in a manner that will
prevent waste and contamination and 2) satisfy the well owner's needs.
The extent ofthe Department's communication with Fillmore is limited. I initially talked
with John and Clyde Fillmore after becoming aware that the driller had encountered LTG
resources. My original call(s) intended to ensure that the property owner had been informed by
the well driller of the now applicable requirements to complete a LTG well. In my discussions
with the Fillmores, I am left with the impression that they felt they were not adequately informed
by their well driller as to the complexity of completion, and the significant increase in the
associated costs 0 f completing a LTG well. The driller should have communicated the potential
to encounter LTG resources to his customer prior to starting construction (or at least after
exceeding the proposed depth) since he had encountered them in the nearby well drilled for the
Rohns. The specific details related to the driller's communication with the property owner could
be ascertained through questioning of both John and Clyde Fillmore and Gary Duspiva

Conclusions
Section 42-235 of the Idaho Code requires the driller or owner to obtain a drilling permit
prior to constructing a well. The stated purpose of this requirement is to "protect the public
health, safety and welfare and the environment, and to prevent the waste of water or mixture of
water from different aquifers." The Department is the regulatory authority appointed to issue
drilling permits, driller licenses, and regulate the proper construction of wells in Idaho.
Administrative Rules suggest that the Well Driller and .the Property Owner have some
joint responsibility to properly complete or abandon a well. Rule 25.01.a, states in part that:

"The well driller and property owner are charged with the responsibility of taking
whatever steps might be necessary in any unique situation to guqrd against lmSte and
contamination of the ground water resources. "
Only a Licensed Well Driller is authorized to construct a well in Idaho, and all licensed
well drillers are expected to have a comprehensive knowledge of Administrative Rules and State
Laws that govern the construction and use of wells. The property owner must depend on the well
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driller to communicate the applicable requirements related to the construction 0 f their well in
order to be able to make informed decisions when necessary. The property owner is not
authorized to perform any construction activities that physically cause the well to be drilled. The
property owner may be responsible con~actually to compensate a licensed well driller
accordingly for his services. The Department of Water Resources does not have statutory
authority to detennine the extent of a consumer's financial obligation for the construction of a
well. However, it is reasonable for the Department to expect that the Licensed Well Driller who
originally started construction of a well, and was determined to not be in compliance with
applicable rules, participate to an equitable degree (financially or in-kind) to satisfy the
obligation to construct or abandon the well consistent with State Law and Administrative Rules.
The Department has provided sufficient time for the parties to properly complete or
abandon the well. The contractual dispute between the parties in this case will likely have to be
resolved outside ofthe Department's authority. Due to the expiration ofthe Drilling Pennit, the
deteriorated relationship ofthe parties, and the unwillingness ofthe driller to provide any
additional work to complete or abandon the well until he is paid in ful4 the Department has
concluded that abandonment is the only available and economically viable option remaining. The
Department is the regulatory authority charged with the responsibility of administering Laws and
Rules for the construction, abandonment, and use of wells and would be remiss to allow this
incomplete well to continue to compromise the ground water of the State.
Attached as ''Exhibit D" are the bid specifications and several bids solicited by the
Department to properly abandon the well. The Department deemed it necessary to request formal
bid proposals to obtain more representative numbers than those supplied in the earlier estimates.
The Department intends to proceed with contracting a licensed well driller to abandon the
Fillmore well consistent with the Department's Preliminary Order dated October 3m, 2008. The
bid will be awarded based on both cost and availability ofthe contractor to perform the work.
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MEMORANDUM
Date: 5-13-2008
To: Dave Tuthill, Gary Spackman
From: Rob Whitney
RE: Gary Duspiva and LTG Wells

In preparation for our meeting with Mr. Duspiva on 5-14-2008, I am providing you and
Gary with this memo and background information detailing some history leading up to
,the Fillmore LTG well issue.
A letter from Jon Gould (council for Duspiva) dated 2-22-08 details events specifically
related to the Fillmore project. The letter, in my opinion, unfairly criticizes Department
staff and provides only Duspiva's perspective on what has occurred. The letter alleges
that Department staff gave various verbal waivers of Administrative Rules and
subsequently blind-sided Duspiva with an approved drilling permit bearing "specific
conditions" that were imposed after the fact. The specific conditions placed on drilling
permits to construct LTG wells are duplicated for clarification on an approved drilling
permit. These conditions and construction requirements apply regardless of any
duplication in the specific conditions if a well is LTG.
Duspiva's track record for incidentally encountering LTG water, while drilling cold water
domestic wells was established several years ago. Duspiva received at least two verbal
warnings for various violations related to LTG wells, once in 2001 (Enochs well, 865 ft
deep) and again in 2005 (Rohn well 1333 ft deep). In April of 2006, Duspiva submitted a
Start Card to construct a cold-water residential well (Riggs well) near Givens Hot
Springs. The log submitted for the well reported that LTG water had been encountered.
John Westra sent a letter ofwammg (attached) and required the well to be repaired to
meet the applicable standard for a LTG well, specifically Rule 30 ofIDAPA 31.03.09.
Repair of the Riggs LTG well was completed on June 6, 2007 (seven (7) months after
Westra's request). The Start Card for the Fillmore (cold-water, 200 ft well) was
submitted on June 11, 2007. Additionally, the Fillmore well is in the same area (within a
few miles) ofthe well drilled for Robus (2004, 1333 ft deep, 108 degrees F).
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E \ V C. oJ

Office U~ OnlY
Form 238-7
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES
\ 1 "11005 Well 10 No. 3Y4>71~
6102
WELL DRILLER'S REPORT
'Inspected by - - - - - 1
1. WELLTAGNQ.D 0031518
WATER RESOURCES Twp _ _ Rge_ _S e c _
DRlWNG PERMIT NO.
115
WESTERN REGION _ _ 1/4 - - 1/4 _ _1/4
Water Right «Infection WelfNo.
1a,.WEU.;lE£ts;"
Lat:
Long:
Xl Pump Q[Bailer
mAir
0 Rowing Artesian

AA'(

M&:I

2. OWNER:

N~
~~
City

Jim or Cyindie Rohn
7833 Valley Flores Dr.
west Hills
S1ate.c.al.:k6 9] 3046104

3. LOCATION OF WEU. by legal description:
You must provide address or lot. Blk. Sub. or Olreclions to weR.
Twp.

Age.
Sec.
GOY'tLol
lat:

North ~

03
04
09.

South C

or
or
SA.114

East 0
114

west x.;

-l&L-114

&IU~ Canyon

35
10
30
97
Bottom hole temp.l.O.L
Water QuaUty teet or comments: 3 gr a ins some Ga s« I ron
o .dor
Depth first Water Encounter 1 0 8
13. UTHOLOGIC LOG: (Describe repairs or abandonment)
Water
Water Temp.

BoN

CIa.

.....

Fan

Flemarks: LIthology. Water Quaaty & '1lJrnparature

To

V

2 Soil
5 Hardnan
16 Mul ticolor Sand I.. ...
!1
20 Liaht Brown Sandy C1av
108 Liaht. Brown SandY Clay
115 Mul.tico1or Sand
142 Yellow Clay
.
144 Brown Sand
185 x..Ea11o'to1 Clay St.ickv
185 "later Crack
Yellow C1av Stickv"
. .
~ l~.~ 232 Brown
F-I ne s~;.-..\ _ ._
f-.6 232 234
6 234 243 Brown Clq,y'
6 1243 1306 'R1 tl"" l"1.a.v
6 306 3n7 Black Sl'Ind 1'--' .. N/~oo(
6307 340 Blue Cla.v
6340 345 Bl::.t"'k ~"'nA'-"'"
345 A.n"i 'R11lA C' av S·H.ckv

10
0
::
Long:
:
:
10
2
Address of Well Site 16647 Plum Rd. Caldwell
10
5
City Caldwell
10 16
Lt _ _ BIk_ _ _ Sub. Nams _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
6 20
6108
6115
4. USE:
6142
c: Monitor 0 Irrigation
III Domestic
n Municipal
________________ 6144
o Thermal 0 Injection
6185
r.~«

5. TYPE OFWORK check aJI that apply
lC.1 New Well
0 Modify
0 Abandonment

6. DRILL METHOD:

o Mud Rotary

J!CabIe

:J Air Aotaty

(Replacement etc.)

0 Other _ _ __

n Other

7. SEAUNG PRoceDURES

*'

Perma Pl.u
Bentonite

6 405 409 'R,.,. .... ,..

Was drive shoe used?

OOv

DII_-

6"

"-

+1~

To

MatedII

Gauge

~Q~l !I.21) Steel.

-

Casing

LInIt

IX

:J

[J

U

'0

Welded Threaded

IX!
0

{J

0

con

Length of Headplpe'_ _ _ _ _ LengIh 01 Tailpipe _ _ _ _ _ __

PadI9r

CV

eN

~

---------------

9. PERFORATIONSISCREENS
PACKER TYPE
______________________________
__
~~bn~

r-Tl~TI-1 :-J 1 ~
10. FILTER PACK

t

I_I

b

, - ,. . . . ,

-=~._j

It. below ground
Artesian pres$Ure _ _lb.
DepdI floW encountered - " . Describe access port or control devices: _ _

Well Cap

Date: Started

X
X

x

X
X

X

X
X

x
X

X
X

£~

_-

X

J~lack

.~

~

X
X
X
X

X

~.

.- XI-X(Me4suIabIe)

~~I~ ~Rr

1,3 .Nov 2004

X

y

Blue Clay
Sand Fine
Blue Clay Sn4ft
.. -.'R1ack ~bn!:l_.
B1ue c!1av.~ickv
'R1l'1.t'!k ~a;'CI . -..Blu~ C!1aY
Bl.l'I.ck ~and'" ... ... --_.....6 1612
Blye Q1Bl!:
6 625 I~'~~ Bl.l'I.ck ~a.nd
CompIeIedDepth 1l30'~5 gal. Pea Gravel

2005

14. DRILLER'S CER11F1CATION
VWe certify that all minimum wei construction standaItIs wete complied with at Ihe
time the rig was removed.

Gary Duspiva Well Dri11hg

Company Name

11. STATIC WATER LEVEL OR ARTESIAN PRESSURE:

267

6436 436
6436 450
6450 45.~
6453 502
6502 521
6521 544
654.4 1545
6 ISMi sqS
.6 595 612

X

X

X

6 418 14~6 'R1"", ("1::.", ~""it"'lc-v
Blat'!k San~ 'Pine .....

8. CASINGlUNER:

X
X

X

Fi 4nQ i41? 'R'""" t"',::...., R".,......
6412 141R 'Rtl'tl"k ~;!Inn 14';n""

CXY

Was drive shoe seal tested?

~and

N

X

&~'ffl:s;m~~

Arm No•..3.9.!L.

PrincipalOri~_~~

Date

Drater or Operator II

Date _ _ _ __

and

()peIa1or1

~

1_::

Dale 14 May 05
Prinopal Dri.er~
Requlfed.
()peIatDr I must have signature of OriIIerfOperator II.

FORWARD WHITE COPY TO WATER RESOURCES
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BILAJJ

14 May 05

II PAGE 2 OF 3
Page 2 of 2
OffICe Use Only
Well 10 No.
Inspe<:ted by - - - - - - 1
Twp _ _ Rge_ _Sec _ _

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES

Form 238-7
6102

WELL DRILLER'S REPORT

1. WELL TAG NO.D .::,0.::.0:.3::.;15::..;1::..:8=--_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

12. WELL TESTS:
Xl Pump
III Bailer

Water Right or liljec1lOn Weff.!q. ___________________
~e
Address
CIty

Jim or Cyindie Rohn
7833 Valley Flores Dr.
West Hills
Slal~

u __

BIl<.~

!It Domestic

0 Municipal

n Injedlon

C Thermal

s.

IIofe
CIa.

Caldwell

_ _ Sub.Name. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

4. USE:

wIrrigation
o Oher ___________
__

n Monitor

TYPE OF WORK check alilhat apply
lXNew Well
;J Modify
:J Abandonment

6. DRILL METHOD:
r; Air Rolary x: Cable

(Replacement etc.)

0 Other _____
:::J Other _ _ _ __

o Mud Rotary

7. SEAUNG PROCEDURES

Perma Plu
Bentonite
Was drive shoe used?
Was drive shoe seal tested?

To

Ftom

1081 k.2

6" +1J.;
1--- .......

~.-

Steel

IX

n
o

nv

ilN

66' Blue Clay Hard Sandy

66'

6a~

6e~

6e~

7e~

82~

.9

82~

83f

68.1 69(
69( 70!'
70~ 72
72 75
75 76

Blue Clay Hard
Black Sand Fine
Blue Clay Hard
Black Sand Fine
Blue Clay
Black Sand Fine
Black Sandston~_____
Blue Clay
~la~k Sandstone

6 9~( 9~( ~''''i"'k
6 93l 96( 'T.iaht.
6 96( 96( Bla ...'"

~1 n ...

t. _

--

-

Ix
X

!y

'R1ai"'k

Iy
yo

Iy
Y
V

K'4no
Y
l=t1"", l"1 .. v C! ... ~,...".:;r-··-l=tl".., ,...1 .. ". _I ...~+:"", ... l"',.......".~ Y

~ .. nA

1=11" ... ,...1 .. v

....

.-

~"''',,1rv

.....

.......

V

Y

c t=r.E1V EU
UlV 17

_0..

...

Ix
Y

11O~~ 'R1" ... l"1,...,

100~

WATER RES;;-,;;;.r:N"
'l'Ie1:f ......

...

.. ...

10. RLTER PACK

~-

X

"l:::1v

99~

~&m~

o

X
X

~ ..... '"
'R1n ... "1,,"v

6

~ PERFORAnON~CREENSPACKERTVPE
___________________________

n

X
X

Y

96( 9Q-; T.;nht.
99~ 9Q..! 1=Ilai"''k' c!", ... '" 1::'4 ... ""

"-'"

o

X

~"'n,;

'6"

Type ________________

Une<

X
X

j.tR~ ~lUA (!1",v
~~ ~.!
88! 88! Black ~btnd
6 S8! 93( ·TJiaht. ~'11t:! (!1:::1v

o

n
o

y. N

Remarics: lIIhoIogy. Water Quaity I. Tempecalln

To

63~

~-

lenglhol HeadpIpe,_ _ _ _ _ _ 1.ength 01 Taipipe _ _ _ _ _ __

Packet

Ftvm

P

00 Y
Grwge

0 RowIng Artesian

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

6 In~~ 1103
6 11O~ l1?A
.•6 11?A~ 'AnI
6 l'AnF ''A~~

8. CASINGILINER:
or.m..-

:K.: AIr

6104

3. LOCAll0N OF WeLL by legal description:
You must8rovide address or Lot. BIk, Sub. or Dlredions 10 well.
Twp.
3
Nol1h IJ
or
South 0
Age.
04
East 0
or
West XI
Sec.
09
Jr.iiI1/4 -S.E..1/4 -&114
Gov't Lot
CO;..ty
Ci!rYon lat:
Long:
:
:
Address of Well SIte
16647 Plum Rd.
City

Long:

La!:

91304-

~

2. OWNER:

__1/4 _ _ 1/4 _ _114

____________________________________

CRWNGP~MrrMO.

.. ...
-_. -- ... - I-~

45gal. Pea Gravel (Measurable)
Adde9
13 Nov 2QQ4
Completed _1 AJ;lt: 2Q a ·

CompIetadDeplh

Date: Started

.230'

14. DRILLER'S ceRTlflCAll0N
lINe certtfy !hat all minimum wei construcIion standards were compfied with at hi
time the rV was remoYeCI.

Gaq Duspiva Well Drilling

Fill... Matertll

_ _ 6. ~el0~

11. STATIC WATER LEVEL OR ARTESIAN PRESSURE:

:clpal

Driler

267ft. below ground

06L a~

Artesian pressure _ _._Ib.
Driler or Operator n
OepIh flow encountered _ _ft. Describe access port or control devices: _ _

.

Well C'ap

Operator I

&....c:

Date 14 May 05
Date 14 May 05

Date 14
. Principal Ork
Ig Operator Reqrired.
Opefalor I must have signature of DrilledOpermr II.

FORWARD WHITE COpy TO WATER RESOURCES
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~.:'

"m .. 395
May 05

II PAGE 3 Or 3
~

Nov L3 04 09:348

Well Drillin

Du~piva

p.l

122 5304

1?~

form 235-3.1""'-004

88lo\c5 .. 92<0115

Idaho Dept. of Water Resources

Write Tag Number Here

~l)():315i2

Start Card/Permit· Single Family Do'mestic Well Only

....

(COlel Water .tha"'8s>olff/molt F.~

1. Owner"s Na?,e (plcaseprint):_ JJrr- (\t'LC:yN&')IL.RO:-H~·..LtJ.lG-___________~___
2. O~ner"s Malfi~gAddress: 29.>:'~ U!Y+it\1 fl;-o~t:.') Cit.
Clty.~!--...-r ~'l!:!o
''''::s~ta~te~:~~~''''-:.f:-;Z=iP::.!Co~~:-=e~:<J.L:-:-3-Q'"':'"1--~.-to.:i-=Te-:'le-p~h-on-e-:("":"1-:jj~)~<J-:;q'''''9...:-'':3::-f,-6-.3. Proposed Welf Location: Twp. ..$ tV , Rge. --.-!:J~, Sec. ....!1-. __ 114 ~1/4 .J:l~1/4
Gov't Lot No. _
County GAil:J~\)N
Lat _._: _ : _
Long. _ :
: .
Street Address of Well Site
.1 "'11 Pt..i,LN\ EO.
CityCA!..pw/{i..h Must !JIIIO at IDil!l\ nt'me ot rood + IlllllHnce to Road or UtnO""il!<

Block
and Subdivision
_~._ __
4. Arc "II ~jacont septic tanks :.nd dmin fiold; ~ccur.JtoIY 1000ted? ey PrOPClrty Ownot; V'Il1t4 Noll. ey HCl.'llth Oi$ltict:V~ i;;Olot

5. Well Construdion Information:

II

A. j4New w~lIl ]RepJaco [)Oeepen []Modify PWVUlU!I W\." #;

6. Construction Start Date:

Q t./O'J.,2dJf]. Well Driller:_Gt--s'i Dl/sp,..... ,,,-

8. Th~ Driller h~reby accepts

Onller'$ Signature:

9. The WeU Owner ~,mnns t

9. ProptlMd C;n:;n9 01:1. S. C. Prl.lporflld Mnximum Qc Ipth: t;.00 .•

Driller's Lie. No~

_

tetm~nditior)s of the Start C;)rd/Ponnit

..

•

~.:::1~~

ilvo ·u<!,~. ~ C..rd/P~it, vlJlid.

. (tOt·1J;{p

Owner's Signature:.

)S

Dnt<l: ,~~ "'k31t.Y!J!t

its accuracy tlnd accepts the

_.

conditions.

__Date: /.rJ.,u,,/i.Jf£f

1. This permit authorizes the eonSft
Ion or modification 01 OM domeSitic woN for a singlo..family Rl!;ldeneo. No uddrtJonnl residetlt:us.
bu:-:in(nmer.. or dwullin!lr. rn.'IY be'! conlluQ(ld 10 th~\ wl:l1 without ;1 vnlld w"(e,, right
2. nw fOtm must be comP!~.to. inelvdlng the prcptlic$ k'l9 number OInd signature of thtl dnl(or. Tho owner should :;19n the Slarl card after
rovlevAng thoso C(lnelitiOI\$. Moiling must lake place no 10$$ Ihan 72 hoUm prior to construction (CApt. addr<ll'ill. bolow). hand dolivc.'rod or f:llled
to th~ Qclpt. nCl!ll'to oomrl'lnnC1n!J confill'\lctiQn. Th., llt1\rt cen::\fl.lc;tion d1\to :;h1\11 flu nco mom th:ln 10 d"y:~ aftcr. (hll Ollpart.ll<:nl ('lCIllvcm (Ill!
pClrmiL All ioCOrnptulo form win nut btl COflllidomd U v<iltd permit to d(ill.
3. This permit doos not constitute an npproval of ttw D.r.trfct Hoallh Departmont or the ld3ho Dopnrtm~nt 0( ~e~lth ilnd WClIfNro. All _Hs 1IlU5t
~J!IOI:I!e we:!'" ml.!!:1 Ix: dnlllH:ln minimum 01 60' (rom II :;c:p\IC tnnk.

lin dnlind n minimum clmt,tnc.: or 100 . rrom " dmin fidd.

4. Only Woll Orillem bn8ecl In Idaho may use n start card ror constl'\lotlon 01 a wen. The driller shaH IT13lnmin R copy of the Stnrt ~rd and lIle
well 1.0 (;19 ot U\Q drilli"!! silo during COI'!$((uction.
G. Tl1i..~ dniling Jl(lfmil dOlt\! not :Julhori):11 tmspm;s on Chu lanCl of i1nolhc:r p.'lfty.

6. This drillIng permit does not oonstiMe oUler locnl. county. stale or (cdoml approvals. which may be fflquirod for con~tl'\lctiOf\ of it wall.
7. Thiu dnltlnn p.:rmit dam; not rc:pm::c:nl a righl to <INuit :1tI«J

,1::', the> w;JI(lt ~r Iho Slnlu 01 Idaho.

8. If a boctom hokl tomperalyre of 8S· F. or greater IS encountered. INtIII cOo.t;truaron shall cen:ltl anel the wei driller nh91f contact the
Oepartrnunt cmm<ldlmely.

.

9. IdMo CO<.Ie. S !J~2201 - 55-2210 ruqUlfM tho applicant undlot hI!; c:onlrdctonl to contnct 'Oiglinu" (o.glint! is a one-c:.Il conter t~ utiijly
.
.notlftcatlOn) not res=> than :2 working daya prior to the slart of MY cxeavation for this proj¢<:t. The ·Oisr/ino· Number rOl' your arM Is

1-800-342-1585.
10. ThCl !llIlinto~:, slL.'tIll. O. t.'9 mI.r.o1 bc: weldCld 1Cl thO wen Qlslng upon comp/etino Iho wnn :lnd must rem.111l pcrmnnol\dy atlachcd nboVn
ground 1(lVO/ for !he rife of tho wei. OIhc:r lit9s may be added (ollOWIng A repair or modific..,lIon of (he well. Tho
driller is responsihlo fO.r
pcrmnnt!ntly m.1ud11~ 1M 1.0. t.<a!) to tho c.'llino vpon c;offipll:tlnSi ttm woll. Tho Wtlll Ilig r.h.,U bn :l(\achnd bywcldlng ;l( 1<':1'" 3 :;Idm: or u!..no

wn"

f:OI.N' (4) :;(ilmhm:: :;1(1111. c101'WId-4!nd pop tiVI)(.os.

.

'

it.A start card is not valid fqr drimng in ArellS of CrllUng ConCtlm, Critical Groundwater Arear.. Groundwater Mlln.,goment Area~ or AIr-A....
IdcntiflCld by (he D<:pm1mcnt II:; Contllmin:ltM.
12.The pOI'oI~l!liOn of a well tag door. n01 3ulhorr.a1 con.';truction of 01 Wt:ll.

13.Any waH being repla(;Qd by n now well. ~;hall b() property 3b~"ldoncd by tho well oriller prior 10 mmovinn tho d.riUIIlg CQulpmenl ufllo:-Iti
oUlfllWu;n ilulho(vud by tho dClpUrln"~1.
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES _

t 1197 .

01b Use Only
Inspectedby

WELL DRILLER'S REPORT

Twp _
Rge--Sec
_
tl4._1l4,_t/<l

1. WELL TAG NO. D .=.0.=.0.=.1=..56=-5::..7~_ _ _ _ __

11. WEll TESTS:
~

tillld

2. OWNER:
~

3. lOCATION OF WELL ·by legal des'lft~

.
m

E I V EO

Skatch map loeaUon must agree with wrllten location.

j~:I....

H

"

a

lL._ __

4. USE:

C1 Municipal

OS:Oomestic

o Thartn, I

Naml _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Glrrlgallon

QOlher_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

5. TYPE OF WORK check aU that apply

a

New

wen

:

same as above

;; Monitor

n Injection

0 Modity 0

8. DRILL METHOD
O!\it Rotary
Xl Cable

(Replacement etc.)

0

NJandonmenl

C Mud Rolaty

3

60
65

158
163-est

1
6.5
BollOrn hole temp. ~
3--:oog....
r ....
a ....
i ...
no=s_ _ _ _ _ _ __

F,o ..

To

Remark,: Lithology. Wiler QuI Illy It TtIlIptritur.

0Ihfr _ __

r.1 Other_ _ __

6 '17? h7A Rll'1l"k l=;and

6 178 1198
6198 ~OO
6200 a12
6212 18
6218 32
6232 33
6233 54
6254 1254
6254 1274
6274 214
6274 296
6296 i96
6296 307
6307 307
6307 325

7. SEALING PROCEDURES
8EAUFI\.TEA PMlK

AMOUNT

METHOD

Was dM shoe used? ~ r; N Shoe Oeplh's)~8£o5~4~1-~~-Was drivl shoe $lal tested? Jr. y~
N IfQw?Bai 1 ed down

8. CASlNGILINER: 10" Casing left in place

"ern

c....,
10 +2" 30· ~25 St:t;\el XI
6" +1'3 854' .25 Steel Xl

DI'..

F,oll

T.

aavao

1I.'orl,1

~

length 01

Lang" 01 He.dpipe

9.

LI..,

W."'.4 '!lotta_.d

a

Ji
M

a

rJ
_.

{1

0

-::

TalipAECEIVED

PERFORATIONS/SCREENS

JUN 1 9 2081

MeChod Type,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Screen

Perforations
Screens
To

sro'

SI.I Numbe, 0;....,..

Mllerial

If

'l(

X
X

X

x

y
y
y

Y

_X_
X
X

X

::x:
X

x

X
X

X
~

X
X
X
X

IMeuurlible)

I

Dale: Started 4 AEril 2001

rt IiIl1Ji.VN REg

X

y

..alne _(:aav_
Black Sand Heavina
B1ne Clay
Black Sand Dev.No G.Sand~
Blue Clay
Black Sand F .Dev.N/G San6
Blue Clay
Black Sand
Blue Cl.av
Black Sand wI Clay
Blue Clay
Black Sand wi Clay
Blue Clay
Black Sand Pine
Blue Cl.av_
Continued P~e 2

Oepth 8~g

Completed

WATER RESOURces
f, ••

f'

3 Soil
5 Hard Pan
14 IMulticolor Grav-el 8. ~anil
... g, Sani! X
27 IMul. t.ico1or ,..
32 Liaht Brown Clav_
35 Liaht Sron. Clay
91 Brown Clay wi Fine Sand
y
91 Water ~rack
14 Brown SandvClav
.16 Dark Br~wn ~"nA
X
.34 Liaht ~T'own Clay
a6 iLi_aht. Brown Sand vIc, RV
~
6 IB6 155 ILia-hi:. ~T'nwn Clay wi Sand
6 1155 1..6.0 IL.i.ah~ro'lm Sand wi C1 I'IV
Y
6 1160 170 Ivlaht ~Y'~'Wn ("1 RV
y
6 170 1172 Brown ~"nd

Cily_ _ _ _ __

BIk._ _ _ _ _Sub.

TI,,"

198

0
10 3
10 5
10 14
10 27
6 32
6 35
6 91
6 91
6114
6 116
6:1.34

. _ _114 .JlE....1/4 ..NlL11"
_ _ co'f.:i\Y.
cal,Von 110_
:

PV""'int l ..d

100

--1.!.

36

Long:

01t.40..

12. LITHOLOGiC LOG: IDe scribe repair. or
DI••

Gov't Lot
Lat
:
:
Address 01 Well Site

"

0 FlowinQ Artetlan

OejJlh finiI Walllr fnoolrnlM
abal1donmtnl, Water

Z:D1

80tl

Sec.

,.,.liii0.

Water Ten.,. 86.2
Water QuaBty test 01 axnments:

~:: -11-- ~:~ti~~rtmiu, ~~;~oUtces 10

II

DO Baller

29
25
30

Schuyler Enochs
18785 Weitz Rd.
Caldwell'
Stale ID ZIp, 83607

HilmI
Addrl!$$

Pump

Lo:.

Lat;
I]:Alr

~

R

W

D

.

~

OAIlUNG PEAMITNO. _ " _ . "_ _ _ _ _ _ __
•.___________________________

Completed22 Mal: 2001

13. DRILLER'S CERTIFICATION
//We ceIiIy flat ill minimum wei cansttudion atandards were compfied wilt al
!he time I1e ~ was removed.

Company Name

10. STATIC WATER lEVEL OR ARTESIAN PRESSURE:

---2!.tt. belOW ground

Depth flow encountered
control

devices:

Artesian pressure _ _lb.

ft. Describe access port or

Well cap

F"1nII
and

Glry Duspi va Well Drll.l:lng
& Development

0ffirA1.A-..:
t:2"1J''':'''''oaw
~

Oliter or Operalilf

FORWARD WHITE COPY TO

WATER RESOORCES

000097

Arm No.~

18 June 2001

Oa\l,_ _ __

.

.
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES

11/97

1. WELL TAG NO, D ....
0"""0.....
1....
5~6....
57"'--_ _ _ _P_A_G_E 2
ORIlt.INGPERMfFNO: _ - _ - _~_ _ _ _ _ __
a._IDWRNo . _________________________

2.

OWNER:

~.

Schuyler Enochs

~e~

18785 Weitz Rd.

City,

Caldwell

N

x

IocajUL - ~ 2001

. JUiJ~l:lilt·j~ .1: WaiQ( He~
North IX
or
South n
East 0
or
West rJt
, _ _ 114 ..NE.-1I4 ...mL1/4

Sec.

36

s

canYon

c~t:av

1--+--1-+--1 Gov't lot _

Long:

Addre" 01 Well Sit.

same as aboye

Blk.,_ _ _ _ SUb.

0 Municipal
0 Inlection

aDolII.slic
Thermal

6. DRILL METHOD
[JAr Aotary

SEALING

PAC!(

~as drWe shoe used?

.

8

Other _ _ __

'..J Other_ _ __

METHOD

T.

~ C H

"as dtlve $hOe seal tested? 0 Yn

.

Shoe Df!\lIh(s)~8...
5~4,,!,,·~~_ _

N

Ba! led

How?

down

CASINGILINER' lO"C as i ng left in place
F•• ",

OW.eI"

r.

G,ua.

lI.c.,..1

c ••tna

10" +2" 30' .25 Steel Xl
6" +1"3 '854 .25 Steel XI
Cl

.ength Of
J.

Tt" ..decl

IX

Cl

CJ

~
(J

n

<:1

J UN 1 9 2001
....-=,.,;:;;......,===--

t.lelhod
S<;rqen Type._ _ _

Petloralions

8<:reens
Te

W.fd~d

!...l

length 01 Tailp~ECEIVED

Headplpe

PERFORATIONS/SCREENS

Fro ..

u••,

0

SIoI SI ..

N.mo .. Oilmett,

65
86.2

Fro.

To

:ontl"ol

!!!L-

Remarka: lIltIotogy. Wa'.. OuaHty & Talliperalur.

LIf'.'

Completed22

0

13. DRILLER'S CERTIFICATION

t;

lINe eeI1ily flal an minimum well conslnJdion standards were IlOmpled with at
fle timt Ile rig was remcIIr'ed.

deyjces:_....,W~e:.:c!I""l=-...::C:e..l:a~p~--_ _ _ _ __

"

Mal 20Q1

.n

Artesian pressure _ _lb.
It. Oescribe access port or

.,

(MeaSUlable)

2Q01

Ga~Duspiva

Well Drilling

10. STATIC WATER LEVEL OR ARTESIAN PRESSURE:
below ground

1
6.5

163est

Company Name &J'taXe 1 opmen t
~I\'

3

158

[1

c

)eplh now encountered

Tim.

198
Bottom hole temp.

Completed
Deplh 852 1
Dale: Slatted ~ April.

WATER RESOUflCES
IIEfl1t~N REGIl)N

....1....' • C.II""

30

P...,....ll'Hl

6 325 25 Black Sand
X
6 325 45 Blue Clay
X
6 345 65 Blue Clay vI Brown Clay
X
6365 68 Black Sand F • Dev.N/G Sand X
6368 82 Blue Clay
X
6382 132. Black Sand wI Clay
X
6432 :156 Blue Clay StickY
X
6456 ~70 Black Sand wI Crumbles
X
6470 506 Blue ClaY StickY
X
6506 516 Black Sand F • Dev.N7G Sand X
6518 534 Blue Clay Firm
X
6534 052 Blue Clay Soft
X
6552 564 Black Sand Very Fine
X
6564 508 Blue Sc Brown C1av
X
6608 528 Blue Clay S~
_X
6628 37 B1ue & "Rrovn r.'-l'IV ~nf+.
X
66:::17 40 ,"R1 ue ... , l'IV
X
6 640 641 IB1a~k ~l'Ind P .n."v .lITj(:i" ~-.. n'" ~)L
6641 552 IR1tllOl ... ,""v l=I+'~~kv
X
6 652 56B iR'a.C"!k ~ . F .n.,,';:-1Il if'. q",nnv 7~ :vx
6668 591 Blue Clay StickY
X
6691 707 Black S. F • Dey. N/G Sandy B lUX
y
61707 70B R1uA ~1l'1v
6706 i7l5 Black Sand Fine wI Clay X
6715 1730 Blue Clay Sticky
X
6730 '40 Brown & Blue Clay StickY
X
6740 1740 Water CraCk
X
6740 803 Blue & Brown Clay StickY
X
6803 b30 Black S. F.Dev.N7G Sandy 8 IV.x
6 183{1 RFil'\ 1'R1 UA r.l;<1v VArY ~+. i l"lL'v
...x
6 IR6e:;
? h:i1a~ ~ . ~. nlOlV :-flnnn Ri>'?U
X
Bottom J.I01A Ra.i ltn" . ;:;;'mn1 8
20 minutes 881.T

(flf!\llacement etc.)

AMOUNT

F,am

60

01.

PROCEDURES

SeA&.IFLTEli

28

80'.

0 Monitor
0 Irrigation
(10thef _ _ __

::J Mud Rotary

CXC&ble

100

Flowing Artesian

OeplllfirstWaler Encounter ~
CDesetlbe repairs or abandonment) Water

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ __

0

OtaW1lowft

29

(1

12. LITHOLOGIC LOG:

CIIV_ _ _ _ __

5. TYPE OF WORK check all thai apply
Xl
New Well 0 MOdify 0 Abandonment

lon .

QG:Alr

3~g~r:.::a:.:;i!:.!n!!s~________

4. USE:

o

Bailer

Wam QualIty te5\ C6 comments:

,......

lal:

Xi

l.-t:

Yield galJ_.

. Walet Temp.

Twp.-.O.L-

1--+--1_+--;£ Rge. 04

W~l.l T~~l~!'

Xi Pump

R E.lam\j~7

Sketc:tJ map location must agree with wlillen

Twp_ RQLJec
_114_1/4_1/4

tt.

3. LOCATION OF WELL by legal description:

7.

Offioe Use Only
Inspected by

WELL DRILLER'S REPORT

Finn Offi<.ia,I_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _....!D.

Film No:~

18 June 2001

and

0Ii\Qf

Of

Opera\Ql'_ _ _ _ _ _ _ l>a1e,_ _ __
(591 ...... Rr.. OIfdot·& ~I

FORWARO WHITE COPY TO

WATER RESOURCES'

000098
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State of Idaho

DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES
Western Region, 2735 Airport Way, Boise, Idaho S370S-S08T - (Z08J 334-n9'0'
,
FAX (208) 334-2348
JAMESE. RISCH
Governor
KARL J. DREHER
Director

November 6, 2006
Aric Duspiva
Gary Duspiva
Duspiva Well Drilling
25050 Pet Lane
Parma, ID 83660

RE: Completion and Repair of Low Temperature Geothermal Well drilled for
'Lorelle Riggs (well tag # D0047107)
Dear Messrs. Duspiva:
The Idaho Department of Water Resources (Department) has reviewed the well
driller's report submitted by youi company on October 11,2006 for the construction of
the above referenced well. The report, signed by Gary Duspiva as principal driller and
Aric Duspiva as the drill rig operator, indicated a water temperature of 91 degrees F and
that the well flows at the surface.
State Law defines any well with a bottom hole temperature greater than 85
degrees F is considered a "Low Temperature Geothermal Resource Well" (LTG).
Construction ofall LTG wells must comply with Rule 30 ofIDAPA 37.03.09 and with
any conditions of the approved drilling permit
Authorization for the construction'ofthis well was granted through the Start Card
permit process .and specifically allowed the construction of a cOld-water (bottom hole
temperature 85 degrees F or less) single-family domestic welL The groundwater in the
area where this well was constructed commonly exceeds 85 degrees. Accordingly,
con4ition No.8 of the drilling permit required the immediate cessation of drilling and
consultation with the Department if a bottom hole temperature greater than 85 degrees F
was encountered. Department staff has given you verbal wamings in the past regarding
your company's previous failure to comply with applicable LTG well construction rules.
I am writing to provide you with a final opportunity to voluntarily comply with
the requirements of Rule 30 of the well construction standards in lieu of a formal
enforcement action by the Department Please submit a detailed drilling. prospectus to the
Department for review and indicate how this well will be constructed, repaired or
properly abandoned to meet all applicable requirements. Additionally, you are required to
provide a down-hole temperature survey performed by a qualified professional, submit
information regarding down-hole temperatures encountered during drilling, and indicate

1

000099

(

IV PAGE 2 OF 10

., .:

how these measurements were made. The Department requires your plan for repair,
completion or abandonment and other required information within 10 days of the date of
this letter. The required remedial work may not commence until the Department
determines that your proposed course of corrective action will comply with applicable
Rules. Failure to comply with these requirements may be cause for the Department to
initiate an administrative enforcement action pursuant to Section 42-1701 b Idaho Code.
Please contact me at this office if you have questions regarding this letter.
Respectfully,

?!~.
JOHN WESTRA
Western Region Manager
cc: Galloway, Homan

2

0001.00

·

.'

G~

WE

Gary Duspiva
25050 Pet Lane
Parma, Idaho
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eOEVg

83660-703~~~~~~Pi~"~ii~'II.

Phone 208 722- 5304
Ce11

12 Nov. 2006

208 899-3131

License No. 395
state of Idaho Department of Water Resources
western Regoin 2735 Airpo~t Way, Boise, Idaho 83705-5082
Dear John Westra, Western Region Manager:
Reason: Well Drilled for Lorelle Riggs (Well tag # D0047107)
Response to your letter dated 6 Nov. 2006.

I started working for

Lorelle Riggs on 24 JUly. 2006 to see if by air development I could
improve the production of a 3 inch Flowing Well. The Well would produce
22 Gallon per minute at a 40 foot Pumping level. The temperture at the
end of the test was 96 degrees. The Well is to small to intall a pump
inside the casing. I suggested that a ~ew Well be Drilled. Lorell wanted
a COLD WATER WELL to provide water for the water to air heat pump for
Air conditioning and other Domestic uses.
I told Lorelle to obtain Well Logs from the Western Region office
of the Department of Water Resources that were close as possible by
legal description to Her Property. On 25 July 2006 Denise from the Western
office sent Me 4 Well Log at Lorelle reques't (see 1 to 5 page of ATTACHMENTS)
I was looking for ' the possibility of Drilling a shallow c01d water well.
I .figured that the 3 inch Well was about 500 foot deep. The Well logs
If,;"probably
confrimed that was tne'fcase because of .the 85 degrees at 382 f .eet on
th~ Darrell Van Kleck Well and informantion on the other logs. I did
not measure the 3 inch Well, being concerned about size and possible
depth and size of the probe(WEIGHT) it would take to measure it.If I
got the probe hung up or stuck :t might 'ruin the Well and this was there
only source 9f Water. I took the Logs as being accurate an figured that
I could if nessary go to about 350 foot and still be less than 85 degrees
and alot cooler than 96 degrees. I was hoping that by 125 foot I would
have water and the volume needed approximatley 10 t oo 12 gallon per
minute.
I concacted Lorelle and agreed to try drillng a Well of a cooler
temperatue and as shallbw as possible.(See 6 to 7 page of ATTACHMENTS)
32 Aug 2006 a Start Card was filled out at the time I was given a Legal
continued to page 2

0001.01.

A
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Gary Duspiva

Page 2 of 5

Phone 208 722-5304

?fuD

Cell

208 899-3131

License No. 395
Description that I found out later was totaly wrong when reviewing the
well logs .As soon as I realized it was wrong I called the ~iestern Region
office and ask if I needed to send in a corrected Start Card. I was told
to correct it on the Well Log. I did make a mistake on the Well Log and
put Range 02 West instead of 03 West the rest of the Description I believe
is now correct. I found the mistake in reviewing the other Well Logs and
the change I made on My copy of the Start. Card. I'm willing to submit a
Amended Well Log if needed. I listed from the cover over the 3 inch Well
a Department of Water Resources Stainless Steel Tag GPS Site A0003130.
The new Well was drilled with a 1,8 foot surface seal in Dry
Multicolor Gravel and Sand. I didn't fine any water in this layer or I
might have tried to Dev~lop it. Bentonite was used to Drill the open
hole surface seal down 18 foot. Two bags 50 lbs each were poured in the
bottom Dry. The 6 inch casing 20+ foot with drive shoe was placed and
driven into the Bentonite in the bottom of the bore hole. Then 250 Ibs
were added to complete the surface seal.The reason there is only 31~ foot
of casing i·n this Well li"aS to take any water that might show up in thin
Blu~l~tacks. Potable Wa~er was added to drill this Well ( Cable Tool)
down to 65 foot. This was the first water in this Well. This Blue Clay
Crack ~ery thin produced ~ gallon per minute. We still had to add Potable
Water to Drill with. A hard spot at· 120 foot was found which mayor may
not had water in it. At the most it might of had \to~ of a gallon per
minute. The Drilling was continued down still adding Potable Water
because the to layers would not support the Drilling process. At 202
foot another Crack was found in the Blue Clay and was able
the Drilling. I

wasn'~

t~

support

satified that we had enough water to supply the

need of the castomer. We Drilled to 251 foot 100ki~g for an actual sand
layer which none was found. I also wanted to give Lorelle an update on
what we had. I bailed on the Well An'thought there might be enough water
to run the water to air heat pummp needing a least 6 gallon per minute.
Next step was to put the air pipe in the Well to develop it for Volume
that would be sand Free.
continued to page3

000102

Gary Duspi va
25050 Pet Lane

Phone 208 722-5304
Cell

208 899-3131

License No. 395
After 1~ hours hardness and temperature was checked. To my Surprize
the Well was already 91 de~rees. Did not fit any of the logs I had
reviewed. I told Lorelle that we could not Drill any deeper and woulq
leave the rig set until I made concact with Rob Whitney Inspector for
Western Region. Lorelle wasnlt happy with the Temperature and thought
that it wouldn't work. I suggested we set a temporarypump to see if the
cooler yater would help and futher check ~and. Marsing Hardware and Pump
set the pump. The cap pressure was 4 Ihs at that time. It seem to make
the heat pump work on the air conditioning.
I was gone for a week to meetings. in Eastern Idaho. On Monday 11
sept. 2006 I called Rob Whitney and left him a message on his Cell Phone.
His message said that he would be out of the office that week. I did
comply with Condition NO.8 by not drilling any deeper and trying'to
make concact with Rob.l thought that he would get back and let me know
if ' I needed to do any futher work. Srl! ~1T4Cl-i m~Nr Pi:l6e"i
On 7 Oct 2006 I filled out the Well log and sent it in with an
accurate Temperature on it as I always do along with other information
because I realize how inportant it is, and in this case ,1 donlt feel
the temperatures on three of the Well Logs were even close and would
like a survey performed on them.
1 surprised when I opened your letter John on B Nov 2006 and find
the tone 0.£ the letter and the finality of it no contact from Rob Whitney.
I thought that I and Rob had a good working relationship. and always
took His advice seriously. I still would be more than happy to work with
Him on this We'll and into the future. 1 do apperciate '- you John Westra
for giving·

Me the opportunity to keep a clean record and not affect our

,future relationship.
I understand statue 42-227 gives the People of the state of Idaho
a right to a domestic WELL Hot or Cold. I also understand that Rule 30
may come into play in some situations. I have as you can see I have been

continued~page 4
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Gary Duspiva
25050 Pet Lane

Phone 208 722-5304
Ce1l

208 899-3131

License No. 395
contact with Lorelle Riggs and have kept Her informed on what is going
on in this matter.
was very concerned -after reading your letter. I left Rob 2
"messagea 2nd a little more detail on the afternoon of the 8 of Nov
2006. John I left you a message the same afternoon 8 nov 2006 and haven't
heard from you maybe you were out of the office. Rob replyed to My
messag~ on 9 Nov 2006 at 5:19 p.m. on My Home phone stating that He
"ould be in the office on Monday. 10 Nov 2006 in the Morning at 8:43 A.M.
Friday Rob Whitney called and WE had a discussion about the letter.
Also about the events that lead up to the letter Mainly not returning
My callan 11 Sept 2006. I Also told Hi~ that I was Willin~Obring this
Well in comp~nce. I made suggestions about the Well And how I might
fix it. I also ask ~f My intial fixes were not to the departments liking
I wouldn't be considered a Smart Ass. Rob told Me it be a process of
lOOking at My suggestion and either excepting or rejecting to a satifactory
concluison. Rob said that the 10 day clock would stop as We moved forward
in working ~his out. He also wrote you a E-mail stating He had talk to
Me.
As with your letter I will on Monday 13 Nov 2006 be deleviring a
copy of My letter to Chuck Galloway and John- Homan at the main office.
I also liave some materials to pickUp at the Main office. I will be in
the Western Office in the afternoon to meet with Rob a~~rovide Him and
you with this letter and a copy of Detailed Drilling Prospectus. I hope
you will be ~ble to read this letter while 11m there. If you have any
I

questions Call My Cell Phone 899-3131.
Detailed Drilling Prospectus
First a Temperature Survey I have lined up a qualified professional that
Rob approved of Dale Dickson Of Owhyee Sewer and Pump who has been in
the Pump business alot of years from the Homedale area. Dale requested
and I agreed that Rob be present when the Temperature was run. WE are
both "able to work with his scbeduale.
continued to page 5
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25050 Pet Lane

Phone 208 722-5304
Cell

208 899-3131

License No. 395
The survey would be to make sure the Well hasn't been runing for
several" days before the test. Then while runing the test try and keep
the flow to a minimum Check every 10 foot from top to the bottom. If
the Department needs more information let Me Know. With of the survey
report to the Department I wait for comments back.lf this was not
satifactory or the needed more work. The next step would pull the 6 inch
casing ~)Ut and not driving it down because i t migheO~ake a seal at the
shoe. Also a steel liner example would not allow a enough room for a
seal between the two casings. Next i~large the surface seal to 12 inches
down to 23 feet into the Blue Clay. Go back with 8 inch .250 thick
casing with a Drive Shoe take down past" 120 foot or more until a seal
at the Drive Shoe was made. The flow would be stopped with the drill
cutting or Bentonite to check the seal. If a seal was not obtained then
take 8 inch casing to about 195 foot. Next put in 4 inch casing with a
.
8 inch
packer at the bottom .that would g1ve room to seal ,between the 8 inch
and the 4 inch. the 4 inch will still be big enough to install a pump.
I'm not stU?k on anyone idea on this Well and will work with the customer
and the Department to settle this matter. I also request that the customer
bond be waived on this Well.

/V~i~
~DusPiva
cc: Galloway, 'Homan,' Whitney
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Idaho Dept. of Water Resources

Write Tag Number Here

Start Card/Permit· Single Family Domestic Well Only

000 Lf1JD7

S· 30· 04:>

(Cold Water less than 85 degrees F.}

.
print): .,_~=.-=-~ e.-........
A-:-=c.:;,;;:.c:4=:-~_-.:--::.-

1. Owner's Name (please
2. Owner's Mailing Address:

...

______________

lcet-z.. ...;t\A"tt:. H~"f "l€l

City: nf:l.'f2A.
State:'J:'C' Zip Code: ~
Telephone (lee» CJeI1 zc::;¢4
3. Proposed Well Location: Twp. s;;U N
. Rge. O~, Sec. ..J.1_. _ 1 / 4 ___1/4 :.J!.lL..1/4
Gov't Lot No. _
County Do~d
lat.:£2......:..2...5...: jCll..long. ill......: ~: S::i.5L
Street Address of WeD Site ~I? Ab AeOve...City_ _ _ _ __
I gfflI at least name of I'oad ~ OiSlanee to Road. QI' Gnamark
Lot
Block
and Subdivision._--_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--".._ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
4. Ar. all adjacent s-;;tlc tanks and drain fields accurately 1ocated? By Property Owne~ Yes(4'f}1- By Health Olstrict; Yes(} Nor?
t
5.WeIlConstructionlnformation: G-PS SITE ~OOO:';130 vi-D ',Jd t.-.1
1'25'

G

A. JqNew well (}Replaee (~( IModify ~ wall 11:._ _ B. PropQsed Cas,!lg Oia.~ C. Proposed Maximum Oepth:
6. COl1structlon Start O~l A'V(.,f:) 'f; 7. Well Driller: G~11:i
v.s:':::'J v.}\
Driller's UC. N0:3'1'S
S. The Driller hereby accepts ~~rmsan~itions of the Start CardlPennit

c>

Driller's Signature: ~\.tJ"\~

9. Th~ Well Owner affirms to have read thi$..Start Card!

..

Oate~\.if..

.

Owner's Signature:

s its aCC(Jracy and accepts the conditions.
Date: -il~~

- ob

COHDmONS FOR USE OF START CABQ~

This pannit auChorixes the c:onl$tru..tlon ormodl1lc.tlon of on_ domestic well for a slng(e-t'anlily residenc:e. NO additional residences.
bcJsinesses, or dwellings mey be connected h> !his well wi!hout a 'Valid \Vater r!ghl. Limiled to irrigation of ~ ac:re lawn/garden 2nd 13.000 gpel.

1.

2. This form must be ~. induding lhe prepaid lag number and signature of the dnlter. The owner should sign lhe start card after
reviewing these COI1ditlons. MeiIittg must take place no lesslhan 72 hours prior to construction (Oept. address below). hand defl'lered or faxed
to the Dept.
to commencing oonstrudion. The start const.-uction date shall be no more U-..,n 10 days alter. !he Department rsoeives the
permit. An Inc:omple(e form will not be consklered a valid permit to drill.

m

3. This pennit does not constitute an approval of tile Distric: Health Department or the Idaho Oepartment ot Health and Weltare. All wells must
be drilled a minimum dis1ance of 1{lO • from a drain field. Oome§1ic wells must be dnlled e minimum of SO' from a septic lank.

4. Only Well Dr.l1ers Jice~ In Idaho may use a Slart Cam for conslruclion of a well. The driller sheR maintain a copy of !he Start Card and the
welt 1.0 'lag at the drilling site during constructlon.
S. This drilling pennlt does not autholize trespass on the laod of anothE..,- party.
6. This drilling permit does not constitute altter local.. county. slate or ~eral approvals. which may be requtred for construction of a well.

7. This drilling permit does not represent Ii right to divert and use the water of the State of 'deClo.
a gfU1et'ls encoun1ered, wei construction shan cease anC the well driller shall contact the

8. tf a bottom hole temperature 01 as F.
Department immediately.

9. l<I'eha Code, S 55-2201 ·55-2210 requires the applICant andlor hl$ conb'adOrs to contact "Oigline- (OigIine Is a QI1eoC<lIl center for tltillty
notification) not less lhan 2 wol1<lnQ days prior to the sl8It of any elCCaVation for this project.. The ·Oigline- Number for your area Is

'-800-342-1585.
10.The steinle$S steel I. D. tag I11USl be welcIed to tt1e welf c.esing upon compleling the weA and must remain pennanent/y attached above
gfound level for the life of the weR. Othertegs may be added following a repair or modification of the well. The well drUler is responsible fo;
permanenUy attaching the 1.0. tag 10 the Qlslng ~P<Xl completing \he we\!. The \'leU tag shall be attached by welding at least 3 sides or using
Four {4J stainless steer. ~nd pop riVets.

1'.14. $fait c:aRt is not \feUd for df\Uing in Are.s of Drifting Conl:8fn, Critical Groundwater Areas. Groundwater Managemenl Areas or Areas
Identified by the Department as Contaminated.
12.The pouasion or a _II tag does noc auttlQfi:z:e CQnslNcfion of a well.

13.Any well being replaced by a new Well. shalf be properly abandoned by
otherwise authorized by the departrneot

the weP driller prior to removing the dlilfing equipment, unless

0001.06

~HMENT

t;1

WELL 'DRILLER'S REPORT

1. WELL TAG NO. 0 O\LO
....4;:1..7.L.J...;]0
...7.£-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
DRlWNG PERMIT NO. .-.-:--_ _ _~=~=__ _ _ _ __
Water Righi or Injection Well No. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

City

r- PUIl9' Xl Baiter

~

State -1.d. Zip 8 3641

Me 1 ba

01
03

Sec.

17

North

LX

or

East 0
«
,~1I4 NAr1l4

South

n

West

IX

-: Flowing Ai1eslan

mAir

Yield galJmln.

~

PUmping L.eYOI

34
33

67

67

90

90

97.34

WaterTemp.

3. LOCATION OF WELL by legal description:
You must provide address or lot. Sik. Sub. « Directions to well.
Twp.
Age.

Twp _ _ Rge _ _Sec _ _
114
1/4 _ _114
tat:'
: :
Long:

12: WElr. r~""'1'S:

2. OWNER:
Name
Lorelle Riggs
Address
10812 state Hy 7B

1

Y

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES

Form 238·7
6102
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~q :;t
Office Use On~
Well 10 No.
l4L\
Inspected by

lime

I

;

Bottom hole temp. 9..1......3.4

WalerOuaiity test orcommenls: 1 grains some Iron &. Odor
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Depth brsl Water EncoUllar

ll-

~1I4

13. LITHOLOGIC LOG: (Describe repairs or abandonment)

Water

~ From
To
~~-+-+--------

Y

N

... -- --- - ____I--f--l

eoiWi\Y
Q:fQtb ee
Lat: 43 : 25: 702 long: 116: 42 :999
Address of Well Site
Same as above

Gov't Lot

City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

p...~ ....... -

.... .".....~.,~

Lt _ _ Blk.

Sub. Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

4. USE:

Xl Domestic

0 Municipal
0 Injection

OThermaJ

oLIO\her
Monitor
L IrrfgaUon
________

(Replacement ele.)
I IOther _ _ __

S. TYPE OF WORK check aft that apply
Ij[New Well
C Mod'rty
C Nlandonment

6. DRILL METHOD:
I I Air Rotary
II Cable

~

0 Mud Rotary

1-+--1--+-----------···- .. 8. CASINGIllNER:
~

From

1b

6" 11'3" 190Q'

'Gauae

Ma.....,

~25

S~~el

Ca.slng

Line<

U

U
0

Ix!

welded 1lI"'_

XI

n

0
0

DOn

0

I-+--t----'f-----------I--~

lengll of Headpipe'::--_ _ _ _ _ Length of Tailpipe _ _ _ _ __

Packer

I Y

rlN

Type _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

9. PERFORATIONSlSCAEeNS
PACKER
TYPE
______
___
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___

~nMe~

Completed Oeplh

Oate:. Start«l

~2!O..:9~5,,--·

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ IMeasu!alJle)

31 Aug 2006Complet~ 9~.1.QQlI

14. DRILLER'S CERTIACATION

10. FILTER PACK
Placemenl

lJWe certify Ihal all mirimum well oonstrUClion standards were (XImplled wllh ath
lime !he rig was remOYed.

"".\IIod

Company Name

11. STATIC WATER LEVEL OR ARTESIAN PRESSURE:

..1L1b.

_ _fl belOw ground

.
Artesian pressure
Depth flow encountered _ _ft. Oesctibe access port or cortroi deVICeS: _ __

(

Sandwich Well Cap
~ ~ky- ~II ~C4.. \
"
Co.."" ~ r ~ "5 l6 ....... ~ 0/pe .>

<:

ar
•

.

07

Da1e ______

Date
PrJq>a! Driller and Rig Operator Required. - - - Opetator I musl have signature 01 QrilleriOperator II.

FORWARD WHITE COpy TO WATER RESOURCES

000107

Fim No....3.9..L

=-=~Oa1el0
Jun
:

PrindpalOriller ;
and
Driller« Operator 1\
Operator I

D~piva Well
•
~D t

?-oj

~7J?1)/~t(e,J ~. ./ II Ieee)
flb-KfIO DEPAmMENT f6F wlrEf1' RESOURCES

Form 238·7
6102

'12. WELL TESTS:
fluffilY

o

OWNER:

OIliWllown

15
12

~"

m

~1/4

114

ear.

ttA.1/4

Gov't Lot
~ Owynee
Lat: 43: 25 : 702
Long: 116: 42: 999
Address of Well Site
Same as above

Ola.

City ________________

fGh't .....

.,..oI.-.CIItIIIw:II .......... ~

Ll _ _ Blk.

Sub. Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

4. USE:

o Monitor

o Municipal
o Injection

Dl1 Domestic

o Thermal

0 Irrigation
OOther ____-'--_______

5. TYPE OF WORK check all that apply
jQ New Well
0 Modify
0 Abandonment

(Replacement etc.)
0 Other _ _ _ __

6. DRILL METHOD:
o Ai Rotary IXCable

0 Other

o Mud ROlary

Pumping Level

35

lime

':ll'\

1

35

2

Water Tefllll. 91
Bottom hole temp. _ _
Water Quality test or comments: 1 grain some Iron
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Depth first Water Encounter ~
13. UTHOLOGIC LOG: (Describe repairs or abandonment)
Water

3. LOCATION OF WELL by legal description:
You must provide address or Lot, Bik. Sub. or Directions to weD.
Twp.
0L
North
or
South 0
Age.
,/ti 2 ,)::.:. East 0
or
West LZ

'If.

o Bailer

'field galJmIn.

Lorelle Riggs
Nmne _________~---~~----------------~~s ____~10~8A1~2~S~t~a~t~e~H~y~7~8~_____________
.......
l ...
b....a ' - - - - - -_ _ State~ Zip 8 3 641
City ___-'M""'e

Sec.

Office Use Only
Well 10 No.
.
Inspected by
Twp _ _ Rge_ _Sec _ _
1/4
1/4 _ _1/4
Lat:
Long:
l§J. Air
0 AowiogArtesialt

WELL DRILLER'S REPORT

1. WELl. TAG NO. 0o...;:o:...4;;...:7'-'1::..:0:....;7_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
DRilliNG PERMIT NO.
Water Rig!1t or Injection Well No. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
2.

IV PAGE 10 OF 10

10
10
10
6

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

Remarks: UIhology. Water Quality & Temperature

From

To

0
2
10
18
22
24
65
65
120
120
202
202

10
18
22
24
65
65
120
120
202
202
251

Y

2 Soil
Brown ClaY
Mul ticolor Gravel & Sand
Mul ticolor Gravel & Sand
Brown Clay
Blue Grav Clay Hard
Water Crack
Gray Clay Hard
Hard Spot
?????
Grav Clay Hard
Water Crack
Gray Clay Hard

N

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X

7. SEALING PROCEDURES
From

Seal Material

To

Seal Placement Method

Weight I Volume

In annular
Perma Plug
2 18 250:11= spaced poured
Bentoni te Dr
Was drive shoe used?
!Xv 0 N Shoe Depth(s)-=3~0:._1_ _ _ __
Was drive shoe seal tested? 181 VON How? Bai led Dry
8. CASINGIUNER:
Olameter

6"

To

From

1~

Gauge

Malarial

• 2~ Steel

1 30'

Casing

Uner

o
o
o

IX

o
o

nC::\.;I::IVED

Welded Threaded

0
0

!XI

o
o

.0(1 -1

0

.

length of Headplpe,_ _ _ _ _ _ Length of Tailpipe _ _ _ _ _ ___
Packer

OV

ON

Type _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

J-'nn~

WE~Tb~~""o.=,;~~,::-,

9. PERFORATIONS/SCREENS PACKER TYPE
_____________________________
~~tionMefuoo'

Screen Type &' Methoo of Installation
From

To

Slot Size

Number Diameter

Material

Casing

Uner

0
0
0

0
0
0

Completed Depth
Date: Started

3 1 Aug 2006

(Measurable)
Completed

11 SeEt 06

14. DRILLER'S CERTIFICATION
Wle certify that aU minimum well construction standards were complied with at the

10. FILTER PACK
FIler Meterlal

251 1

time the rig was removed.
Gary Duspiva Well
.
CompanYName)?ri1~:
:~=entFirmNo.~

Placement Method

11. STATIC WATER LEVEL OR ARTESIAN PRESSURE:
Artesian pressure _4_1b.
Depth flow en<;OUl1tered 202ft. Describe access port or control devices: _ __
Sandwich Well Cap

_ _ _II. below ground

'-1"*\""'\",,, nn

UII tiT,...

,...."n"

:ncipaIDriI1e4~ Date 7
Driller or ~rator II.~ .&-7==-" Date 7

Oct 06
Oct 06

Operator 1_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Date _ _ _ __
Principal Driller and Rig Operator Required.
Operator I must have signature of DriHer!Operator II.
Tr'\

n'A-rrn nr-("tl""'\, tnf""\f"'r-
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REQUEST FOR BID PROPOSAL
FOR
ABANDONMENT OF A LOW TEMPERA TURE
GEOTHERMAL WELL
Bid Open Date: 10-17-2008
Bid Close Date: 10-21-2008
Bid To: The Idaho Department of Water Resources
Bid For: Abandonment ofa Low Temperature Geothermal Well (LTG) located at 23258
.J
Homedale Rd., Wilder, ID 83676 (Twp. 3N, Rge. 4W, Sec. 6, SW of the SE)
.~c1ontact: Rob Whitney, IDWR Western Region, 2735 Airport Way, Boise, ID 83705
;t .
(208) 334-2190

Bid Specifications:
Abandonment ofthis well shall be consistent with applicable State Law and Administrative
Rules related to LTG wells (reference IDAPA 37.03.09.030.07).
The bid proposal shall detail all materials and labor costs associated with proper abandonment of
this well
It is anticipated that the 6" well casing will require perforation at appropriate intervals and neat
cement grout, positively placed in a volume that will completely fill the entire well and any
existing void space behind the casing.

Calculation of the estimated volume ofneat cement required based on an 8" diameter (on
average) well bore and allowing for 50% additional to completely fill the well suggest that
approximately 22 cubic yards of neat cement grout will be needed. Bids should be based on this
amount of grout material plus equipment and time to install. In the event that additional grout is
necessary to properly complete the abandonment, payment for time and material not included in
the selected bid can be billed at the respective bid rates as a change order.

Existing well construction:
The well is currently incomplete and does not meet the required standards for construction of a
LTG well.
The well was constructed with a cable tool using a "drill and drive" method to install six (6) inch
nominal well casing (.250 wall) to a depth of approximately 1085 feet below ground.
The approximate total depth of the existing well bore is 1115 feet below ground.
The temperature in the well bore was reported to exceed 85 degrees F at approximately 600 feet
below ground.

0001.1.3
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Down Right Drilling &. Pump Inc.

Quote

6025 Little Freeze Out Rd.
Caldwell~ ID 83607
Ph. 208-454-3098 Fax 454-0010

Date

Ql.IOte .,

lOJ l7l2()()S

D19878

Name I AddleS!

RGp

Project

5K

CIty

~criptlon

DriU rug Hours
~tRcntal

Neat ~t (c:ulyd)
Ccmc:ot Pumping

Total

J2

3,000.00

1

22

1,000.00
5,500.00

1

2,000.00

Price to.baod.oIJ 1,11S' VIl!II. PI'!d'orate 6" casing lit appropria~ 10000uOIl', and pwnp
~~wd1 wlm:at~ by usc Q( a C:femie pipe.

,

Any addilionallabor or materials wiU rcqllin: • "'80 onler and will be disc:ussed at
tiJD., oIaecd.

I Total

Please WI iC)'OI1 have any questions!

000114
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COONSE WELL Of

,.lNG

:~:::,;,:: 9!-.W::;'$1MA1Yft~
Phone #
Fax #

EAGLE, 10 83616

82

ESTIMATE

COONSE WELL DRILLING &
PUMP COMPANY: INC __
PO BOX 2389

PAGE

I

208-454-0190
208-454-2743

,

..

".

10/20/2008

1205

ESTXMATE FOR:

IDAHO OEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES
ATIN: ROB WHITNEY
2735 AIRPORT WY
BOISE, ID 83705

FII.MORE

QTY

, . ",.' : :-, :<':. /;';l:;~~';~~~~:-i:;,,:::::,~~~l~l;~!?',~ r.;:~(·:t!:~;,::~~~~)
'5~~:~;ru~ii';p~dii~ ::,,", ',','
.......:; .. ...:.
"!:.-. ,'.
-.

' . ' :"

; ....:f·... ::~. "::::~"f~~"':;!::'~'!·\1-"·'.:h~:·':B~

:~:

to';"

~::t:.r:t.I:,

1 MOBItlZATION/DEMOBIUZATION
8 lUG TIME
100 PERFORATION CHARGE 6" CASING
22 YOS CEMENT/GROUT MATERIALS
1 CONCRETE PUMP RENTAL

'j'll

I.,,"',,"':.,.

,YOTAlt
750.00
1,440.00
1,000.00

750.00
180.00
10.00
250.00
1,2.50.00

1 MISe MATERIALS

5,SOO.00T
l,2S0.0OT
7S0.0OT

750.00

1,000 11/4" SQ-ISO PVC PIPE
12 LABOR
IDAHO STATE SALES TAX

1.65

1,6S0.00T

1,320.00
549.00

110.00
6.000/0

"
UNIT PRices RIJPUICf CURRENT MARKET VALUE ANO ARE suereCTTO CI-IANGe.

0001.:16

$14,209.00

~IT

RIVERSIDE INC. CURRENT

D PAGE 5 OF 7

Quae

111 South Roswell Blvd.
Box 720

Parma., 10- 8366&Customer No.: IOWR
Quote No.: 14215

Quote To: 10WR
2735 AIRPORT WAY
BOISE, 10 83705

Ship To: IDWR
2735 AIRPORT WAY
BOISE, 10 83705

10

PERF. 6" CASING APP. 10 HR.

250.00

10

INSTALL 2" GROUT PIPE AND
PUMP GROUT APP. 10 HR

255.00

1000
22

4.50

2" PIPE
NEAT CEMENT GROUT APP.
22 YARDS
THANKS

KEVIN
Quote subtotal
Quota total

. Thank You

0001.1.7
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WELL DRILU
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8PWD

DENNIS PHIPPS WELL DRILUNG INC.

12440 KARCHER ROAD • I1IAMPA s ID 83851

(2GB) 4654444

I FAX {20B} 4654465

October 21, 2008
Idaho Department of Water Resources
2735 Airport Way
Boise, Id. 83705-5082
(208) 334-2190
(208) 334-2348 fax

. Below is the bid you requested for complete well abandonment of a low temperature
geotbennal well located at 23258 Homedale R~ Wilder, Id. 83676.
Move-in & Setup of Cabletool
1 I IS· grouting well
550 bags of cement grout
grout machine rental
10 hrs. perforate 6" at (1000',800',600',
400' ,200') for 10' at each spot

$1 7 000.00 each
$
10.00 per it
$
12_00 per bag
$ 500.00 each
$ 150.00 per hr.

$ 1,000.00

$11,150.00
$ 6,600.00
$ 500.00
$ 1,500.00

Estimated total for abandoning wen ..................................., ......... $20,750.00

CaB soon to sehedule a drilling date. If you have any further questioos regarding this
estimate, please feel free to call me. You can reach me at the office, or you m.ay call
me on my cell phone, 941-1164 Or my partner, Mark 941-1960. I look forward to
doing business with you.
Thank you,

Dennis L. Phipps: co-owner of Dennis Phipps Well Drilling Inc:.
dIp/mmb

0001.1.8
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BID SCHEDULE OF ITEMS AND PRICES
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES
ABANDONMENT OF A LOW TEMPERATURE
GEC>THERMA... weu. C...TGt
LOCATED @ 23~ HOMEDALE RO., WILDER, 1083676

Item

estimated

Description

Unit

Unit

1

Mobilization I Demobilization

1

Well Abandonment

2

Cement

3

Pump Truck

Total
Amount

Price

Quantity

1

LS

$

2,000.00

$

2,000.00

1115

LF

$

20.00

$

22,300.00

22

CY

$

200.00

$

4,400.00

1

LS

$

1,500.00

:!

1,500.00

1$

30,200.00

Total:

Submitted by:
Signature
Vice President

Title
Treasure Valley Dolling & Pump. Inc.
Company

PO Box 547 Weiser,ID83672
Address

560
Idaho Well Contractors License

(208) 465-6100
Telephone Number

0001.1.9

I

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
.

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this

~

. '

7-

day of November, 2008, a true and correct
rop.y oJ t.h~.Jo.re,~@t;.~nldesccihed below was served on the following as noted:
Document(s) Served: Staff Memorandum
JONC.GOULD
RINGERT LAW CHARTERED
455 SOUTH TH1RD STREET
P.O. BOX 2773
BOISE, ID 83701-2773

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

( ) Facsimile
( ) E-mail: jon@ringertlaw.com

BRUCE SMITH
MOORE SMITH BUXTON & TURCKE, CHID.
950 WEST BANNOCK ST., SUITE 520
BOISE, ID 83702

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

( ) Facsimile
( ) E-mail: brns@rnsbtlaw.com

~*.~

Deborah J. Gibson
Administrative Assistant
Water Management Division

STAFF MEMORANDUM - CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

0001.20

(

"

LED

JON C. GOULD (ISB #6709)
RINGERT LAW CHARTERED
455 S. Third Street
P. O. Bax 2773
Boise, Idaho 83701-2773
Telephone: (208) 342-4591
Facsimile: (208) 342-4657

A.M·, _ _ _ P.M.

JUN 2 5 2010
CANYON COUNTY CLERK
J HEIDEMAN, DEPUTY

Attorneys for Plaintiff

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
GARY DUSPIVA dba GARY DUSPIVA
WELL DRILLING & DEVELOPMENT,
Plaintiff,

Case No. CV 08-10463

AFFIDAVIT OF GARY
DUSPIVA

vs.
CLYDE FILLMORE, an individual and
JOHN FILLMORE, an individual,
Defendant.

STATE OF IDAHO

)
) SS.

County of ADA

)

Gary Duspiva, being first duly sworn upon his oath, deposes and says that:
1.

I make this affidavit based upon my own personal knowledge and belief of the facts
contained herein.

2.

I am a well driller holding Idaho driller's license no. 395.

3.

I had a operators licences in 1976 and obtained my driller's license in 1981.

AFFIDAVIT OF GARY DUSPIVA - Page 1
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4.

I have drilled and completed 342 wells as a licensed driller.

5.

I am a Master Ground Water Contractor ("MGWC"), the highest level of certification
in well construction and pump installation.

6.

MGWC certification is attained by passing a series of exams and working full-time
in the industry for five years.

7.

I am the first and only MGWC in Idaho and one of80 in the United States.

8.

I am the past president of the Idaho Ground water Association and current member
of its continuing education program.

9.

I have completed 392 hours of continuing education credits.

10.

I sat on the legislative committee for the Idaho Water Users Association for five
years.

11.

Over the years I have developed a standard protocol when drilling and completing
wells.

12.

When meeting with a potential customer I defined my drilling costs, review the
proposed well location, and address questions and concerns.

13.

I inform my customers that my goal is to provide the customer with a well that is free
of sand, produces adequate water for the owner and that I use the criteria of a pinch
of sand in five gallons of well water to determine if a water bearing zone was
adequate for well completion.

14.

I inform my customers that I do not set screens in my wells.

15.

I inform my customers that I do not guarantee water quality or quantity of a well.

AFFIDAVIT OF GARY DUSPIVA - Page 2
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16.

After being hired and before drilling, I complete as much as possible of the applicant
portion of the Idaho Department of Water Resources ("IDWR") start card/permit
("Start Card"). I obtain any unknown information from the customer and then have
the customer and I sign the start card.

17.

After the executed Start Card has been submitted to IDWR, I begin drilling.

18.

I develop any potential water bearing layer I encounter.

19.

After each development, I inform the customer of the results including the
characteristics of the water, the volume of sand per five gallons ofwater, and the rate
of development in gallons per minute.

20.

I provide the customer with my recommendation as to whether the water bearing
layer would make a good well.

21.

The customer then makes the determination on how to proceed.

22.

In April, 2007, Clyde Fillmore contacted me to see if I would drill and complete a

well on his son's property.
23.

I informed Clyde that I was rebuilding my drill rig and I had one customer waiting
fora well.

24.

On June 9, 2007, I informed Clyde that I was available to begin drilling.

25.

Clyde accepted my offer to drill and complete a well for him. We arranged to meet
on June 11,2007 at Clyde's shop on his property.

26.

I met with Clyde and John Fillmore on June 11,2007, at Clyde'S shop.

AFFIDAVIT OF GARY DUSPIVA - Page 3
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27.

During the meeting Clyde explained that his well was producing sand which was
destroying a pump every four years. Clyde did not want sand to be an issue with
John's well.

28.

Clyde also infonned me that he would be paying me for my drilling services and John
Fillmore would be the owner of the well.

29.

I infonned Clyde and John that I charged $32.50 per foot up to 400 feet for cased
hole and $21 per foot for uncased hole. I also infonned them that my rates increases
$2 per foot every 100 feet after 400 feet.

30.

I also infonned Clyde and John that I charged $350 for the first three hours of each
development and $65 dollars for each subsequent hour.

31.

I infonned Clyde and John of the charges for the drive shoe, well cap, pennits, and
sealing materials.

32.

I gave John the Start Card with applicant infonnation, driller infonnation, proposed
well infonnation and start date infonnation already completed. Both John and I
signed the Start Card. Attached hereto as Exhibit 1 is a true and correct copy of the
Start Card.

33.

Clyde, John and I walked to the proposed well location. I infonned them that the
open trenches needed to be filled in, I did not want sprinkler irrigation water on my
drill rig or my supplies while I was on site, and I wanted my drill area free oflumber
or other debris.

34.

John then drove me to my drill rig.

AFFIDAVIT OF GARY DUSPIVA - Page 4
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35.

I returned to the well location with my drill rig but did not set up on the location
because the trenches needed to be filled in.

36.

I submitted the Start Card to IDWR that evening.

37.

On June 12,2007, I arrived on the Fillmore property with my drilling supplies and
water. I positioned the drill rig over the well location and began drilling.

38.

I worked nearly seven days a week drilling this well.

39.

I would see Clyde Fillmore almost on a daily basis because of the proximity of his
driveway to the well site.

40.

I would discuss the drilling progress with Clyde a couple of times a week.

41.

I would always stop work to speak with Clyde or John ifthey approached me.

42.

I developed every potential water bearing layer encountered. Attached hereto as
Exhibit 2 is a summary of the water bearing layers that were developed.

43.

After developing each layer, I provided the results to Clyde, usually in his shop, and
made a recommendation on the viability of the water bearing layer for well supply.
Sometimes those conversations last over an hour.

44.

The water bearing layers encountered, except the layer between 1115 and 1130 feet
below ground surface (bgs), were not adequate for well completion.

45.

After providing Clyde with the development results, he always told me that he was
committed and drilling continued.

46.

At no time did Clyde or John ever tell me to stop drilling.

AFFIDAVIT OF GARY DUSPIVA - Page 5
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47.

On or about August 8, 2008, I drilled to a depth of 836 feet and measured a
temperature of approximately 92 degrees Fahrenheit in clay cuttings removed from
the bailer.

48.

I attempted but could not satisfactorily develop the water bearing zone at 700 feet bgs

because of excessive sand production. The water encountered had a temperature of
73 degrees.
49.

I informed Clyde that the cuttings were warm and that if we were to continue drilling

then I would need to contact Rob Whitney (IDWR).
50.

I proposed perforating the casing between 642 and 650 feet bgs and completing the

well as is but warned Clyde that if the layer collapsed the well would be ruined.
51.

Clyde told me to contact Rob Whitney.

52.

On August 9, 2007, I notified Rob Whitney that low temperature geothermal
("LTG") conditions had been encountered while drilling.

53.

I informed Rob Whitney that I wanted to continue drilling in order to complete the

well.
54.

To continue drilling, a long form drilling permit application was required by IDWR
because the well would be a LTG well.

55.

On August 9, 2007, I relayed the information I received from Rob Whitney to Clyde
at the shop.

56.

On August 9, 2007, I provided Clyde with a written bill for my services to date
($32,191.00). Attached hereto as Exhibit 3 is a true and correct copy of the invoice.

AFFIDAVIT OF GARY DUSPNA - Page 6
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c) t.J ,.,,- "

lI" '$22,191.00.

Clyde infonned me the ''we are getting close on the budget." Attached

hereto as Exhibit 3 is a true and correct copy of the Start Card.
57.

On August 16, 2007, I provided a long fonn drilling pennit application (no. 900285-

847154) to John Fillmore to execute. The infonnation required to be submitted by
the applicant was completed prior to providing John with the permit application
which included a proposed maximum well depth of 1000+ feet, driller's name,
owner's name, and that the well will be a low temperature geothennal well (85 to
212 0 F).
58.

John Fillmore executed the long fonn pennit application on August 16, 2007 and I
submitted it with IDWR.

59.

IDWR received and approved the pennit application on August 20,2007. Attached
hereto as Exhibit 4 is a true and correct copy of approved drilling pennit no. 900285847154. The blue and red ink was not on the application I submitted.

60.

Drilling permit no. 900285-847154 contained the condition that the "driller and well
owner shall submit a completion plan/prospectus for IDWR review prior to
completing this well."

61.

After receiving authorization from IDWR, I continued drilling on August 29,2007.

62.

I was able to seal the casing at 1,091.75 feet bgs on or about September 24,2007.

63.

After the development at 1,130 when casing was set at 1,971.75, I told Clyde that air
development may not provide accurate indication of sand at higher pump rates.

64.

I recommended test pumping the well which Clyde agreed.

AFFIDAVIT OF GARY DUSPIVA - Page 7
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65.

Clyde arrange to have Idaho Power provide a power source and hire Dale Dickson
to conduct the pump test.

66.

I conducted a pump test with Dale Dickson beginning on September 30,2007.

67.

I informed Clyde that the well would produce 17.6 gpm with a static level at 221 feet
bgs and pumping level 309 feet bgs. The water temperature was 86 degrees and
relatively sand free when the test ended on October 10,2007.

68.

On October 10, 2007, drilling activities were done and the development of a
satisfactory water bearing layer was complete. At no time during the drilling and
development process did Clyde or John tell me to stop working.

69.

In October, 2007, I retained counsel. At this point the Fillmores became unresponsive

and refused to assist in well completion.
70.

On November 13,2007, I submitted a completion plan to IDWR proposing two
alternative plans to complete the well.

71.

By letter dated November 26, 2007, IDWR approved the second alternative to
complete the well subject to conditions. Attached hereto as Exhibit 5 is a true and
correct copy of the November 26, 2007 letter I received.

72.

On January 17, 2008, IDWR notified the Fillmores and I that action must be taken
to either complete the well or abandon the well within the next 30 days.

73.

John Homan ("Homan"), Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho, approved
Alternative No.2 subject to six (6) amendments to the previous conditions.

AFFIDAVIT OF GARY DUSPIVA - Page 8
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74.

John Fillmore failed to inform me of his selection to either abandonment or well
completion.

75.

From June 1,2007 until November 1,2008, I worked diligently to fulfill my portion
ofthe agreement with Clyde and John Fillmore.

76.

I have never withdrawn my offers to abandon or complete the Fillmore Well.

77.

Neither Clyde nor John Fillmore ever told me to stop working on the well.

78.

I did not charge the Fillmores for my time or costs I incurred working on this well
after October 10, 2007.

Further your affiant sayeth naught.
DATED this2...~ day of June, 2010.

--A
))
,
Gary~va ~

AFFIDAVIT OF GARY DUSPIVA - Page 9
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STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

11

)
)ss.
)

On this
day ofJune, 2010, before me, the undersigned, a notary public in and for said
state, personally appeared Gary Duspiva, known to me to be the individual that executed the
foregoing affidavit, and acknowledged to me that he executed the same.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal,
the day and year in this certificate first above written.

Notary Public fo
Residing at t2~/S "---'--t---+:~
My Commission Expires:_"'9--=--I--I-_

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

2-'{~ay

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the
of June, 2010, I caused a true and correct copy
of the foregoing document to be served by the method indicated below, and addressed to the
following:
Bruce Smith
Moore Smith Buxton & Turcke, Chtd.
950 W. Bannock Street, Suite 520
Boise, Idaho 83702

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
MHand Delivery
( ) Overnight Mail
( ) Facsimile

Jon C. Gould

AFFIDAVIT OF GARY DUSPIVA - Page 10
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EXHIBIT 1
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Manufactured by
Alexander Clark Business Forms

Boise, Idaho, (208) 322-0611

Form 235-3, 6/2004

Idaho Dept. of Water Resources

Write Tag NumberHere

Start Card/Permit - Single Family Domestic Well Only
(Cold Waterless than 85 degrees F.)

DOoY7/oq

_

1.0~e~SName~~§eprinq:~~J~O~H~~~E~-~I~L=l~~~O_R~.E~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
']".3 ~S"<lS Ho)'v.c D ~ ho"4.D
City: W ;L.1>~ IS.
State:rb Zip Code: ~b7~
Telephone ~ q 19 -40'05
3. Proposed Well Location: Twp. 03"
,Rge. o'i-w
,Sec. 6
.~ 1/4Sv 1/4 ..5E: 1/4
Gov't Lot No. __ County G A:lV'10N
Lat.
Long. _ _ _--,- _ _
2. Owne~s Mailing Address:

Street Address of Well Site 2,32.5$ HolV\/C O~f Rl)DJ)

City \.)\l....DI:f"R

Must give at least name of road + Distance to Road or Landmark

i

~

Lot _Block __and Subdivision_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-'--_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

4. Are all adjacent septic tank.s and drain fields accurately located? By Property Owner: Yes[] No[]. By Health District: Yes{ JNo[ J
5. Well Construction Information:
' ; .
A. ~ew well []Replace [ ]Deepen l ]Modify Previous well #:

. B. Proposed Casing Dia.

6. Construction Start Date: 12. 3\,,,, ).()OJ!. Well Driller: G~gy Dl/Sp, VA
s of the Start Card/Permit.

6

C. Proposed Maximum Depth:)..O 0

Driller's Lie.

8~ The Driller hereby accepts the te

Driller's Signature:
9. The

Well Owner affirms to h

Owner's Signature:

J

Date:

::--"

r IPermit, validates its accuracy and accepts the conditions.
Date:

No:?/13

II Jr;rJ ,20 a

G/rc(en

CONDITIONS FOR USE OF

1. This permit authorizes the construction or modification of one domestic well for a single-family residence. No additional residences,
)usinesses. or dwellings may be connected to this well without a valid water right. Limited to irrigation of % acre lawn/garden and 13.000 gpd.

2. This form must be complete, including the prepaid tag number and signature of the driller. The owner should sign the start card after
'eviewing these conditions. Mailing must take place no less than 72 hours prior to construction (Dept. address below). hand delivered or faxed
:0 the Dept. prior to commencing construction. The start construction date shall be no more than 10 days after, the Department receives the·
)ermit. An incomplete form will not be considered a valid permit to drill.
3. This permit does not constitute an approval of the District Health Department or the Idaho Department of Health and Welfare. All wells must
)e drilled a minimum distance of 100 • from a drain field. Domestic wells must be drilled a minimum of 50' from a septic tank.
L Only Well Drillers licensed in Idahom~y use a Start Card for construction of a well. The driller shall maintain a copy of the Start Card and the
welll.D tag at the drilling site during construction.
). This drilling permit does not authorize trespass on the land of another party.

5. This drilling permit does not constitute other local. county, state or federal approvals, which may be required for construction of a well.
r. This drilling permit does not represent a right to divert and use the water of the State of Idaho.

J. If a bottom hole 'temperature of 85 F. or greater is encountered. well construction shall cease and the well driller shall contact the
)epartment immediately.

I. Idaho Code, S 55-2201 - 55-2210 requires the applicant and/or his contractors to contact "Digline" (Digline is a one-call center for utility
I~tification) not less than 2 working days prior to the start of any excavation for this project The "Dig line" Number for your area is

:-~OO-342·1585.

O. The ~tainless steel!. D. tag must be welded to the well casing upon completing the well and must remain permanently attaChed above
Iround level for the life of the well. Other tags may be added following a repair or mod~fication of the well. The well driller is responsible for
lermanently attaching the I.D. tag to the casing upon completing the well. The well tag shall be attached by welding at least 3 sides or using
=our (4) stainless ste~l. closed-end pop rivets.
1.A start card is not valid for driiling In Areas of Drilling. Concem,. Critical Groundwater Areas, Groundwater Management Areas or Areas
:ientified by the Department as Contaminated'.
.'

..

2.. The possession of a well tag does not authorize construction of a well.
3.Any well being replaced by a new well, shall be properly abandoned by the well driller prior to removing the drilling equipment, unless
,therwise authorized by the department.
Effective Feb. 1, 2005

'our Start Card/Application and Tag purchase may be submitted to one of the follOwing offices:

Vestem R~on

.1aho qepa ent of,Water Resources
735 Airoort Wav BOise. ID 83705-5082

Eastern Re~n
Idaho Depa ent of Water Resources
n~"

•• _-= ~._ ~_. ~_,... ~~~ •
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Air Development Results
Tim~

1.

Depth,
320

2.7 hrs

Resylts
3 tablespoons sand per 5 gal at 10 gpm

2.

360

7 hrs

2 teaspoons per sand 5 gal. at 12 gpm

3.

465

10.6 hrs

Well filled with sand to 405 ft and stopped producing water
after 8 hrs; fine black sand; out

4.

580

5 hrs

114 cup sand per 5 gal at 8-10 gpm; water black floating
sand, 3-5 minutes settle in five gal bucket

5.

670

9 hrs

2 tablespoons sand per 5 gal at 10 gpm, 72 degrees

6.

701

8.5 hrs

114 cup sand per 5 gal at 5 gpm, clay color, 73 degrees

7.

922

6.3 hrs

Y2 teaspoon sand per 5 gal at 10 gpm, blue clay color

8.

937

2.1 hrs

Y2 teaspoon sand per 5 gal at 8 gpm, blue clay color

9.

1122

11.1 hrs

1 teaspoon sand per 5 gal at 15 gpm, blue clay color

10.

1130

3.8 hrs

1 teaspoon sand per 5 gal at 15 gpm, blue clay color, casing
added

11.

1130

2.1hrs

112 teaspoon sand per 5 gal at 15 gpm, blue clay color,
casing added

12.

1130

20.7 hrs

114 teaspoon of sand per 5 gal at 20 gpm, casing added to
final depth, seal created. At 17.6 gpm well was clean.
Likely good layer but needed to be test pumped.
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~" "....,.",~=--=:-X=~~-------

OrIIQngPermlt No.
Drilling Pennlt 1.0. Tag
Water Right Permit No,,~·_______- - - , - - - - - - - _
Injecllon Permit NO, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

10/1/03

state of Idaho
Department of Water RelJOU1'C88

APPLICATION FOR DRILLING PERMIT

I

(FoR THE CONSTRUcTION OF AWELL)' , ,

1. own.r(p..... p~: ---.,,;~;;;,..()...;...;,..H:..,:..N::........:f:......::..!:lU=:;;L:;;:;..!1't\!...;.,.,'~o~R-.:.;.E...,;..,_ _ _ _ _~----,-'"'--_ _
2. Mailing Add.....~ _----=~=.~.=....;:~:.::.b'-~..k!::'__L.H.!..:()::.:~..;..:..:::~::....;...D__A....;,)....::.;;;.:;;:!:=_'....JB!~o;:;:::~==::...-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

State;I:'b Zip Code: ~ '? G? .(, Telephone Q..~9J)

\W \ l....pi:.Q

city.

l.Pr'opoadW.IIL~:l'wp. O~

Goy'tL~No~,

, County

N, . Rg•• ,

G,f).~,'tbW

Street Adgress of Well Site ~ ).,5q,

. -SE 1,4 ~W. 1i4 ?~ 1/4i

0 G,

\) L.f'f.l, .,Sec.

'/9 -110 tE

~, _ _, : _ _: _ _ Long.

H o~1!.t:J~

Q<:;)~

_ ,_ ' _

CitY.

\..J ,LO l:Jl..

, ow at"aIl naq18 d fII8CI ,+ QlsIanc8lO Road 01' Landiwlark
Lot, blockandlubdMsIOn _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _"---_ _ _ _ ____

4. PiopOied U•• Of *"1:

)( DOMESTIC The use of water for homes. organi~tion campa. public campgrounds. livestock and for any other purpose
In connedlon therewith. Induding inigalon of up, to %acre of land, if IttfJtotal use Is not In excess of 13.000 gpd: or any
othir usee; If the total use dO" not exceed a diversion'''' ofO.~ eft and a dIVerSIon volume 'of 2500 gpd: .

or

Domestic does not InclUde wetf)r for multiple ~rship wbdiYIsions. mobile home parke. OommerciEil' business
establiJlhmenbr. unlna the use does not ,xc:etd adiveraon rate of 0.04 cfa and a dVerslort volume of 2500 gpd.
NON-DOMESTIC: (1 Irrigation

(

[ J UvestoCk

Tp_NumberHd_

[]

1 Munldpat
[ l Teet

l ]Industrlel

__~~~________~

[J~w

(Describe)

INJECTION

[ ) MONITORING: A well bore schematic and map 18 required for each blanket pennit. No. of proposed weirs: _____

5. Well Construction, Information: , .
( ] Moc:flfY

A. KNewweH

,[]. Replace"',

1""\1/
JOhi-.
S, ,Proposed CeSing Dlameter'_....-...;.,o---,.
____.... PmpoJed MaxlmUm,DfJpth -:--_---''--'
_v_V_T_ _ __

C,

Antldpa~ bottom hole I"mperature:

[ J 85ForlfJS6 '

(Cold water Weli)

6. ConatrucUon Staft oate;
7. AntIclpateclWelIDrlDar:.
NOTE:

[,}'212 F. or~

(Low Temp: Gao. Well)

(Geothermal Well)

::::=

~()(J I

·GI\O!::J Dv~m~

Driller'sUe, No;

TheactualW8~',~~

8. Applleanra

395

Sfgnatu,e:_~=-= 'p8te_~&o::..'-fa"':'~. !I!:G+Io-¥. ......rzt...-____

Address (If cflfferent th~,
a~,

1'l:r\) N~

1<3 85'F to 21~ F

~I

~ "

,.

________________________

S~~~p~~

______

Tele~

_______________

Tlue:___..
ez:w-:y~---"....:e;=';Y7.;....,.,.,_"_____--,-,,...------,,,.,.--.,,,,-_-.,...-,--~-....,.------.....8.1...EIo....l.C..........
E....!-"'v~'I;;.E~O
(Owner. FIrm Representative, Other)

-l-~e ~(\~\G co~d,~+\~~5

AUG 20 2007
WATER RESOURCES
WESTERN REGION
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b. "THE DEPARTMENT OF WA

This Pennit is

~pro V'€- d

'-teES

Oate _ _

-,-8~-::(~o_-_z.oo
_ _7..o.-__.

If approved, this permit authorizes the construction or modification of a well subject to the following Conditions. READ CAREFULLYl

GENERAL CONDITIONS:
1. This drilling permit Is vall4 for two (~Jm~ from thfilabove approval date for the sfilrt of construction and Is velld for ooe(1)
year from the approval date for completion of the well unless'an _llSi9n has been granted.

•

2. This permit does not constitute an apptbVal of the District, Health Oepartment or the ,Idaho Department of Health and Welfare.
which may be requl",d befont construction of the well. All wells must be drilled a minimum distance of 100 feet from a drain field.
Oomel1ic and Public Water SupPly wells must be dl1l1ed a minimum of 50 feet and 100 feet respectively from a ~ptlC tank.
3. The well shall be construried by a dn11er currently licefl$!d in the State of Idaho Who must maintain a copy of the drilUng pennft
at the drflling srte.
4. ApproVal of this drilling permif does not authorize tresp8S8 on the land of another party.

5. This permit does not oonstitute other locat, county, state or federal approvals, Which may' be requJrad for construclion ot a well.
6. This drilling permit d_ not repf8sant a right to divert and Use the water of tfle State of Idaho. If the well being drilled Is
associated with approved water right(s)
at the wei mutt comPlY with conditions of said water rlght(s).
.

use

7. If a bottom hole temperatura of 85 or greater Is encountered. weD construction shall cease and the well drRler and the well
owner shall cofflacl,the Department ImmeQIately•.
8. Idaho code, S 55-2201 - ~2210 requ.lfl!s lhe appI1cenl end/or hIs ContractQrs to contact "Digllm.J" (DlgUnels a Qne-call t;8f1fBr
for ufillty notificatiOn) not IG8$ than 2 working daye prior to the start of any excavation for this project. The "OlgLlne" Number for
~r area is 1~OO-342-151J~.,

.

9. Please be advlaed that this dnlHng permit should wcoosldered and treated as a preliminary permit. If you are in disagreement
with this prellmfnary perrnit you have fourteen (14) days of the service date of this pennlt to petltf~m the Depat1rrtent for
reconsideration pursuant 10 section .67-5243. Idaho Code.
.'
10. 'I11t; well tag for the drilling p~it/s1art card shall be securely and pennanently attached to the wei c;aslng through walding or
by the use of four Closed end domed stainless steel pop rivets. The tag attachment will be done at the time Of completion of the
well, and prlorto retnOvlngthe driB rig from.She drill s'it$~
.
\

sPEC'FICCONDmONS~ Well CoV\S+(IAc..·h~"""'- Sh~l\ be CoV',,5;5+e v v\'- WI+h..

"K"'\e 30 o~

37.03.oi
The.. dr; lie y <Av\ d. LVelf cJ lAJN?- (" os ~(\ s~b~~,\- ~ C0~~ e+l~1
f\a..V\/, p(ost:el.~\A$ ~o("" :c.bw\l.. \e\.)\e~ -::prlor -tc" Cc~let~
+h,S vve\ \ ...
J:.PAPi1

4?~~~

ReceiptNO.

~

'Title

RecoIptedby _ _ _ _ Fee _ _ _ _ Oate EXTENsrON OF DRILLING PERMIT

extension approved by _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Approval Date _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
This extension expires: - -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~_.o__
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EXHIBIT 5
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State of Idaho

DEPi-\RTMENT OF \Vi-\TER RESOURCES
Western Region, 2735 Airport Way· Boise, Idaho 83705-5082
Phone: (208) 334-2190' Fax: (208) 334-2348' Web Site: www.idwr.idaho.gov

c. 1,. "BUTCH" O-'l"fER
November 26, 2007

Governor
DAVID R. TUTHILL, JR.
Director

Gary Duspiva
Gary Duspiva Well Drilling Lic. No. 395
25050 Pet Lane
Panna, ID 83660
RE: Completion Plan for John Fillmore LTG well (Tag No. D0047109)
Dear Mr. Duspiva,
This letter acknowledges receipt of your plan (prospectus) for completion of the
referenced Low Temperature Geothermal Well (LTG). The proposed plan was received on
November 19,2007. Pursuant to Rule 30.0l.b <;>fthe Well Construction Standards Rules, a
drilling prospectus "shall be submitted to and approved by the Director" prior to construction of
any LTG well. The prospectus and subsequent well construction are the responsibility of the well
driller and the well owner.
Your initial submittal of a "Start Card" (June 11, 2007) to construct a "cold water" well
that would not exceed 200 feet in depth has been superceded by the August 20, 2007 approval of
a drilling permit for construction of a LTG well, following your notification to the Department
that the bottom hole temperature of the well had exceeded 85 degrees F.

Alternative no. 1 is hereby denied. Under Rule 25.13, a well is not considered
"complete" until I) the well meets all required standards for construction or has been properly
abandoned and 2) the drilling equipment has been removed from the well site. This alternative is
highly speculative and contemplates a waiver of nearly all of the applicable construction
standards related to sealing of cold-water wells and LTG wells. The waiver provision of Rule
30.03.c only applies to the open or producing interval of a well, below the last casing string, and
after rigorous testing has occurred. The open interval below the casing in this well is not
currently in dispute.
In contrast, Alternative no. 2 recognizes the lack of an existing seal in an annular space
around the well casing. Annular seals are required to prevent mixing or waste of water outside
the casing. In this instance, existing rules require all casing strings to be sealed with neat cement
their entire length in a minimum linch annular space (borehole 2" greater than O.D. of casing).
Alternative 2 is approved subject to the following conditions:
1)

A plan for the testing or verification of the extent and adequacy of the cement
grouting procedure shall be proposed prior to and employed following the
procedure.

0001-41-

2)

If it is detennined that the cementing procedure was inadequate to ensure
protection of the resource, other remedial work may be required including
complete and pennanent abandonment of the well.

3)

The well driller acknowledges the risk associated with Alternative no. 2 and
shall increase the company bond to $20,000

4)

The well owner acknowledges the risk associated with Alternative no. 2 and
shall secure a cash or surety bond in the amount of $20,000 effective until
completion or abandonment of the well and for 1 year following completion of
the well (if completed).

Following successful completion of the proposed cement grouting process, the
Department may issue a waiver of applicable requirements if it appears that the ground
water resources will be protected against waste and contamination. A specific waiver
request signed by the driller and well owner shall be submitted to the Department for
consideration, if the well is completed for use. If you elect to proceed with the
"Alternative 2" plan as approved herein, please provide notice of your intent to proceed
including the driller's and well owner's acknowledgements along with evidence of the
required bonds. The Department requires initiation of remedial action for the proper
repairm abandonment ofthis well within 30 days of the date of this letter. Failure to
comply with these requirements may be cause for the Department to issue a Notice of
Violation and seek civil penalties as provided by law. Please contact me at this office if
you have questions concerning this letter.

~'
Robert Whitney
Sr. Water Resource Agent

cc: Jon Gould, Esq., Clyde Fillmore, John Fillmore, Tom Neace

000142

CERTIfICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on this 26 th day of November, 2007, the attached original
letter was mailed to the person(s) listed below:

~w~41~
Denise Buffington ~
Administrative Assistant
Gary Duspiva
Gary Duspiva Well Drilling Lie. No. 395
25050 Pet Ln
Parma ID 83660

Copies mailed to:
Jon Gould, Esq.
Ringert Clark Chartered
4555 3rd St
Boise ID 83702
Clyde Fillmore
23252 Homedale Rd
Wilder ID 83676
John Fillmore
25995 Lon Davis Rd
Parma ID 83660
Tom Neace
Idaho Department of Water Resources
322 Front St
PO Box 83720
Boise ID 83720
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BRUCE M. SWTH, ISB #3425
MOORE SMlTII BUXTON & TURCKE, CHARTERED
Attorneys at Law
950 W. BaIlnOck Street, Suite 520
Boise, ID 83702

~.

/.

'l-dd \l.

F , LEO
- -__A.M.

Telephone: (208) 331~1800
Facsimile: (208) 331-1202

l; 55

P.M.

JUI. 08 2010
OANYON COUNTY CLERK

r. CRAWFORD, DEPUTY

Attorney for Defendants

IN TIm DISTRICT COURT OF TIlE 1HIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE

STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
)

GARY DUSPIVA dba. GARY DUSPIVA

WELL DRILLING & DEVELOPMENT

)

)
)
)

PlaintOBf,

)

vs.

Case No. CV08 l0463
w

AFFIDAvrr OF THOMAS NEACE

)
)

CLYDE FILLMORE, an individual and
JOHN mLMORE, an individual,

)
)
)

Defendants.
State ofIdaho

)

County of Canyon

) ss.
)

)

I. Thomas Neace, being first du1y swom, sayeth as follows:
L

I am an employee of the Idaho Department of Water Resources (IDWR) and

through my employment with the Department I am farniliar with the Notice of Violation dated
Feb~ary

23, 2009, and the Rescission of Notice of Violation dated April 17, 2009 attached to

this affidavit

OR\G\NAL

AFFIDAVIT-l
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The Notice of Violation was issued to Mr. GaIy Duspiva for the reason set forth in

2.

the letter; specifically the Department determined that he violated state law and Administrative
Rules of the IDWR in the drilling of a well for John Fillmore.
The Department agreed to rescind the Notice of Violation based on Mr. Duspiva's

3.

agreement to comply with the procedures outlined in the April 17, 2009 letter, includmg Mr.
Duspiva's agreement to the Suspension of his Start Card privileges for one

yeM.

In the

Department's view, the required procedures outlined in the April 17, 2009, letter would result in

mlnhnizing the likelihood that Mr. Duspiva would violate the state law and IDWR rules as set
out in the Notice of Violation for the John Fillmore Well.
The resoission was agreed to by the Department because of Mr. Duspiva's

4.

agreement to comply with the pIocedures and suspension set out in the letter, not because the
Department found that Mr. Duspiva had not Yiolated state statutes and Department rules. The
requirements in the April 17. 2009, letter were imposed to deter Mr. Duspiva from violating state
statutes and Department rules in the future.
To the best of my knowledge, Mr. Duspiva has not requested reinstatement ofhis

5.

Start Card privileges and the suspension remains in place.
Further your affiant sayeth not.

Dated this 1rt::u. day of JulYJ 2010.

SUBS~~IAijp

I

~"'~\G1:S

SWORN to before me this ,.,..." day of July. 2010.
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My Commission Expires:
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AFFIDAV1T- 2
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

t:;i)

I hereby certify that on
day of July, 2010, a true and correct copy of the
foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF THOMAS NEACE was served upon the following by the method
indicated below:

Jon C. Gould

via U.S. MAIL

RlNOBRT LAW CHARTERED

via HAND DELIVERY

455 S. Third Street
P.O. Box 2773
Boise, ID 83701-2773

via OVERNIGHT MAIL

IMILE

Facsimile: (208) 3424657

AFFIDAVIT- 3
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State of
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DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES
322 East Front Street • P.O. Box 83720 • Boise, Idaho 83720-0098
Phone: (208) 281-4800 • Fax: (208) 287-6700 • Web Site: www.idwr.idaho.gov
C. 1.. ClBUTCBU OlTER.

Goveruor

DAVID R. TDTJULL, JR.
Dinetor

NOTICE OF VIOLATION
Febroary 23, 2009
Gary Duspiva

Gary Duspiva Well Drilling & n'evelopment
25050 Pet Lane
Parma lD~ 83660-7037

RE: Notice of Violation No. 39S-1-W-2009
Dear Mr. Duspiva:
The purpose oftbis letter is to notify you of a violation of State Law and A.dministrative Rule
attributed to you and }'DUX' drilling company. This violation is associated with a well you attempted to
~ .f.~r .~9~.FjPm.9.r~ lQ~~ ~ ?~~~~ .HO.Al.eda.1~ Ro.a4 Wilder, .Iilaho..

. . • ".

The violation attributed to you and your drilling company is identified as follows:
Failure to comply with condition of approval no. 8 of the Start Card drilling permit submitted to
the Idaho Department of Water Resources (DepartmeDt) OD June 11, 2007.

The above violation occurred at the time you drilled into the Low Temperature Geothermal
(LTG) aquifer and failed to immediately notify the Department as required by condition of approval
no.S. Drilling continued an additiona1200 feet or lllOre befure notification was provided to the
Department. I.e. § 42..235 provides that a driller is subject to the e.nfbrcem.ent procedures ofI.C. § 42..
1701B for drilling permit related violations. IDAPA 37.03.09 Rule 04S.02.a. provides that the drilling
permit authorizes construction of a wen in compJiau.oe with the conditions oftb.e permit.

Because the well was never completed and has since been properly deco:o:unissioned, the
Department will not seek payment of any civil penalty ~ redress for this violation. However, the
Department does hereby suspend your Start Card privileges for a period of not less than one (1) year
:from the date ofthis Notice of Violation (NOV).
Your atart card privileges may be considered for reinstatement folJgwing the one-year suspension
and upon your company's satisfactory compliance with all applicable well construction Rules and Laws.

_ . .. _.-----_..... ._-- -_.- .__•..--- ------------_._------0001.47
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Page 2
Notice 'ofViolation No. 3gS-1-

A written request must be submitted to this office before the Department will consider reinstatement ofyour start card privileges. This NOV is issued putSuant to section 42-1701B, Idaho Code.
You may request a oomplifUlCC conference concerning this NOV, provided the requ.est is made within 14
days ofrecei'ring this notice. Please contact me at this office if you have questions regarding this NOV
or if you would like to schedule a compliance conference.

Gary~(~lD,

Administrator, Water :Management Division
IDWR
CC:

.... _ _ _ _ _ "w•• _ • • • _ .••• _

John Westra, Westem Region Manager

._. _ ..... _ ._ ......_

••• ",_._. -

_ _ _ ._ ....... -

_ ••

_._.0. -" , ........-.- .... _ ...... -- ._-- •••-.- _...... -- ....... _._ .. __._.-_ .. - . ---- "-
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DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES
Western Region, 2735 Airport Way· Boise, Idaho 83705·5082
Phone: (208) 334-2190· Fax! (208) 334·2348 • Web Site: www.idwr.idaho.gov

C. 1.. "BtlTCH" orrER

Govet'llor
DAVID R. TUl'BILL, JR.

April 17, 2009

Director

REce'VED
APR 20 2Oa9

Gary Duspiva
Gary Duspiva Well Drilling & Development
25050 Pet Lane
Parma ID, 83660·7037

RIngen Law Cbanetea

RE: Rescission of Notice of Violation No. 395-1-W..2009
Dear Mr. Duspiva:
The purpose oftbis letter is to recapture issues discussed in the Compliance Conference held Oll
April 2, 2009. The Department hereby agrees to rescind the Notice of Violation issued on February 23,
2009. Additionally, this IcttC"l" requires that Gary D'uspiva take all necessary precautions to avoid
reoccurring well construction problems associated with encountering Low Temperature Geothermal
(LTG) resources. Specifically, the Department intends to prevent the inadequate construction of LTG
weDs initially proposed to be cold water residential wells. You have established a histoxy of submitting
Start Cards authorizing construction of cold water residential wells to reasonable depths and thereafter
notifying the Department that the authorized well has exceeded the proposed maximum depth and
coDSequently encountered LTG resources. As discussed at the April 2, 2009 Compliance Conference,
you agreed to provide the Department with information sufficient to assure that reoccurrence of
situations like those experienced on the Fillmore wen will be prevented in the future.
Jon Gould's letter dated AprilS, 2009, sent on your beh~ outlines procedures and precautions
that you will take when dtilling to avoid problems tb4rt have OCCUlTed with other LTG wells drilled by
you in the past including the Fillmore well. The outlined procedures include 1) monitoring of bottom
hole temperatures during drilling 2) recording of drilling conditions encountered on a field log 3)
immediate contact with the Department if LTG conditions are encountered and 4) ifthe property owner
wishes to complete a. well into a LTG aquifer, an amended drilling pennit application will be submitted
to the Department in a timely manner. Please note that these procedures are already required of all
Licensed Drillers pursuant to Administrative Rules. The Department provides the following additional
directives and cautions to you and your drilling company When a drilling permit is approved to construct
any cold water well:
1) Every attempt must be made to complete and develop the well in a cold water aquifer. This includes
employing industry standard practices such as installation of well screens or filter packed intakes in
cases where sand production may be an issue and considering the use of water treatment systems
such as water softeners, filtC"l"s, or deionizers ifwater quality is problematic.
2) If LTG conditions are encountered during construction of a cold water well, construction shall cease
immediately and the effective approval of the drilling will become invalid. lfit is determined that
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Notice. of Violation No. 395-1-

the drilled hole or the well casing has penetrated the LTG aquifer to the extent that unauthorized
comingling of LTG and cold aquifers may occur, the well must be partially or completely abandoned
as may be specifically required by the Department.
3) If the Department receives a new application for a drilling permit to complete a LTG well, the
drilling permit will not be processed until a) the property owner bas secured an approved water right
fur the use of LTG water b) all supporting infu:rniation and associated requirements including an
acceptable drilling prospectus, proper bonding by the owner and the driller are documented and
received by the Department and c) the driller can demonstrate to the satisfaction of the Departm.eD.t
that the well can and will be completed consistent with Rule 30 ofIDAPA 37.03.09.
The Department acknowledges that you have agreed to suspension of your Start Card privileges
for at least one (1) year. If after the effective suspension, you wish to have these privileges reinstated
please direct a written request fur reinstatement to this office.
Respectfully,

ai-~
~~westra,

Western Region Manager

cc: John Homan, Tom Neace, Jon Gould
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BRUCE M. SMITH, ISB #3425
MOORE SMITH BUXTON & TURCKE, CHARTERED
Attorneys at Law
950 W. Bannock Street, Suite 520
Boise, ID 83702
Telephone: (208) 331~1800
Facsimile: (208) 331-1202

~ ~d~ ~'(

F- I A.k~M.
JUL 08 2010
CANYON COUNTY CLERK

Attorney for Defendant

T. CRAWFORD, DEPUTY

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THJRD JUDICIAL DISTRlCT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
)

GARY DUSPIVA dba GARY DUSPIVA
WELL DRlLLING & DEVELOPMENT

)
)
)

)

Plaintiff',
vs.

CLYDE FILLMORE, an individual and
JOHN FILLMORE, an individual,

Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV08-10463
SECOND AFFJDAVlT OF
BRUCE M. SMITH

)
)

---------------------------)
COMES NOW Bruce M. Smith and declares as follows:
1. I am counsel fol' the Defendants John and Clyde Fillmore and make these statements

based on my own personal knowledge.
2. Attached are true and correct copies of the following documents related to this matter.

(a)

Excerpts from the deposition of Mr. Gary Duspiva, attached hereto as Exhibit A.

(b)

The following letters which I sent to counsel for Mr. Duspiva;

1.

January 16, 2008 attached hereto as Exhibit B1.

SECOND AFFIDAVlT OF BRUCE M. SMITH-1
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(c)

2.

May 12,2008, attached hereto as Exhibit B2

3,

May 28, 2008, attached hereto as Exhibit B3.

4.

July 1,2008, attached hereto as Exhibit B4.

5.

September 30, 2008, hereto as Exhibit B5.

6.

October 8, 2008, hereto as Exhibit B6.

7.

October 27,2008, hereto as Exhibit B7.

Do'\W Right Drilling & Pump, Inc. estimate for drilling dated July 21,
attached hereto as Exhibit C.

(d)

Well driller's log dated August 9,2007, attached hereto as Exhibit D.

(e)

IDWR Notice of Violation, attached hereto has Exhibit E.

(f)

IDWR Rescission of Notice of Violation, attached hereto as Exhibit F.

Further your affiant sayeth naught.
Dated this

K

day of July, 2010.
MOORE SMrTI:I BUXTON & TURCKE,
CHARTERED

B ceM. Smith
A orney for Defendants

SUBSCRlBED AND SWORN to before me this

~ ofJuly, 2010.
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OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on this
day of July, 2010, a true and correct copy of the
foregoing SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF BRUCE M. SMITH was served upon the following by
the method indicated below:
JonC. Gould
RINoERr LAW CHARTERED
455 S, Third Street

P.O. Box 2773
Boise,ID 83701-2773
Facsimile: (208) 342-4657

---- via U.S. MAIL
via HAND DELIVERY
via OVERNIGHT MAIL
via FACSIMILE

~-M-'~-SMITH--------------

SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF BRUCE M. SMITH- 3
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1 you what's been marked as Deposition ExbJ.'bit 3. I'll
2 represent for the record that's a copy of Rule 30 Well

3
4

s
6
7
8

9
10
11
12

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

23
24
2S

objection to MR. SMITH: Sure.
Drilling Standards Rules for the Department of Water
MR. GOULD: -- any question that require
Resources. Have you ever seen that before?
4 interpretation of a rule or law.
5
A. Yes.
MR. SMITH: Well, Mr. Gould, for the record
Q. What1S1t.
.. ?
8 Mr. Duspiva said he understands Rule 30.
7
A. Rule 30.
MR. GOULD: Okay. Pm just ~
8
Q. Okay. You understand it?
MR.. SMI1H: He can -9
A. Yes.
MR.. GOULD: I'm just letting the record 10
Q. Do you understand all the provisions of it?
MR. SMITH: Okay.
11
A. Yes.
MR. GOULD: -- realize I'm filing a continuous
12 objection to any question that requires Mr. Duspiva to
Q, Okay. Did the well that you drill for
Mr. Duspiva - Or, excuse me, Mr. Fillmore up to this 13 make a conclusion or interpretation of a rule or law.
April 28th letter you're talking about, comply with
MR.. SMITH: Even though he said he understands
1"
15 Rule 30.
role?
A. I submitted a long form on August 16th for a 16
MR. GOULD: That's what -- rve stated my
low temperature geothermal well, and I was given the 17 objection.
18
Mlt. SMITII: Okay.
authorization to continue to drill a low temperature
19
MR. GOULD: And you can-geothermal well.
MR. SMITH: Fair enough.
Q. And did that low temperature geot:hennal we 20
MR. GOULD: - object to my objection if you
comply with this rule? I mean, did you follow this? 21
22 want.
A. I requested a variance.
23
Q. (BY MR.. SMITH) Okay. So where in Rule 30 doe
Q. Okay. Why did you request a variance?
24
it say to complY with Rule 30 you have to file a long form
A. To be able to complete the well.
'1
25
Q Ok~ So ;)lnJ] requested a nrianc
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1 didn't comply with Rule 30, correct?

1

A, I don't know that.
Q. Did you just request a variance for the heck of

2

3

4M
5

6

7
8

9
10

11

12
13

14
15

16
17

18

19
20
21

22
23

24

25

2
3

A. Well, any time you get above 85, you got to
file a long fonn fot a low temperature geothetnlal well.
Q. I want you to look in Rule 30 and tell llle where

4~~

A No.
Q. Well, if it was in compliance with Rule 30, why
did you request a variance?
A. Because it states in Rule 30 you can request a
variance.
Q. But if it was already in compliance, why did
you have to request a variance? I don't 'Understand.
A You would have to ask the Department.
Q. You're the one that filed for the variance. I
assume there was a reason for filing for the variance. I
would conclude from doing that, that you needed the
varianoe in order to comply with Rule 30?
A 'Cause we had to change from a start card to a
long form permit.
Q. SO you had to get a variance to file a long
form permit? Is that your testimony?
A. Yes.
Q. Mr. Duspiva, help me understand Rule 30. Wh
in Rule 30 does it say to comply with this rule you have
to file a long form permit?
MR. GOULD: I'm just going to oppose an ongoin

(208) 345-9611

1

2
3

5

6

7
8
9
10

11

12
13

14
15

16
17
18

19
20
21

5

A. Right in 01 it says: Drillers constrUcting low
temperature geothermal resource wells often:tperature mor
than 8S degrees and less than 212 degrees must be
qualified under the Well Driller Licensing Rules.
Q. I don't see any reference to long [onn
applications. Is it in there?
A. It's a request of the Department.
Q. SO it's not in Rule 30, is it?
A. I would guess that's your interpretation.
Q. Well, you're looking at it. You just point out
to me whate\l'er section it's in. Yau said in order to -your testimony was, I needed to file a variance because I
needed to use a long form application to comply with
Rule 30. I'm asking you where in Rule 30 that is? It's
not my interpretation. You're the one that said it You
tell me where it is.
A I would state it's a policy of the Department.
Q. But it's not in Rule 30, is it? That was my
question.
A. I would answer it's a policy of the Department
to file a long form when you're over 85 degrees.

M & M COURT REPORTING
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MR.. GOULD: Yeah. I have MR. SMITH: So all these documents frOtn the
3 Department that says, .Mr. Duspiva, this rule - this well
" does not COtnply with Rule 30, are wrong?
1

1
2

2

6

3
4
5

MR. GOULD: Show them to us, I mean, I haven't

seen --

6

MR. SMlTII: l'mjust asking you as a general.
MR. GOULD: Yeah.
MR. SMITH: You're saying that when the
10 Department says this well doesn't cOtnply with Rule 30 an
11 you better come up with a plan to fix it, that the
12 Department was wrong; that that well was not in cOtnpliiilJl
13 with Rule 30 at that time? Is that what -- is that the
14 position of the parties in this case?
15
MR. GOULD: The problem, I think. that - the
16 communication breakdoWll is that Rule 30 talks about
17 construction of a well and what needs to be done for the
18 weIl to be complete. And, see, we never got to that We
19 were never - it's never been finalized. And when you
20 draw - when you begin to drlll any well, there's no
21 surface seal, but that's required- And so, in essence,
22 what you're saying is, hey. there's no surface seal-23
MR. SMITH: Okay.
2A
MR GOULD: ~. and the driller says, bey, I'tn
7
8
9

25 on~
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5

~.

fea down.

7
8
9
10
11
d2
13

14

15

16
17
18
19

20
21

22
23
24

seeking a waiver of any of the bonding requirements?
A. I did request at one meeting a waiver for the
customer's bonding requirement.
Q, Did you put that in writing as a waiver
request - as a variance request?
A. No.
Q. Okay. And what was the Department's response
to that?
A. No response.
Q. Okay. At what point did you hit a bottom hole
temperature of 85 degrees?
A. The temperature log says 585.
Q. Okay. And what does Rule 30 say about that?
A. Eighty-five is low temperature geothermal.
Q. Doesn't Rule 30 say that when you hit a bottom
hole temperature of 85 degrees, you'll stop drilliJ:1g and
notify the Deparlment?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. And did you do that?
A. Yes.
Q. At what level did you hit 85 degrees bottom
hole temperature?
A. At 836 the cuttings were 892, but there was no
water.

25

Page 56

.MR.. SMITH: Okay.
1 85 degrees at 600 feet?
MIt GOULD: You know.
2
A. The water was not 85 degrees at 600 feet.
3
MR. SMITH: But, Ion, do you know what the
3
Q. Mr. Duspiva, let me rephrase -- let me just ask
4 question's related to? I understand you want to argue
4 the question again. Did you get a bottom hole temperature
5 your case -5 of 85 degrees at 600 feet?
6
MR. GOULD: I'm not arguing my case.
6
A. Not initial.
7
MR. SMITH: I'm trying -7
Q. What do you tnean not initial?
8
MR. GOULD: I'm trying to -8
A. The water at development -- in that area it
9
Q. (BY MR. SMITII) I'm trying to ask the questions 9 didn't show 85 degrees.
10 of your witness. Okay? And I asked him, why did you fi1 10
Q. SO all the records that we have here that
11 a variance? For what were you seelcing a variance for
11 show ~ in the files iiIJld eveIYthing else that show
12 Rule 301 And he said the casing requirement. That's it.
12 85 degl'ees at 600 feet are incorrect?
13 That's all he's testified is - and ifI'm incorrect,
13
A. No.
14 Mr. Duspiva, yO\'1 please testify. What were you seeking a 14
Q. Ate they correct?
15 variance from? And ifit's only for the casing
15
A. Yes.
16 requirement, thal's fine. I understand that answer. I'm
16
Q. Okay. So you hit 85 degrees at 600 feet?
17 ttying to give you a chance to explain, were you seeking a 17
A. Yes.
18 variance for anything else?
18
Q. Didn't you, in fact, notify the Department when
19
A. Under Rule 4 there would be a waiver for
19 you were at 836 feet?
20 sealing requirement.
20
A. Yes.
21
Q. Okay. So you are seeking a variance from
21
Q. And didn't the DepartUlent conclude that you had
22 casing and sealing?
22 drilled 200 feet further after you had hit the 85 degrees?
23
A. Yes.
23
A. Intetpretation is water, not cuttings.
24
Q. Okay. Thank you. Really, thal's all we were
24
Q. Dil:in't the Department conclude that you had'
25 trying to get to. And just to claritY, you weren't
25 drilled 200:feet beyond 8S degree bottom hole temperature?
(208)345-96l1
M & M COURT REPORTING
(208)345-8800 (fax)
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A. No.
Q. Did the Department just ignore it?
3
A I can't speak for the Department.
4
MR, GOUlD: Objection.
5
Q. (BYMR.SMlTII) But,anyway,theDepartm
6 didn't require anything?
7
A. That's what I just stated.
8
Q. Okay. Now, you drilled each of those three
9 wells we just talked about, Enochs, Riggs, and Roan,

2

correct?
11
A. Yes.
10

A. Because of the higher iron content oithe
layers, they will eventually encrust over.
Q. SO are you saying they don't produce water for
sufficient periods of time Or something else?
A. After a long period of time as thin as screens
as you have - as thin -- as fine a slot as the screen is
and the minerals and the iron and the water, they will
eventually encrust over.
Q. Okay. Can yO\1 fix them~
A. I don't set screens, so I don't know.
Q, Okay. fm aware of other well drillers that do
use screens. Ate they being negligent in using screens?
MR. GOULD: Objection.
TIlE WITNESS: Everybody drills wells
differently, so I can't answer that
Q. (BY MR. SMITH) Okay. But you've never used a
screen?
A. No.
Q. How long have screens been around?
A. I have no idea.
Q. Okay. So you never - have you ever
lnvestigated the use of screens?
A. I've studied them.
Q. Okay. And it's your conclusion that the use of

2
3
4

5
6

7

8
9
10

11

Q. How far are those wells from Mr. Fillmore's? 12
A Probably five miles, I would guess, two of
13
them, and one ofthetn is over ten miles.
14
Q. Okay. But in that area, you had no way of
15
knowing that if you went to a thousand feet, that you
16
might hit low temperamxe geothexmal?
17
A Qualifytbatalittlecloser.
18
Q. Well, you drilled those three wells in that
19
vicinity that you descn'bed. And my question is, that yo
had no idea that if you went to a thousand feet or so in 21
the Fillmore well, that you would hit low temperature 22
geothetmal?
23
24
A. It was a possibility.
24

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

?

...,

?

25
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1

2
3
4

5
6
7

S
9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17

18
19
20
21
22

23
24

25

A. Yeah.
Q.. Okay.
A. But the Riggs' well was only 251 foot.
Q. Okay. It was only a 250-foot well?

characterization?
A. Not the style of well I like to drilL
3
Q. Okay. You don't like to drill a well with a
1

2

screen?
A. Yes.
Q, SO you hit geothermal at 250 feet?
6
Q. Okay. What's the screen do?
A. Yes.
7
A. Encrusts over.
Q. Did you notify the Departm.ent when you hit the 8
Q. No. What's the function - what's the pUIpose
geothetmal?
9 of the screen?
A. Yes.

4
5

A. Yes.

10

Q. Andtbat'swhentheywentbackandmadeyou
conect that well?
A Yes.
Q. Okay. But the Department -- the Department
did - I don't want to mischaracterize it, but they warned
you about using start cards to do a shallow well, then
drilling until you hit geothermal, correct? .
A. Yes.
Q. Mt. Duspiva, I think - actually, 1 think
Mr. Gould told me this, but you don't USe screens in yo
wells?
A No.
Q. Why is that? Why do you not use screens?
A They're a hindrance.
Q. I donlt understand. A hindrance to what?

(208)345-9611

11

12
13

14
lS

16
17
18

19
20
21

22
23
24
25

A. Well, it's a Band-Aid.
Q. A Band-Aid for what?
A. To keep sand out
Q. Okay. So if you use a screen, you're trying to
keep sand out of your well?
A. Supposedly.
Q. Supposedly. Does that mean it doesn't work?
A. Not got enough experience with screens to tell
you.
Q. Okay. Have you ever talked to anybody about
using screens?
A. I've seen information and listened to people
talk: about them.
Q. Have you ever considered using them?
A. No.:,
Q. Okay. If you'd used a screen in this well,

M & M COURT REPORTING
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1

Q. Okay. Do you see the cost to seal the annular

2

2

3

3

space, $30,0001
A. Yes.
Q. What is that cost? Where does that cost come
from? Break it down for mo.
A. Okay. It would have been "- see if it's
described in number two. There would have been Q. No. Excuse me. 1don't want you to answer
questions that I'm not asking. We can go - I want to
help you with the answer. I want to -- what looking
for is who'S doing the work, and what cost is associated
with it to come up with the $30,000. So if you need to go
through the itemization that's on the first page, I
understand. You see what I'm getting at? I want to
understand where the $30,000 came from, and what it
consists ot: So ;fyou can answer that for me, I'd
appreciate it.
A. I can't answer it at this time, 'cause I don't
have the documents in front of me.
Q. Well, was the $30,000 Mr. Bartholomew's work?
A. No.
Q. Whose was it?
A. It's the combination of my work and
Mr. Bartholomew's work.

1

4

MR. GOULD: It was answered three times. We
can go back on the record if you'd like to have it
4 repeated.
5
Q. (BY MR SMITH) So when:Mr. Bartholomew -- yo
6 don't have any -- excuse me. Let me start over. You
, don't have any idea how much Mr. Bartholomew was going t
8 cost to do this work, correct?
9
A. Approximate.
10
Q. Approximately what?
11
A. I don't retain that number, Bruce.
12
Q. Okay. But regardless, you were going to pass
13 those costs along to Mr. Fillmore?
14
15
16

21
22
23
24

IS

e
7
8

9

10
11

12

13

A. Yes.

14

Q. Okay. No matter what they were?

15

A. Yes.

16

"
Q. Did you ever tell Mr. FiJ.hnQte what it was
18 going to cost?
19
A. On page 2.
20

4

17
18

19

Q. Okay. Now, we'll get to that But did you
ever tell Mr. Fillmore about Mr. Bartholomew and what it
would cost?
A. There was no opportunity to talk to him.
Q. Okay. I take that as a. no. But the purpose of

20

21
22
23
24

rm

Qka)C IfYOll don't know Mr Bartholomew's

25
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1

2

3
4
5
$

7
8
9

10
11
12

bring the well into compliance with Rule 30; is that
correct? Am I understanding that oorrect?

Yes.
Q. Mr. Duspiva, looking at -- I'm still on this
same document. Looking at the -- do you see the estimat
A.

cost of completion 50,665? Okay? ltem A says cost to
))0 you see that?
A. Yes.
Q. Looking down at number C, the cost to seal the
annular space, $30,000, correot?
A. Yes.
Q. SO this domestic well would have cost $80,000,

drill the well is 50,665.

correct?
14
A. No.
H;
Q. Okay. Go ahead and explain it then.
16
A. You didn't include B.

amount, how much of it was yours?
A. I don't retain those figures, because rve got
3 to fill the well to 600 feet, and then live got to clean
4 it back out and JedtNtlop it.
5
Q. So on this $30,000 it was going to cost, you
6 can't tell me hQW much was Mr. Bartholomew, and how much
7 wasyou?
8
A. Not at this time.
9
Q. Was it based on a 10
A. Per hour.
11
Q."~ rate perhour7
1

2

12

A. Yes.

Q. For both of you?
A. My part was based on a cost. I don't remember
15 the formula I used.
,6
Q. Okay. Did you ever convey the formula to
17
Q. Now we'll get to that rm talking about the
Mr. Fillmore?
18 aotual cost of the well was 80,000. We're not looking at
18
A. No.
19 offsets or anything else. The cost of domg this well
19
Q. But you expected him to pay the $30,000, or
20 would have been $80,0007
20 Whatever it cost?
21
A. Yes.
21
A. No. Because you're not taking D out. SO'it:
22 would have been $'70,000.
22
Q. Okay. And it could have been more than 30,0007
23
Q. OkAy. It would have been 70,000 if you ¥d
23
A. Or less.
24 knocked off $1 0,000. OkAy. Is that correct?
24
Q. Okay. ItcouldhavebeenxnOl'e?
25
25
A. Or less.
A. Yes.
(208) 345-9611
M & M COURT REPORTING
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Q. Okay. And so you were going to ~- under itenl
1 there was anything else.
D, you were going to throw in $10,000 worth of your time 2
Q. Okay.
3
A. Yes.
3
A. Grout.
4
Q. Okay. But it was your position that
4
Q. SO, Mr. Duspiva, is it your position that no
5 Mr. Fillmore would pay for all of this without any idea
5 matter what this well cost, and no matter what the reason
6 what the total would be?
6 for that cost, that Mt. Filhnore had to pay that?
7
A. Yes.
7
A. Yes.
a
Q. SO We knew we had a 70,OOO-doUar well minim , 8
Q. SO if you screwed up something, Mr. Fillmore
9 and it would only go up from that; is that correct?
9 would pay for that?
10
A. Up by - what do you mean?
10
MR. GOULD: Objection, speculation.
11
Q. It will cost more -- it would cost at least
11
Q. (BY MIt. SMITll) Is that your position?
12 570,000 or more?
12
A. There was nothing screwed up.
13
A. Oriess.
13
Q. No. !said if you screwed up.
.
14
Q. No. It's already at SO, plus 80, minus your
14
A. If and buts the whole world would have a but
15 ten -- or SO, plus 30, which is 80, minus your ten. You
15 full of nuts.
16 said that's 701
16
Q. But if you did something wrong, you still
17
MR. GOULD: He actually stated that the 30 was 17 expected the cost to be carried by Mr. Fillmore; is that
18 an estimate, and it could be more or less.
18 correct?
19
MIt SMITH: Okay.
19
A. No.
ro
MR. GOULD: Okay? So·20
Q. Okay. So when you go out to drill this well
~1
MR. SMITH: But he also testified it was 70.
21 and you seek the variance and don't get it, and then you
!2 That was the estima.te.
22 have to come back in to have additional work done because
!3
MR. GOULD: Yeah. It's tin estimate 23 you didn't get a. variance, that cost is supposed to be
'4
MIt. SMITH: Okay.
i4 carried by Mr. Fillmore; is that correct?
1

2

("

'5

,..
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testified that it could be more Or less -Q. Okay. Let's put it this way. Let's.gop through
MIt SMlTH: Okay.
2 this methodically then. Mr. Pack - or'Mr. Bartholomew is
THE WlTNESS: - depending on what that 30 was 3 coming in to do this work in order to cOll1Ply with Rule 30,
MR. SMITH: Okay.
4 correct?
MR. GOULD: That's an llIlknown.
5
A. Yes.
Q. (BY MR. SMInI) Okay. So, anyway, you didn't 6
Q. And you have to comply with Rule 30, correct?
, know what it was ioing to cost, but you just e:rc:pected
7
A. Right.
Mr. Filhnore to pay it mattet what it was; is that
8
Q. SO you sought a variance so you wouldn't have
co:aect?
9 to comply with Rule 30, correct?
A. (Yes.
10
A. No.
Q. Okay.
11
Q, You soughta variance so that you would not
A. Minus the 10,000.
12 have to incur these particular costs under Rule 30,
Q. Do yOu have some dOC1llll.ents that can help us
13 correct?
understand what Mr. Bartholomew's oosts were? You
14
A. No.
mentioned you don't have those papers in front of you, but 15
Q. SO why is Mr. Bartholomew working? Why are yo
do you have them?
16 hiring him?
A. I think I can find them.
17
A. To comply with Rule 30.
MR. SMITII: Okay. Mr. Gould, can we have an 18
Q. And isn't that your obligation to comply with
agreement that you will provide those to me?
19 Rule 30?
MR. GOULD: Yeab. ru fly to get them.
20
A. It's part of the well.
Q. (BY MR. SMITH) Okay. Was anybody else's cos 1
Q. Isn't it your obligation to comply with
besides you and Mr. Bartholomew included in that 30,000. 22 Rule 30?
A. The cost of water from Homedale.
23
A. It's a joint ventute between the customer and
Q. Okay. Anything else?
24 the driller.
A, I would have to look at the documents to see if
25
Q. Okay. But under your scenario here you're
3)345-961l
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1 saying the well owner pays all the costs to comply with
2 Rule 30; ;sn't that correct?

A No. It's stated there under D.
Q. That's your credit. Okay. But:'!his 'work: is
5 'being done,in order tu comply with Rule 30. Are you ~
5 let me rephrase this. Are y-ou saying that Mr. Fillmore
7 violated Rule 301
8
A. At no point has anybody violated Rule 30 !Uld·
9 the well was never completed. So I can't say that Rule 3:
10 was ever violated.
11
Q. Okay. But this work is being done in order to
12 comply with Rule 30, correct?
13
A To complete the well.
14
Q. Yeah. And your idea is that Mr. Fillmore pays
15 that except you're going to credit $10,000 against that?
16
A Right.
17
Q. Okay. So iiit costs $200,000 to comply with
18 Rule 30 to do this work 19
MR. GOULD: Objection, speeulation.
20
MR. SMITH; - and you credited 10,000,
21 Mr. Fillmore would pay 190,0001 Is that a fair way of
22 putting it?
23
THE WITNESS: No.
24
Q. (BY MR. SMITH) No?
25 _8 Oka¥ N~ let thai happetl:.- _
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Mr. Fillmore of20, and you threw in a lO,OOOwdollar cost
share from you. So the total then, itsays, 50,665. Is
that the final cost of the well?
A Final cost e:stimate.
Q. Okay. Could it be less?
A. Yes.
Q. How could it be less?
A. Depending on the time spent by Mr. Bartholomew
putting in the seal. His time is based on a base plus
hours rig time.
Q. But you're starting off under item A at 50,665,
and then we're adding anything for Mr. Bartholomew, and
anything for yourself. Isn't that going to make it more
than 50,665?
A. Yes.
Q. SO when I'm saying total down there, what does
total refer to?
A. Well. it's just the way the math was done. So
you got to add the deposit back to it, SO that would make
it -- with these numbers as they stand, it would make it a
70,665-dollar well.
Q. Okay. Do you drill a lot of70,000-dollar
domestic wells?
A No.
...Qk11Jl Dn¥Jlll think that's a :masanabl~ fUnWlnt

Page S8

1
Q. Okay. I thought you testified that
1 for a domestic well?
2 Mr. Fillmore had to pay nO matter what. Is that 2
A. I don't know if you can put teaSonable on
3
MR. GOUlD: I object
3 any ~- cost of any well.
4
MR. SMITH: -. did I misunderstand that?
4
Q. Not figured in here is the cost oillie bond
5
MR. GOULD: You're creating situations that are 5 that low temperature geothermal wells reqtrlre. And the.
6 completely speculative. Okay. And 6 ,D"epattment pr.oposed a 20,OOO-dollar bond, coITeCt?
7
MR SMITII: I'm !tying to rephrase the
7
A. Yos.'!
8 testimony that 1 thought I heard, is that Mr. Fillmore was 8
Q. ~d.;who is going to pay that?
9 responsible for paying no matter what. Did I
9
A Mr. Fillmore.
10 xnisunderstand that, Jon?
10
Q. SO th:at would have been $90,000 then, comct?
11
MR. GOULD; I think you're taking it out of
11 He'd pa.y $70..665 pius $10,000 for the well-- for the
12 context. Okay? If the well would have cost ten million, 12 -bond?
13 I don't think we would be here today.
13
A. That doesn't have to be a cash bond.
14
MR. SMITH: How about nine million?
14
Q. Okay. But he's got to pay something for the
15
MR. GOOLD: Can we take a short break?
15 bond How much would the bond - how would he get that?
16
MR. SMITH: Sure.
16 How much would it cost?
17
(A brief recess was taken.)
17
A. I understand around $450.
18
Q. (BYMlt SMITH) Okay. We're still looking at 18
Q. Okay.
19 this cost to complete. I'm going to summarize this to
19
A. For one year.
20 make sure I'm not misunderstanding. What you're sayin .)0
Q. Okay. Did you ever talk to Mr. Fillmore about
21 it would cost at least 50,665, and then plus 01" minus 30, 21 the cost oia geothermal well?
22 is that correct, item C? It would cost 30,000 to do the
22
A. Well, when we did the August 9th, we did it and
23 seal?
23 he understood it would cost more, so We went on down.
24
A. Yes.
24
Q. No. I'm. talking about these additional costs
25
Q. Okay. And then you deducted the deposit from' 25 of complying with Rule 30 to get the "- to USe the low
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satisfactory means of sealing the well?
A. It was considered,
Q. Did the Department respond to that particular
item?
A. They let me to continue to drill is the best
way I can answer that.
Q. But was the plug associated with drilling or
abandoning the well?
A. Sealing the well. Putting in a temperature
seal, excuse me.
Q. SO where - maybe I misunderstand. So where
would the wooden plug go?
A. It's to hold the·- okay, to define this, you
put in your ~- you put in your perforations - first you
put in your plug, it expands, you put ill your
perforations, and then you pump the grout in. And then
when the grout is set and complete, it's all drilled back
out.
Q. Okay. So the wooden plug would be an
alternative to putting cement in the bottom, to do moth
type of plug?
A. Right.
Q. Was there a concrete plug? Is that what was
envisioned at one time?
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the Notice Of Violation the Depamnent sent to you about
violating Rule 30; isn't that correct?
A. Their contention.
Q. And it says that you f'ailed to comply with
condition of approval number eight of the start card,
correct?
A Yes.
Q. You recall in Mr. Filbnore's deposition .we had
a copy of the original permit, the start card?
A Right.
Q. Who filled that out?
A.. I did.
Q. Okay. And then you gave it to Mr. John
Fillmore to sign; is that correct?
A Yes.
Q. And let me just -- to speed it up, just
paraphrase. But if you look down at that one, two, three,
fourth paragraph, it's talking about, he failed to notify
them after hitting the 85-degree bottom hole temperature,
correct'! And it says: Drilling continued an additional
200 more feet before notification was provided to the
Department.
A Do you have the document that goes with this?
Q. I don't. I got to tell you, I got this out of
dQ.CllrnMts yoJ.l gaxe.me So jftbm was a S~d
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the plug was to keep the grout from going to the bottom of'
the well.
Q. Yeah. And the plug was made of what?
A.. Wood.
Q. But the other -- I mean, if the wood wasn't
acceptable, what were you going to use for a plug?
A. As the later document stated, sand from
1130 feet all the way to 600 f'eet.
Q. Okay. So you didn't pump sand in?
A Ytab.
Q. Okay. Were there any other subcontractors
involved beside Mr. Bartholomew and Mr, Winebarger?
A. No.
MR. SMITH: Okay. Will you mark this as
Exhibit 5.
(Deposition Exhibit No.5 was
marlced for identification.)
Q. (BY MR. SMITH) Mr. Duspiva, I'm going to han
you what's marked as Depositio.n Exhibit 5. Do you
recognize that document?
A. Yes.
Q. And what is it?
A. Appears to be a Notice Of'Violation, but it's
missing page 2.
Q. Okay. And you're right. But, anyway, this was
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page-A There's a re$cission of this notice of
violation.
Q. Ob, no, no, no. I know -~ that's a separate
document.
A. It pertains to this document.
Q. Yes. But this Notice Of Violation was because
you failed to notify them about going past the 85-degree
bottom hole temperature, correct?
A But this - but this was rescinded.
Q, IknQw. But that's what this Notice Of
Viola.tion was about, correct?
A. This is not a valid document.
Q. Mt. Duspiva, I know you want to al"gue about it,
but I'm just trying to verify that that's what this
document is about. Okay. It's a Notice Of Violation
referring to fail'Ure to comply with approval number eight
of the start card, correct?
A. This Notice Of Violation was rescinded, and
.that's it.
Q.. Well, the notice was issued to you, correct?
A.. And it was rescinded.
Q. Okay. Did your start card approval-- were
they suspended?
A. As part of the agreement. .
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Q. As part of what agreement?
A. Well ~- and I didn't agree with it. But I no
longer use start cards.
Q. Okay. So those privileges weJ;'e suspended. But
in this Notice Of Violation it only says for one year.
Have they been reinstated?
A. I no longer use start cards.
Q. Okay.
A. This is not a valid document 'cause it's been
rescinded. They agl'eed that my contention Was correct an
rescinded the NOV.
Q. 'Okay. Mr. Duspiva, when we were talking
about - this moming I asked you about your credentials.
One of the cards you gave me dealt with the - was there a
card that dealt with master ground water contractor? Was
that one of the documents?
A. Yes.
Q. Wbatisthat?
A. It's a national designation.
Q. 'Of what?
A. 'Ofyo\lr drilling experience.
Q. How do you get it?
A. You go through -- jfyou look at Exhibit 1 and
go through the back of, it tells the tests you have to
m and gm a passing score on all thos

25
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1

A. Yes. And then there's a general test. I don't

2 know if it's listed there to start with.
Q. There's no general test on - so when YOll say
4 December 2006, that was the general test?
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A. No. That was themast&r ground water test..
These tests were probably over -- probably a six-year
period from A through O.
Q. Okay. So do you --let me ask it Do you pass
or fail the test?
A. Yes.
Q. Did you pass the test the first tiIne?
A. Not all of them.
Q_ Describe for me how that testing went I m.ean,
how many times did you take them?
A. Some of them I took twice.
Q. Did you take any of them Illore than twice?
A. Not that I remember.
Q. Okay. How about the general test? Did you
take it~A. Twice.
Q. Twice. Okay.
A, It's a 50 essay question test
Q. Okay, So when you get this certification, what
does that mean? What does that allow you to do?
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deals7 and then you sit for a four-hour written exam.
Q..And you took those tests and sat for that exam
A. Yes.
Q. When did you pass that exam?
A. December 2007. Does that sound right?
ProbablY December 2006.
Q. '6. Okay. So a four-hour exam, Looking at
Exhibit 1 and it's -- is this the w_ I'll point to the
bottom card. It's a certified by NGWA. Is that the c
you're talldng about?
A. Yeah, National Ground Water Association,
Q. Okay. And then you're certified in every one
oftb.ese items On the back oftbat card, A through 0; i
that correct?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. And explain to me what's involved in.
certification. You have cou.rses; is that correct?
A. Basically, your knowledge of drilling, and
you take tests to check your knowledge.
Q_ Is it a one-time test?
A. Yes.
Q. It's just one test for all of it?
A. Well, each one of those letters is a test
Q. SO A through 0 each has its own individual
test?

(20S1345-9611
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Q. I apologi~e.
one.

rrn not -~ I don't catch that

A. Well, that's - irs-w
Q. It's a gl'eenjack&t -- that's what passing all
5 these tests and getting all the experience gets you is a
3
4

Ii

7

8

green jacket?
A. Yeah. Like the Masters go)! - it's -Q. Those guys make a lot of llloney for that green

jacket. I don't mow if you do or not.
10
A. No. It's pride and accomplishme.o.t.
11
Q. Okay.
12
A. You're supposed to advertise it. But it's more
13 of a personal accomplishment.
9

. t

Q. Okay.
A. But the green jacket's nice. There's 80 of us
out 00500.
17
Q. Anybody else in the State have it?
18
A. No. I'm the first one.
19
:MR. SMITH: Mark that One as Exhibit 6.
20

(Deposition Exhibit No.6 was

marked for identification.)
Q. (BY MR. SMITH) Mr. Duspiva, I want to ask you
23 some questions about the Ground Water Association. If
24 you'll look back at page 7 of this document Have you
25 seen this document before, what's marked as Exhibit 61
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A. Yes.
Q. Okay. And for the record, it's a document
flIed by your attorney. It's a request for compliance
conference. And if you look back at page 7, it talks
about additional sanctions being warranted. In there it
talks about the Idaho Ground Water Associate. I assume
that means association?
A. Yes.
Q;. What is the Ground Water Association?
A. Members of drilling and pump and manufacturers
and suppliers in t1)e State ofIdaho.
Q. Okay. And are you still a member?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. Mr. Gould wrote in there ~ and if
you'll beat with me on this -- these are things that
caught my attention when I was going through the doeum.e
It says you no longer ate a board member, you're not on
the education committee, or the legislative coJIlnlittee.
A. That is inconect. I am on the continuing
education committee.
Q. Okay. At.e you on the board?
A. No.
Q. Are you on the legislative committee?
A. No. That was with the Idaho Water Users.

Notice Of Violation, you would lose your MDWC status. D
you see that?
A. Yes_
Q. It goes on.. It says; Consequences oithe
Fillmore well and Mr. Duspiva 8:{e significant, include
loss of work, damage to your reputation, loss of positions
of influence, costs incurred in resolving - what is all
oftbis Iefemng to? All oftbis is tied to the Filhnore
well. Did you lose your board seat because of the
Fillmore well issue?
A. I can't tell you that. It's a voted position.
Q. Well, the way this thing js written, it says
since beginning work on the Filhnore well. And then it
goes over and says: The consequence of the Fillmore well
on Mr. Duspiva are significant If you read this
document, it says, because of the Fillmore well, these
things happened. And I'm asking you •• I dou't undel"Stand
this. These are arguments that you presented to the
Department with regard to this NOV. Did the Fillmore well
issue have these effects?
Mit GOULD: Objection. It's requirillg Gary to
speculate.
THE Wl1NESS: I can tell you the loss of
workMR. SMlTH: Okay.
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THE WITNESS: -- because of indecision.
MR. SMITH: Okay.
THE WITNESS: The well was completed in
October- And due to requests, I was not able to move the
rig until November of - I bdieve November 2008.
Q. (BY MR. SMITH) And why couldn't you move it?
A, 'Cause the well wasn't COlnplete.
Q. Didn't you go through that issue with the
Department to get permission to remove it?
A. Yes.
Q. And didn't the Department tell you that they
weren't prohibiting you frol:n moving the well-~
A. The issue wasQ. -- ot the rig, excuse me?
A. The issue was I bad to give them. a specific
date that I would be back.
Q. But you were allowed to remove that rig
correctlyA. No.
Q... conect?
A. No.
Q. Oh, you weren't?
A. No.
Q. Is it still there?

20

Q. So you did rem.oYe it?
A. Yes. At the Depat1lnenfs request
Q. Okay. What's this damage to reputation
assertion refer to?
A- Well, lack of 'Work. It's around ~. amongst the
drillers, this well.
Q. In what sense? What do you mean?
A. WeU, just normal hearsay OOlDDlents.
Q. To what effect? What do you mean? I don't
understand what you're saying. What comments are being
made?
A. Well, I don't hear them, so I don't know.
MR. GOULD: Objection. Again, you're asking
for speculation.
MR.. SMITH: rm asking him ifhe knows..
MR. GOULD: Okay.
MR. SMITH: Ifhe doesn't know, that's fine.
Q. (BY MR. SMlTIl) Do you know if it is damage to
your reputation as opposed to enhancing your reputation'1
A. It's probably damaged it It hasn't enhanced
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Q. And why has it been damaging?
MR. GOULD: Objection~· an ongoing objection_
24
MR. SMIffi: Jon. you wrote this.
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MR.. SMITII: You said this is a damage~MR. OOULD: -- document. This isn't for the
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2

3
deposition, you know.
4
M:R. SMITH: Sure it is.
MR.. GOULD: This document wasn't written for 5
6
you know, this isn't-7
MR. sMIm: Is it accurate?
8
MR. GOULD: I think this is speculation.
9
MR. SMITH: Is it accurate?
10
MR. GOULD: I'm not going to answer that.
11
MR.. SMITII: .Is it inaccurate then?
12
MR. GOULD: 11m not going to answer that
Okay? I'm objecting because you're asking my client to 13
14
speculate. Okay?
15
MR. SMl1H: About what'!
16
MR. GOULD: About what other people think,
17
about what board consequences mayor may not have
18
resulted, what the collJIIlunity mayor may not think.

19
MR. SMmI: Okay.
20
MR. GOULD: It's speculative.
21
Q. (BY MR, SMITH) Have you heard any specific 21
22
22 comments, Mr. -23
23
A. No.
24
Q. Okay. Have you lost a position of influence as 24
25
25 a. CMst:qnen~ oftbe Filhoore Well?
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A. Possibly.
Q. Okay. Whi,ch position would that be?
3
A. Probably the board and legislative committee.
4
Q. Okay. This refers to, you have modified yout
5 drilling protocol. What does that mean?
6
A. I now have a written contract.
7
Q. Okay. When it says modified drilling protocol,
S are yout modified drilling protocols now different from
9 they were - different from the way they wece when you
10 drilled the Fillmore well?
11
A. I haven't drilled enough wells since then to
12 really answer that question, other than I will no longer
13 drill a well that's over 85 degrees. even though I have a
14 bond for it
15
Q. Is that the modification and protocol that is
16 referred to here you think?
17
A. Probably.

A. I believe there was a meeting on the 10th of
May. and then I believe the meeting with all the
Department was on the 13th. of May in the conference toOm.
There was sOllle disoussion with the director in July before
the Water Source Board meeting in Coeur d'Alene.
Q. July of2009?
A. Legislation passed last year. That'd be - I
believe 2008.
Q. Okay.
A. Verbal only.
Q. And were those meetings related to this
litigation?
A. No.
Q. Were they related to the issue of the Filhnore
well?
A. I requested that the director give the
Filhnores the right to the well, leave it as it was.
Q. Does that mean without the seal?
A. Yes.
Q. Without the casing ~- no, excuse mc, just
without the seal, that was it?
A. Right.
Q. And what did the director say?
A. He wouldn't answer the question. I also asked
out their Ilon®.lllPljan~~ ofSQIDe ofth t;Wes tMy
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had in place On Artesian and stuff that they've never
complied with. That was mainly the gist of it.
Q. You mean like shutting down Artesian - illegal
4 Artesian wells?
5
A. No. The defurition of Artesian. Artesian is
6 flowing well-- in the water law, as you well know"the
7 definition of Artesian in the licensing rule 8 construction rules is anything that raises above the layer
9 you find it in.
10
Q. Right. You were seeking to have that changed
11 or interested in it?
12
A. Well, I was asking why they didn't follow their
13 own rules.
14
Q. Thafs probably a faJt question.
15
MR. SMITH: Jon, rve got a number of documents
16 here that -- I mean, are you okay continuing, or would you
17 prefer to come back -18
Q. Okay.
18
MR. GOULD: How long - how much time are you
19
MR. GOULD; That was E:dtibit 67
19 going to need?
20'
MR SMITH: It was, uh-huh.
20
MR. SMITH: Tell you what. Let me -- I haven't
21
Q. (BY MR. SMITH) Mt. Duspiva, one of doc\lmen a'1 had a break yet.
22 asked you to bring referred to meetings with the director 22
MR.. GOULD: Yeah.
23 of Department of Water Resources. Have you had some
23
MR. SMITH: Let me take a break and I'll talk
24 meetings with the director of the Departtnent of Water
24 to Clyde and Dee and then - weill do that. Why don't
25 Resources since this litigation ensued?
2S you-all take a break.
(208) 345-9611
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1
(A brief recess was taken.)
Q. Okay. And now YOUTe proposing another 58,000
2
(Deposition Exlubit No.7 was
on top of that. It's 114,665?
3
3
marked for identification.)
A. If your m.ath is correct
4
Q. (BY MR. SMlTH) Mr. Duspiva, I've handed you 4
Q. Okay. That's what you were proposing?
5 what's marked as Deposition Exlnbit 7. Have you ever see 5
A. Right. But it was never -6 that document before?
6
Q. Does that seem reasonable?
7
7
A. Yes.
A. I don't have a Pfoblem with it.
a
a
Q. Okay. It's a letter from yout counsel to me.
Q. Okay. Did Mr. Fillmore ever -- did
9 Mr. Fillmore ever talk to you - strike that. Let me
9 Mr. Duspiva, we've talked before - earlier about this
10 cost of abandonment versus completion questions. If youl 10 start over. Yau and Mr. Fillmore never had an agreement
11 to drill a low temperature geothermal well, did you?
11 tu.t'n back to page 2 on this thing. This is a letter sent
12
12 January 15,2008, and it says cost of abandOlUDent,
A. Yes, we did.
13 $20,000. That's the same number you gave me in the
13
Q, YOlldid?
14
14 May 5th letter. Okay?
A. Yes.
15
A Right.
Q. When did that ooour?
'5
16
HI
Q. Do you recall that?
A. On th~ 16th of August
17
17
A.Yea.h.
Q. And tell me about that then.
18
18
Q. And you said ~- I have in my notes here, it
A. That's the long form.
19 says, please ask. Gary what the breakdown on this is. And 19
Q. That was a fonn, if I recall correctly, to
20 submit a pennit to the Department to continue drilling the
20 you can't tell me; is that correct?
21 well?
21
A. Right.
22
22
Q. Okay. Well completion, January 2008, you're
A. Right. A1ld John Fillmore signed it
23
23 telling us that it cost $58,000 - this is after $20,000
Q. And that's the form that you filled out and
24 ha\'e been paid to you, but another S58,000 to complete th 24 gave to John, correct?
25
~ ~ll. Is that tbafs what thi:s letter S8.~. Qo~'t2

1

2

M_

Page 114

Page 116

Q. And did you tell him at the tUne what a low
temperature geothennal well cost?
A.' I told him there was implications to it
3
4
Q. Did you tell him what those implications were?
4
Q. Well, I know. But who's doing the work?
5
A. Good percentage of them.
Ii
A. This would have been a subconfl'actor.
6
Q. Like what?
8
Q. And who would that have been?
7
A. Well, that there was additional cost going
7
A. Alan Winebarger. That required pulling the
8 casing completely and completely redrilling the well.
8 deeper and such.
9
Q. SO that 58,000 is solely Alan Winebarger?
9
Q. The cost - the perforator costs you mean?
A. Right.
10
A. There would probably have been some of my hel 10
11 involved :In that
11
Q. Yeah. But, I mean, that cost associated with a
12 low temperature geothennal well?
12
Q. But IIlost of it is him?
13
A. Well, there was additional costs. But there
13
A. Probably a good percentage of it. But that
14 deal's oifthe table.
14 was no way of knowing because of the Department ofWate
1S
Q. It's off the table now. But On January 15,
15 R.esoutces' track record in the past.
16 2008, this was what you were proposing?
16
Q. Did you talk to him about that, of the
17
A Right.
17 Department's positions in the past?
18
Q. Okay. In essence, you were just going to
18
A. Yes.
19 redrill the well again. So we would have a 58 and then a 19
Q. What did you tell him?
20 56. We'd have a 114,OOO-dollar well; is that cotreet?
20
A. Well, that generally because it was a domestic
21
A I don't remember how all the figures went
21 well, there generally wasn't an issue and they didnlt -22 together on that.
22 they generally didn't require the bond.
23
Q. Well, let's put it this way. You've already
23
Q. What about the sealing? Did you talk to John
24 testified today that it was 50,6651
24 about that?
2S
A. Right.
25
A. Well, see, I didn't know what the Department
(20B) 345-9611
M & M COURT REPORTING
(208)345-8600 (fa~)
1

A. Yes.

2

Q. What is that 58,000 based on?
A. 'The paragraph above.

2
3
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2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14

15
18

17
18
19
20
21
22

23
24

1

3
4

5

,.
7
8
9
10

was going to require at that time.
Q. SO at this point in time·· this is August 16,
20081
A '7.
Q, '7. Okay. You've already drilled into the
geothermal aquifer, correct?
A. Geothennal clay, not aquifer.
Q. You were in a low temperature geothermal
situation, correct?

r. IOn!

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

AYes,
Q. This was after you were in the geothermal
situation, correct? r mean, this is all histoIJ. This is
all after the fact, correct?
A. Right. The well could have been. abandoned at
that time.
Q. But they would have had to pay for it?
A. The services so much per foot.
Q. Well, we're talking about abandonment costs.
Abandonment costs you never talked to them about at the
beginning, did you?
A. I believe there was some discussion about
abandonment
Q. like what?
A. There would be a cost to abandonment.
Q. When did you talk to them about that?
A. Well, probably in the time that we were making
the transition.
Q. Transition - you're going to have to
explainA. Transition from the start card to the long

A, Right.
10
Q. And you didu't see the need to inform the
11
FiUmores about the ramifications of that, other than to 12
say that there were sottle ramifications; is that correct? 13
A. I told them to the best of my knowledge at the 14
time of what it was about.
15
Q. Did you think you didn't have to comply with 16
Rule 30 at that point?
17
A. I requested a variance and got no kickbaok fro 8
the Department.
19
Q. SO you took the chance of getting the variance 20
and advising the Fillm:ores to go further into the
21
geothermal; is that correct?
22 form,
A. Yes.
23
Q. Mr. Duspiva, this is after you're in the
Q. And if that bad proved right, then you'd gotten 24 geothermal aquifer.
the varianc,e,..hut jf it:was WTOng,..then the Eillmnres h 5
aquifer
Page 120

13

Q. Well, you were in a geothermal situation. You
were in a situation where you had to comply with Rule 30,
correct, at that point?
A. If! continued.
Q. Or if you abandoned?
A. No. Rule 30 didn't apply.
Q. Rule 30 doesn't apply with regard to
abandonment'?
A. Because the well at that time could have been
abandoned without -- would have been abandoned
differently.
MR. GOill,D: And. Bruce, I don't think we're
going to .- I think you're going to ha.ve a lot mOre

14

than·-

to pay forit. Is that the way you viewed it?
A. See~ I don't undeJ;$tand that question because
2
we got approval from the Department to complete it to meet 3
Rule 30.
4
Q. We're t.':l1lting about the cost ofit on
5
August 16th. Let me put it this way. Let's look at it
6
:from. a different perspective, You recommended to the
7
Fillmores. did you not, to keep going deeper?
8
A. Yea.
II
Q. And they accepted your recotnnlendations,
10

11 correct?
12
A. Yes.

11
12

13
Q. And 1:heY accepted those recommendations without
14 any e.tplanatiOll from you as to the ramifications of being
15 in a low temperature geotlwmal aquifer, correct?
16
MR.. GOULD: Objection.
17
THE WITNESS; I disagree with that.
18
Q. (BY MR.. SMlTIl) Well, how were they supposed t
,9 know about it if you didn't tell them?
20
M:R. GOULD: Objection. 1 thought he answered
21 that he did tell them there were ramifications.
22
THE WITNESS: And they also talked to Rob
23

lULl

Page 119

• 25
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2
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Whitney.

.MR. SMITH: Yeah. Jon, I think you're right.
16 If these are the kind of answers to questions I'm going to
17 get, you're right. We got a lot more to go through.
15

MR. GOULD: Okay.
19
MR. SMITH: So let's just continue the
20 deposition until- Jon and I will figure out another time
21 to do this. Thank you.
22
(The deposition was adjourned at 6 p.m.)
18

23

(Signature requested.)

Q. (BY MR. SMITH) And Rob informed them about th 24
25 low temperature geothe.tmal?
25
24
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Januaxy 16, 2008

JonC. Gould
Ringert Clark Chartered
4SS South Third Street
Boise, ID 83701

Re:

Fillmore Well

Dear Jon:
Thanks for your January 15, 2008 letter regarding the situation with the well. I bad
requested an explanation of the details of options available to assess the situation. In order to
reach any resolution of the matter, it is important that the options be thoroughly explained. The
detail provided regarding the well.completion altemative does not provide sufficient informatiQn
to consider its viability.
I also need to clarify and have clarified a few iteriLs. First, in talking to my clients, I
learned that they contracted with Mr. Duspiva to have a domestic house well d~veloped. They
did not and do not want a low temperature geothennal 'well. They need a useable, cold water
domestic well; so that objective should be agreed upon as we proceed. If the existing well
cannot be repaired to achieve that objective, it will not be acceptable.
Abandonment Alternative
This alternative is pretty wen described, but it would be helpful to have a breakdown on
costs associated with the effort. Also, I assume this proposal has been deemed acceptable by
IDWR. If abandonment is undertaken, I understand the cost would be borne by Mr. Duspiva.
Any casing that is salvageable from the existing well should be available to my clients since they
have paid approximately $20,000 which includes materials such as the casing.
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JonC. Gould
January 17,2006
Page 2
Well Completion Alternative
. This alternative, estimated at $58,000, needs much more detail to allow it to be
considered. My clients would like a breakdown of costs associated with each aspeot of the work.
Also, if any of the work is to be subcontracted, that should be spelled out in detail, e.g., who, for
what type of work, when, and cost. The objective of this alternative should be to produce a cold
water domestic well of sufficient production capacity to serve my clients' needs. Therefore, the
design and details of the construction should be set out in detail. For example, it is not clear if
~Lredrillingn includes going back to the full depth of the well such that the result is a low
temperature geothermal well. My clients do not want a geothermal well. All they need is a cold
water domestic well. Also, it wo~d be necessary to know depth, the casing, location of screens,
etc., so that my clients know they have a suitably constructed well. Therefore, please send a cost
breakdown as well as an explanation of the well that is' being proposed. Given the situation that
has developed thus far, my clients would want assurance and a warranty in writing that the well
construction meets IDWR requirements. In fact, we may want to propose having the well
drilling overseen and the well inspected by IDWR prior to acceptance by my clients.
Until we know more about the details of the design and assured completion of a usable,
cold water domestic well acceptable to I.DWR and my clients, it is hard to discuss financial
anangements for any continuing work. However, $78,000 for a domestic well goes far beyond
what is reasonable in terms of cost. My client is willing to negotiate a reasonable result if they
get the type of well they asked to have constructed. Thanks.
Sincerely yours,
MOORE SMITII BUXTON & TURCKE, CHTD.

BMS/ds
cc:

Client
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May 12,2008

Jone.Gould
Ringert Clark Chartered
455 South Third Street
Boise, ID 83701
Re:

Duspiva

Dear Jon:
Your letter of May 5, 2008, arrived the afternoon after we talked. My client is'
disappointed in Mr. Duspiva's response. The Fillmores have been cooperative in allowing Mr.
Duspiva time to rectify his ptoblems with the IDWR and the well. However, their cooperation is
not producing much results. AB Mr. Fillmore has indicated in the past, unless the IDWR is
satisfied and agrees to a remedy for fixing the well, it is of little use to see if something can be
worked out between the Fillmores and Mr. Duspiva.
h I understand your letter, the cost of closing the well and the cost of completing it are
exactly the same. The coincidence is a bit interesting. However, it appears Mr. Duspiva actually
is proposing that completing the well be based on actual oosts and materials for sealing the
annular space. By limiting Mr. Duspiva's "contribution," he appears to leave open ended the
remaining costs which he appears to suggest will be paid by the Fillmores. Thus, this approach
appears to be nothing more than asking Mr. Fillmore to pay for fixing the well that Mr. Duspiva
improperly drilled. Mr. Filbnore was very explicit that the total costs and a breakdown of costS
must be explained. The estimates for the cost of completion and closure both fail to provide that
infonnation. , There is no mention at all of the water quality and temperature issues.

The Fillmores had asked for a domestic well but, to date, they do not have one. They did
not want a geotbennal well. They are not accepting ownership of the existing well unless the
problems are corrected, the well can serve as a domestic well, and a reasonable price is agreed
upon.
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lonC. Gould

May 13,2008
Page 2

It also seems that the cost of closure is quite high. Given the lack of detail and
information in the estimates, some effort should be made to make sure either option is properly
estimated in tenns of cost and perfonnance. Therefore, Mr. Fillmore is requesting that a bid
from a qualified, independent driller be secured by Mr. Duspiva for both closure and completion.
In obtaining bids, please make sure there is sufficient detail to understand who is doing the work,
the work being done, and the cost.

Sincerely yours,

MOORE SMITH BUXTON & TIJRCKE, CHID.

~~--...
, Bruce M. Smith

BMS/ds
cc!

John Homan - IDWR

Client
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May 28, 2008

JonC. Gould
Ringert Clark Chartered
455 South Third Street
Boise, ID 83701
Re:

Duspiva Well

Dear Jon:

My client has tried to be as cooperative as possible about this matter, but the inability to
obtain information from Mr. Duspiva is extremely frustrating. \Vhile I appreciate the difficult
circumstances Mr. Duspiva is in, trying to resolve them through the Fillmores is not reasonable.
Mr. Fillmore's needs were quite simple. He had engaged Mr. Duspiva to drill a domestic well.
Mr. Fillmore relied on Mr. Duspiva to use good judgment On getting the well drilled. Maybe
because the equipment was not the right equipment or maybe because of other reasons, but Mr.
Fillmore still does not have a usable well. What we now have is a low t~perature geothermal
well drilled to unreasonable depth, with questionable water quality, and that does no~ meet
IDWR requirements. No one could reasonably suggest Mr. Duspiva has met his obligations.
Yet your May 13 and May 15 letters suggest that Mr. Duspiva expects the Filmores to accept
ownership ofilie incomplete and improperly drilled well, pay $30,000 over what they've already
paid, and to make a decision on fixing the well or abandoning it in order for Mr. Duspiva to
comply with IDWR's directions. In other wordst Mr. Duspiva wants Mr. Fillmore to pay to fix
Mr. Duspiva's problems. That is not going to happen. Mr. Duspiva created these circumstances,
, not the Fillmores.

Mr. Fillmore bas asked for some straight forward information and the details of what Mr.
Duspiva is suggesting as a fix to this situation. We can't get basic information. Solely because
of Mr. Duspiva's refusal to acknowledge the problems and properly respond to reasonable
requests, he now finds himself at odds with the IDWR and the Fillmores. It is clear from the
lack of response to Mr. Fillmore' s requests that Mr; Duspiva does not intend to comply with his
contract regarding the well, will still not provide necessary information, and would like to be
able to continue ttying to solve his problems using Mr. Fillmore's money.
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Jone.Gould
May 28, 2008
Page 2

Mr. Fillmore is going to find another driller to drill a domestic welL As to Mr.
Duspiva' s wel~ Mr, Fillmore is not going to accept ownership because it is not what he
requested and does not even meet IDWR standards for a welL This situation is akin to buying a
car, and having someone bring you a chassis with four wheels, then asking you to keep paying
while they try to build a car that complies with regulatory requirements. You can't drive the
chassis, you have no idea what might eventually be the end product, and you can't get the
infonnation to be able to make a decision. Yet you are asked to pay for the seller to keep trying.
Mr. Fillmore is requesting that Mr. Duspiva abandon the well at his expense in compliance with
IDWR requirements and is willing to continue to allow access to do so. Mr. Fillmore also is
requesting a return of the $20,000.00 Mr. Fillmore bas paid Mr. Duspiva since Mr. Duspiva has
not provided Mr. Fillmore with a well that meets his needs. It's unfortunate that it has come to
this point, but Mr. Duspiva's handling of the matter dictates this as the only reasonable outcome.
I remain appreciative of your help and cooperation.
Sincerely yours,

OORE SMITH BUXTON & TURCKE, CHTD.

BMS/cis

cc:

John Homan - IDWR.
Client
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July 1,2008
Jone.Gould
Ringert Clark Chartered
455 South Third Street
Boise, ID 83701
Re:

Duspiva Well

Dear Jon:
This is a follow up to my letter of June 2, 2008, and the trespass issue raised therein. The
intent of the notice to Mr. Duspiva is to make clear that if he needs to 'go onto the Fillmore
property he should notify Mr. Fillmore in advance of doing so. Further, if he does go onto the
property, he is not to be doing anything which contradicts direction or order from the lDWR. In
short, the p~"ose of the notice was to make certain Mr. Du.spiva does not go on the Fillmore
property to undertake any work or other action whioh oontradicts direction from IDWR.
This matter does not seem to be moving towards resolution. The main obstacle appears
to be Mr. Duspiva's refusal to provide detailed information about his proposals to Mr. Fillmore
and. the IDWR. Mr. Duspiva cannot expect either Mr. Fillmore or the IDWR to approve Mr.
Duspiva taking some action that is unidentified in tenns of viability or cost. Mr. Duspiva, as I
understand his position, believes he can do anything and Mr. Fillmore will pay for it. A3 I have
. previously indicated, that is not going to happen. Most of the problems that the parties now
seem to be dealing with stem from Mr. Duspiva's drilling on his own to a depth where he
encountered low temperature geothermal water, then seeking to have his action justified by
IDWR after the fact. Now that the IDWR. is indicating Mr. Duspiva must go back and correct
the drilling, Mr. Duspiva believes he can do so and Mr. Fillmore just has to keep paying for Mr.
Duspiva to fix the drilling problems. And, as stated above, Mr. Duspiva refuses to explain the
details and costs he expects Mr. Fillmore to pay for. Apparently, Mr. Duspiva now wants to hire
another well driller from North Idaho to travel to Boise to fix the well. Why, if Mr. Duspiva is a
licensed well driller, can he not fix the well? I.don't believe Mr. Duspiva told Mr. Fillmore that
Mr. Duspiva was not able to drill the well correctly. This is an extremely frustrating situation
that is exacerbated by.Mr. Duspiva's refusal to provide information. I would urge you to please
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JonC. Gould

July 1,2008
Page 2
have him reconsider the situation and ex.plain the details of his proposal to Mr. Filhnore and the
IDWR.
Sincerely yours,

MOORE SMITH BUXTON & 1URCKE, CHID.
Sent without signature
to avoid delay.

Bruce M. Smith
BMS/ds

cc:

Client
Rob Whitney
lohnHoman
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September 30, 2008

lone. Gould
Ringert Clark Chartered
455 South Third Street
Boise, ID 83701
Re:

Duspiva Well

Dear Jon:
I have received a couple of letters from you that seem to miscomprehend the current
situation, so I want to clarity it for Mr. Duspiva. One issue you raised relates to removal of the
drill from Mr. Fillmore's property. You indicated that:Mr. Duspiva does not intend to do any
more work, will not close the well, or do anything else to help resolve the situation. As far as Mr.
Fillmore is concerned, removal of the drill is between Mr. Duspiva and the IDWR. As I believe
we have discussed on several occasions, if IDWR. allows Mr. Duspiva to remove the drill, Mr.
Fillmore does not object. However, Mr. Duspiva should do so in a way that does not cause
damage to or liability to Mr. Filhnore. Mr. Duspiva should comply with IDWR direction and
rules. If Mr. Duspiva intends to remove the drill, Mr. Fillmore simply f:equests reasonable notice
that Mr. Duspiva is coming onto the FUlmore property.
As for the stand by charges, the reason Mr. DuSpiva has not removed the dxill is because
IDWR apparently will not let him do so.· To try to hold Mr. Fillmore responsible for those types
of problems goes beyond reason. If Mr. Duspiva wants to move the drill, see the IDWR.
In terms of trying to resolve what has become a complete mess, the IDWR has asked Mr.
Duspiva and Mr. Fillmore to meet with the IDWR. Mr. Fillmore has agreed to meet and has
indicated he is willing to help resolve this. I now understand Mr. Duspiva refuses to meet and
further, refuses to participate or help address the problem. Instead Mr. Duspiva continues to
argue with the IDWR and threatens to sue Mr. Fillmore. Jon, we are requesting that you try to
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September 30,2008

Page 2
get Mr. Duspiva to meet with Mr. Fillmore and the IDWR. Without some degree of cooperation,
there is no way to address the problems.
Sincerely yours,
~~t£

SMITII BUXTON & TURCKE, CHTD.

Bruce M. Smith
BMS/ds

cc:

Client
Rob Whitney
lobnHoman
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'IHARTERED

A TrORNEYS AND COUNSEl-ORS AT LAW

9S0 W. BANNOCK STRBCr', Stll"t! 520; BOXS.,ro 83702
TELEPHONti: (208) 33l-1800 PAX: (208) 331·1202 W'W'W.mtibUl\w.c;om

JOHN J.MCfAtItIEN"tOfColDISI!l

5mHIINll!J. BoNNIlP
SUSAN E. 8UXTON"
PAUL }.l'IInR

MICH...eL C.MOOItSOj'Coruud

.. Also admilte4 i .. ~omia
• Also adlllitte4 in OICP
• Also admitted In SOllth OoUwtil
OJ Abo admitted in Utah
•Also admitb:d.1n Wi5llingtoll.

JILL 5. HOUNKA

BRUCE M. SMITH

P...u~A. TultCJC'EO
CAlttl. W\'tifRO(J."

. October 8, 2008

JonC. Gould
Ringert Clark Chartered
455 South Third Street
Boise, ill 83701
Re;

Duspiva Well

Dear Jon:
Following up on our conversation this morning, I am asking' that Mr. Duspiva agree to
meet with Mr. Fillmore and the IDWR to tty to resolve this matter. I do not intend to cross
examine Mr. Duspiva. The fact is we have a· very contentious dispute that necessitates that we '
try to resolve'it without litigation. The IDWR is a critical party. My client has already
committed to helping resolve the matter and is willing to meet We need Mr. Duspiva's
cooperation. Simply taking the position that ('1 did nothing wrong" and'refusing to even meet to
discuss the matter is unreasonable and not good faith. The fact is there is an 1100 foot
geothennal well that does not comply with IDWR rules. My client did not want a geothermal
well. We need to figure out how to deal with the problem. So I would ask you to have Mr.
Duspiva reconsider having a meeting. We need his cooperation.

to

Also, please send me a copy of his proposal to abandon the well. His proposal, as I
recall, was considerably more expensive than the IDWR estiJnates ($33,000.00 versus
$8,500.00), and there is still the question of the details of Mr. Duspiva's proposal. I am willing
to have my client re-examine it. However, refusing to disclose information about the proposal is
not reasonable. There is no aspect of the proposal that should be hidden or concealed. Also, I
would like a copy of the wen log which I do not believe has been provided.
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JonC. Gould
October 8, 2008
Page 2

Mr. Fillmore asked me to review the complaint you have filed and advise him about
accepting service. Please send me a copy of the complaint. As you requested, a copy of the
IDWR bid for abandomuent from Down Rite Drilling and Pump Inc. is enclosed.
Sincerely yours,
MOORE SMITH BUXTON & TURCKE, CHID.

~~
Broce M. Smith

BMS/ds

cc:

Client
R. Whitney

J.Homan
G. Spackman
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MOORE S~rfH BUXTON & TURCK' 1 CHARTERED
A,1TORNBYS ANO COUNSELOlS AT LAW

950 W. BANNOc:K Snmrr, SUlTE520; DOISs,. 10 83702
TELEl1{ONl!: (208) 331-1800 FAX: (208) 331-1202 www.ll\6btlaw.com
JOHN J. McFAtIOQt'tof COIlllUI

STllPNANI~J. BON~

SUSI\N Ii, BVK!'ON·
P I\UL J. frTUII

MlCHA1LC.MOOlU!lo/CO'llI$Ir

• Abo adm.itt~ in Califoma
• A1,o :ldmittcd. in Oregon
• Also IclmilteG in South Dilkota
c AlIa admitttcl in Utah
'Also ;lcimittw ill Washlnpn

JILL S. HOUI'IKA
8Rua M. SM/'Of
PAuLA. TUI\CIC~
CAR~J. WrrHROE,,·

October 27, 2008

Jon C. GouJd
Ringert Law Chartered
455 South Third Street
Boise, 1D 83701
Re~

Duspiva Well

Dear Jon:

In a recent phone call, I asked that you forward to Ole the proposals Mr. Duspiva had for
completion/abandonment of the well. I have not received' them so could you please do so when
you get the chance. Please note this is a request for infoxmation and not an acknowledgment that
Mr. Fillmore has accepted ownership of the well.
In my May 12, 2008 letter to you, I noted that the details of Mr. Duspiva's proposals at
that time were not provided. Specifically, it appears that Mr. Duspiva wanted to use other
contractors to do the work. As I have explained numerous times, it is imperative and reasonable
that Mr. Duspi\Ta provide the details including identifying any contractors to be used and h?w
costs would be allocated and detennined. Previously, you have indicated Mr. Duspi'Va refuses to
provide that infonnation. However, this is another request that he do so. If you provide the
infonnation as requested, I will discuss it with my client. However, continued refusal to provide
the information leaves little opportunity to resolve this.

I want to make sure that there is no misunderstanding about Mr. Duspiva's position on
this matter. His position as set out in your May 5, 2008 letter is that his proposal and 'estimated
cost of the domestic well is $80,665.00-whether abandoned or completed. Further, that cost is
not fixed but could go higher, and, regardless of the fmal amount, Mr. Fillmore is obligated to
pay including all the costs associated with other contractors that Mr. Duspiva proposes to retain.
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c. Gould
October 27 , 2008
Page 2

10n

Further, there is no infonnation on whether the quality of the geothermal water is suitable for
drinking, and Mr. Duspiva refuses to test for or provide that infonnation.
Please confirm that this is Mr. Duspiva's position. If I am incorrect, please explain.
Again, we request that the details and breakdown of Mr. Duspiva'S proposals be provided.
Further, as noted in my September 30, 2008, letter to you, Mr. Fillmore does not object to Mr.
Duspiva's removal of the drill from the property so long as he does not cause damage to the
property or liability to Mr. Fillmore. Please provide written confinnation as to whether Mr.
Duspiva is going to or bas removed the drill.
Sincerely yours,

OORE SMITH BUXTON & TURCKE, CHID.

Bruce M. Smith
BMS/ds
cc:

Client
R. Whitney
1. Homan
G. Spackman
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estimate
DATE

NAMEIAOCRESS

712112008

J

Clyde Filmore
PHONE .
CASHPRItE USTPRIce

12 OiiU Rig Hours. AbWldomnent
1 Tool Ren~ perf
12 Ceotent(cu. yd)
1 Cement Pumping

250.00
1.000,00
l5O,OO
'1,500.00

312.10
1,250.00
312.S()
IpS.OO

TOTAL OF ESTIMATE BEFORE DISCOUNT
~OO~ CASH DISCOUNT IF PAID WITHIN TEN DAYSI

TOTAl.. US't'

3,750.00
1,2S0.00
3.750.00 ·
1.815.00
. 10,625.00

-20.00%

-2.125.00

ESTIMATE VAlJD FOR nnRTYDAYS!

'.'

-

...-

Please call if you have any questionsl

·DISCOUNTED ·TOTAL
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DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES
322 Eallt Front Street· P.O. Box 83720 • Boise, Idaho 83720-0098
Phone: (208) 287-4800 • Fax: (20S) 287-6700 • Web Site: wW'w.idwr.idaho .gov
C. L. "BUTCH" O'lTER.

Ooveru.oJ:'

DAVOl R. TtlTHILL,.lQ.
Dimtor

NOTICE OF VIOLATION
February23,2009
Gary Duspiva
Gary Duspiva Well Drilling & Development
25050 Pet Laue
Parma 10, 83660·7037

RE: Notice ofViolation No. 395-1-W-2009

Dear Mr. Duspiva:
The pUlpose of this letter is to notify you of a violation of State Law and Administrative Rule
attributed to you and your drilling company. This violation is associated with a well you attempted to
~ .~r 19.1n1: F~I~.lQ~ ~ 2~Z$..a _Ho~ale. RQ.ad Wildert.Idaho..

.

The violation attributed to you and your drilJing company is identified as follows:
Failure to comply with condition of approval DO. 8 of the Start Card drilling permit submitted to
the Idaho Department of Water Resources (Department) on June 11,2007.

The above violation occurred at the time you drilled into the Low Temperature Geothermal
(LTG) aquifer and failed to immediately notify the Department as required by condition of approval
no.S. Drilling continUed an. additional 200 feet or more befure notification was provided to the .
Department. I.e. § 42-235 provides that a driller is subject to the enforcement procedures on.c. § 42170lB for drilling permit related violations. IDAPA 37.03.09 Rule 045.02.a. provides that the drilling
permit authorizes.construction of a well in compliance with the conditious of the pemdt.
Because the well was never completed and has since been properly decOrmrissioned, the
Department will not seek payment of any civil penalty as redress fur this violation. However, the
Department doea hereby suspend your Start Card privileges for a period ofnot less than one (1) year
from the date ofthis Notice ofVioIation (NOV).

Your start card privileges may be considered for reinstatement mUowing the one-year suspenskm
and upon your company's satisfilctory compliance with an applicable -well construction Rules and Laws.
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Notice ofVio1ationNo. 395-1-W-2009

A written request must be submitted to this office before the Department will consider reinstatement ofyour start card privileges. This NOV is issued pursuant to section 42-1701B, Idaho Code.
You may request a compliance conference concerning this NOV, provided the request is made within 14
days of receiving this notice,; Please contact me at this office if you have questions regarding this NOV
or ifyou would like to schedule a compliance conference.

Gary

c

Admi:nistrator~ Water Management Division

IDWR.

cc:

John W~ Westem Region Manager
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DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES
Western Region, 2735 Airport Way· Boise, Idaho 83705·5082
Phone: (208) 334-2190· Fax: (208) 334-2348· Web Site: www.idwr.idaho.gov
C. L "BurCH" OTI'EQ

GoTernor
DAVID R. TUTHILL, JR.
Director

April 17, 2009

Gary Duspiva
Gary Duspiva Well Drilling & Development
25050 Pet Lane
Parma!D, 83660-7037

REcelveo
APR 2a2009
RiJgert taw~

RE: Rescission of Notice of Violation No. 395-1-W-2009
Dear M'r. Duspiva:
The purpose of this letter is to recapture issues discussed in the Compliance Conference held on
Apri12, 2009. The Department hereby agrees to rescind the Notice of Violation issued on February 23,
2009. Additionally, this letter requires that Gary DUspiva take all necessary precautions to avoid
reoccurring well construction problems associated with encountering Low Temperature Geothermal
(LTG) resources. Specifically, the Department intends to prevent the inadequate construction of LTG
wells initially proposed to be cold water residential wells. You have established a history of submitting
Start Cards authorizing construction of cold water residential wells to reasonable depths and thereafter
notifying the Department that the authorized well has exceeded the proposed maximum depth and
consequently encountered LTG resources. AB discussed at the April 2, 2009 Compliance Conference,
you agreed to provide the Department with. information sufficient to assure that reoccurrence of
situations like those experienced on the Fillmore well will be prevented in the future.
Jon Gould's letter dated April8~ 2009, sent on your behalf; outlines procedures and precautions
that you will take when drilling to avoid problems that have oCOUITed with other LTG wells drilled by
you in the past including the Fillmore well. The outlined procedures include 1) monitoring ofbottom
hole temperatures during drilling 2) recording of drilling conditions encountered on a field log 3)
immediate contact with the Department if LTG conditions are encountered and 4) if the property owner
wishes to complete a wen :into a LTG aquifar, an amended drilling pennit application will be submitted
to the Department in a timely mamer. Please note that these procedures are already required of all
Licensed Drillers pursuant to Administrative Rules. The Department provides the fullowing additional
directives and cautions to you and your drilling company when a drilling permit is approved to construct
any cold water well:
1) Every attempt must be made to complete and develop the well in a cold water aquifer. This includes
employing industIy standard practices such as installation of well screens or filter packed intakes in
cases where sand production may be an issue and considering the use of water treatment systems
such as water softeners, filters, or deionizers if water quality is problematic.
2) If LTG conditions are encountered during constructiOn of a cold water well, construction shall cesse
immediately and the effective approval of the drilling will become invalid. lfit is determined that
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the drilled hole or the well casing has penetrated the LTG aquifer to the extent that unauthorized
comingling of LTG and cold aquifers may occur, the well must be partially or completely abandoned
as may be specifically required by the Department.
3) If the Department receives a new application fur a drilling permit to complete a LTG well, the
drilling pennit will not be processed until a) the property owner has secured an approved water right
for the use of LTG water b) all supporting inibrmation and associated requirements including an
acceptable drilling prospectus, proper bonding by the ow.o.er and the driller are documented and
received by the Department and c} the driller can demonstrate to the satisfaction of the Department
that the well oan and will be completed consistent with Rule 30 ofIDAPA 37.03.09.
The Department acknowledges that you have agreed to suspension of your Start Card privileges
for at least one (1) year. If after the effective suspensio~ you wish to have these privileges reinstated
please direct a written request for reinstatement to tlris office.

Respectfully,

a~~
<?o'~ Westra,

Western Region Manager

co: John Homan, Tom Neace, Jon Gould
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